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Abstract.

This work is dedicatau to tha theoretical and experimental study

of the icing of aircraft in LJ igat. Work examines the effect of the

microphysical parameters ut ciouis and flight conditions on icing

intensity. Are theoretically stuaied questions of the flow around

(ifferent bodies of the tlows oz the weighed in air water drops and

role of the processes o nedt exchange, which weaken aircraft icing.

Are examined also questlcas ur icing at supersonic flight speeds. The

book is of interest for meteukoiogists, weather forecasters and

workers of aviation, who carry oat by questions of deicing of

aircraft and operations or alrczarT.

Page 3. No typing.

Page 4.

Preface.

The problem of aircratt icing during quarter of century already

attracts considerable attention of the researchers. To this

... . . .. . . " lr I I.I4 - .II-
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contributes tha fact that aviation equipment rapidly is improved and

are posed all new problems in the region of the protection of

aircraft from the danger or th~i Lading: depending on the construction

of the aircraft is changed the proability of icing under one or the

other atmospheric conditions, it is changed the sensitivity of

aircraft to icing, appear now ta6Ks as, for example, about the icing

of helicopters or internal icing in jet engines.

Is very close to this series of question and the task about

erosion, i.e., the damage ot sKin/sheathing by the shocks of drops at

high rates.

Study of icing gave large jezK/impulse to the science about the

structure of the cloud: it stimulated the study of the

microstructure of clouds ad, prompted, for example, some methods of

measurement of water content ot clouds. Some contemporary meters of

liquid-water content are close in construction/design to the monitors

of icing. The calculaticns or the coefficients of capture which

occupy the large place an the theory of icing, rapidly found

application/appendix in the taeory of the formation of

residues/settlings, in tad thaory of the errors for different

instruments, etc.

The problem of icing, taus, played in physics of the atmosphere
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the large role, emerging oeyonu tne framework of the demands produced

by aviation.

The published work of 1. P. Kazin gives response/answer to the

series/row of questions important ior aviation equipment - about the

icing intensity, its deperiaence on the structure of clouds, etc.

These calculations are added also to the calculation of the

formation/education of ica-covaeza surface - another dangerous

phenomenon, from which strongly saifers the economy of

connection/communication. Special in qrest in work I. P. azina are

of some obtained simple laws governing the icing at supersonic

speeds.

The simultaneously maue tneozetical calculations are important

for studying of clouds, their structure, phase, etc., i.e., for

aerological practice. Work ot I. P. Kazin makes the large

contribution to the developaent ot the aircraft investigations of the

atmospheres in region of wnich the Soviet Unicn made already much and

it goes in front of other countries.

A. Kh. Khrgian.

Page 5.

I.. ..:. .."- °n I I I - .., .
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Introduction.

1. Problem of fight wita tae iciag of aircraft.

At the glow of its existence the aviation was so/such low-power,

that it was limited to lignts mainly in good, clear weather.

Although the phenomenon oi icing tuen was already known, it did not

draw considerable attention, siaa it was enccuntered sufficiently

rarely.

With aeronautical aeveiopwme the position changed. Strongly

increased the role of av.Ltioa ds the form of transport. Escapes

began to bs conducted accozuxya to schedule, in any weather, up to

distant distances, Ln tne most uiverse climates. Along main routes

with large motion strictly is ouerved the separation - aircraft is

forced to adhere to ba'se a±iiutueS. Under these conditions it is not

possible to avoid icing virtudily. For this very reason tight with

the fading of aircraft giadudily itcame the vital problem of

aviation. Already since tae owginning Thirties appeared different

constructions/designs or dAAi-iciags gear and proposition on fight

with this phenomenon.

In usual transport aircrdr to icing are subjected the most

diverse part- propeller and tne pianes of aircraft, the cook of
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fuselage and the cowlings or ,orurs, window of pilot's

cabin/compartment and staDi.Lier, ailerons and radio antenna,

air-pressure head and cthr parts, up to rivets on planes and

fuselage. Both the intensity dac caaracter icing can be in this case

different, different prcva3 to Dt the effect of icing on flight

aircraft quality/fineness ratios. in one case it only insignificantly

increases drag and reducui rate of climb and ceiling, in other-

renders inoperable the spaua iuuicator, breaks antenna, it causes

severe vibration and it so incveases drag it makes the generally

aerodynamic conditions wcrse zoi the flow around aircraft, which can

lead to forced landing and ev-n catastrophe.

All contemporary aircraft are provided with one or the other

anti-icing (de icing) or deicing (anty icing) system.

During the construction of delcing system arises the question,

what aircraft components anu to w-at degree need protection from ice,

on which principle mcst favorable of designing this system.

De-icing systems prov.Aae tne timely dropping of grown ice either

by applying the special pneumatic coverings (Goodrich), or via the

wetting of ice with anti-iciun liquid (alcohol, mixture of glycerin

with alcohol, etc.), or finaliy preheating.

'.j ..-'~r .L, ...a' .,I _---, -: , .,ii I ... " i 'Yl%. .L . "I I I I II
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Deicing systems are baseu on the principle of preheating the shieldred

aircraft components with the tdact or as another method (electric

heatinq, heated by air or conti uous wetting with anti-icing liquid,

etc.) and serve for the prevention of possible icing.

rMuch attention is rec a ly given to the deicing in aeronautical

meteorology ani aeroclimatoiogy wnere attempt to find the best

methods of passive protection, i.d., to forecast conditions icing and

to find the paths of output or taem.

In order to have ccrrect representation about the commercial

advisability of using anti- or ueicers of that or other power and

system on one or the other aikcrazt components, it is necessary to

know the possible intensity oi tue increase of ice on +hem depending

on the conditions of icing anu tne frequency of the recurrence of the

varied conditions of iciang. or tne calculaticns of the thermal

deicers required power it iS Uecas~ary to alsc investigate

thermodynamic processes on th icing up surface and to study the

questions, connected with its neat emissions. Furthermore, in each

case of icing in flight it is necessary clearly to represent, what is

more advisable - to continua £1ignt vnder conditions of the icing

(if, of course, this does not ttnraten flight safety) or to attempt
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to find another, more fdvorabe route. For this it is necessary to,

first of all, correctly £orwcdst tue possible conditions of icing.

The given short anumairatoa oz the questions, which require

their resolution during tne study of aircraft icing, is the

demonstrative illustraticu ot an entire complexity of the

general/common/total prowiem or aeicing of aircraft. Already by

itself this enumeration mdKes it possible to break entire problem at

least into four independent s ctions.

To the first of these szc-Lioas, which it is possible to call

physical-meteorological, we rlate the investigations, connected with

the study of quantitative conncctions/communications of intensity and

form of ice accumulaticn on svparate aircraft components with

different meteorological Laawetea.s and flight conditions, and also

study of the separate factors, witich affect these

connections/communicationz.

To the second section, agrntering-operational, can be referred

the work on the study ot tna crtect of aircraft icing on its flight

characteristics in depenuence on torm and quantity of grown ice.

To the third section, namr a 7;echnical, is related the work on

direct development and construction of different systems, which make
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it possible to carry on an ictlv, struggle with ice accumulation on

aircraft.

Finally, to the foutta section, synoptic-meteorological, can be

attributed the works of jEroqaostic and statistical character.

Although the given division oL an entire problem into 4 sections

is not indisputably absolute, since these sections in many respects

are mutually connected, neverarai.ss it in general terms correctly

transfers those directions wnica appeared in science.

This work, as is snown by its name, is dedicated to the study of

the first section according to tue classification given above. The

basic results, presenteu aelow, are obtained in the laboratory of the

cloud investigations by IsAO - Central Aerological

observatory] during the years 1950-1956. We did not place to

ourselves by the target oi giving the complete survey/coverage of the

works, dedicated to the j roDim of deicing of aircraft, since their

quantity at present has alreauy Deen counted by thousand and their

survey/coverage exceeds tne scope of our possibilities, and also they

did not approach a strict opscrvace of historical sequence in the

presentation of material.

However, the basic achievements oL latter/last years both in our

NEW--
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country and abroad they round an tae work the appropriate reflection.

Page 8.

2. Formulation of the Fzcoiom.

the experimental invs;5igatoas of the processes of icing in

free-air conditions were initldtad as early as by 1922-1923 Peppler

[72] with the aid of kites *

FOOTNOTE 1. In this survey art not examined questions of ice-covered

surface, although the mecnaaism oz ice accumulation on the

communication lines and ou d1zcrdft is actually similar and many

results, obtained during th study of icing, can be applied, also, to

the phenomena of ice-ccverea surrace. ENDFOOTNOTE.

From 1929-1930 numbers ot investiydtions in icing sharply it

grows/rises. Appear thorough tuaoretical (Blekker 1932 [7]) and

experimental (Samuels 1932 L7t 4j) works.

The first large moncgrapas, dedicated to aircraft icing,

appeared in the USSR at tne end '£nirties. They include: the

collector/collection edited by V. F. Bonchkovskiy, with the vast

theoretical article of Khrrgia L2 1 J and N. V. Lebedev's book (10]. In
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N. V. Lebedev's monograph was giveau the sufficiently detailed

survey/coverage of all jriacipal works on aircraft icing, made up to

1938. During the subsequent yddrs to the problem of aircraft icing

begins to pay ever increasing attention the number of scientific

institutions as in the Uss (central institute of

predictions/forecasts. Main Geoptysical Observatory, central

aerological observatory, Stata or NIl - Scientific Research

Institute] GVF, etc.), so also aoroad (in particular national

consultative committee on aeronautics - NACA - in the USA).

As a result of the tirst investigations it was already explained

that the dominant role in airczart icing plays the freezing of the

supercooled cloud drops, wnica encounter the icing up surface, and

that the role of sublimation, even if it occurs, it is insignificant.

It is obvious that in geaeral view the intensity of freezing ice

on one or the other airciart compo-ent, which moves with speed ...can

be expressed by the formula

NO I rn (r)E(r) dr.

Here L4/3r 3n(r) dr - mass ot water, prisoner in the drops of a radius

from r to r~dr per unit of volume of air, n (r) - the density of the

spectral distribution cf urops according to sizes/dimensions,

calibrated j liquid-water cununt, i.e., in such a way that
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j0e r3 tr)dr w,

E(r) - the coefficient of tne capture whose introduction considers

the degree of deviation oz azops from rectilinear path, namely he

indicates, what portion of drops trom the volume through which passes

the section of the surface or aircraft being investigated, encounters

the latter. The coefficient of izeazing 0 is equal to the ratio of

the mass of grown ice to tna mass of the water, deposited for the

same time to the same surface.

From formula (0.1) it is eviuent that for determining the icing

intensity of different arts under different conditions it is

necessary to know the form or tae tunction n(r), E(r) and 1.

Page 8.

The knowledge of these iunctlons plays the significant role not

only for studying the proctssus oz aircraft icing, but also for

solving a whole series of other independent tasks. Thus, for

instance, with the coefficient o. capture we meet during the

calculation of corrections to aitzerent instruments, based on the

principle of the catching or cloud particles [38, 31, etc. ]. With the

spectra the distributions of cloud drops at present collide in radar

.,.
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during the study of absorptrion, A~tlection and passage of ultrashort

radio waves, in the theory uz visility (36], in the theory of

residues/settlings (37], atc. kFin1ily, the determination of the

coefficient of freezing is conn~ected with the examination of the

equations of heat balance, usida in psychrometry, calculation of

corrections to aircraft taezinou&ats, etc.

For this very reason it is represented by advisable to conduct

the detailed investigation oy edca of these three functions

individually (chapter II, lIII anti IV).

The rapid and continuous auvelopment of jet aviation led to the

need to specially examine qua~tioas of aircraft icing at high flight

speeds. This is made in V cndptwir of present monograph.

3. Basic conventional dcesiyndr-ioa6, used in work.

r - radi.us of the drop jbae or ji).

r- radius of the minimum arojp, which still deposits on the

obstruction (see or p)

r~mean radius of the cluud azoes (seq or p)
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R - radius of cylinder (cm.

C - significant dimension ot tae body (cm)beinq investigated.

x. y, z - moving coordinates ot arup (cm).

x y, z - components of tne rate or drop (cm/s) .

'"' u_ components of air-streda velocity (cm/s).

X, z°- components of tae dcceleration of drop (cm/s)°

p - density of substance (y/cmJ).

%l- rate of the undisturoea rlow (cm/s.) (rate of aircraft).

Au- relative rate of drcp ii airtiow (cm/s).

Po=6wrpAu - resisting force to moLion of sphere in viscous fluid

according to the law of Stoxes (q. cm/s 2 ).

F=FO$(Re) - real resisting torce (g. cm/s 2 )•

ih-{ I~-(,17WIe 4 - correction ractor to Stokes' law (dimensionless).

. 4-.
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21i Fcd F drag coefficient (aimaasionless).

P- parameter oz inecticL, equal in the dimensionless

coordinates of the stoFpiu.; d±.stda1ce of the Stokes drop, been cast

into flow with an initial velocity of "co.

I'minimum value of tne jFarinetisr at which is possible the

collision of drop with oody @aiisausionless).

Page 9.

X real stopping distance ot drop (dimensionless).

-o stopping distance ct trie urop, which moves but to Stokes' law

(dimensionless).

2.real stopping distanca or drop (cm).

to -temperature of the undisturoad flow (cloud) (deg).

-temperature of surface (deg.).
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-static temperature of ftiw (adq~.).

Ito~ adiabatic teaperature of wall (deg.).

j--- recovery factor (dimensionless).

C,, ___,241~ heat capac it y ct t he diL: at a con stan t pr essure (cal. /g.

deg.).

J=4.18*107 - mechanical nat ozuiArdlent (erg/cal.=g.cm2 /S 2 cal).

X- heat-transfer coefficient (cai4/cm s deg.).

p- coefficient of dynaiiic viscos.Lty (g/cm/s)

- kinematic viscosity cui ,Licient (cm 2 /s).

a -coefficient of thermal dittusivity (cm2/s).

w -liquid-water content oz the arop part of the cloud ('j/cm 3) or

(g/M 3 ).

'Op- minimum value ot th6 lijuiu-Wdter content with which the

temperature of the icing up~ surtdc6 becomes equal to zero (q/CM3 ) or
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(g/m 3 ).

1 - portion of liquid-watiaz content, which compensates for surface

evaporation (g/cm3) or (y/0 3 ).

'.- mass of the water, wacn aeposits per unit of surface per unit

time (g/cm 2 s).

ma - mass of ice, which ireezas I.r unit of surface per unit time

(g/cm2 s).

mi - mass of ice, which evaporates per unit time from the unit of

surface (g/cm2 s).

- heat-transfer coefficient (cdl/cmz s. deg.).

L2 =79.7 - latent heat of the crystallization of water at 00 (cal/g).

- latent heat of vaporizdtiun of water with tO (cal/g).

677, - latent heat or vaijorazation of ice with t=00 (cal/g).

- saturating vapor pressure w.Ln t 0 (ub.).
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'A .r

- - Reynolds numuer EoK taw drop, which moves in flow with

relative rate An (dimensonie).

Page 10.

P'... Reynolds numnr oio tne drop, which moves in flow with a

relative rate of u. (diwensionaiis).

/ - scale modulus/moaui (d.iwnsionless).

- moving coordinates or aroi (dimensionless).

- components of tne cte ot irop (dimensionless).

Ili,1,,u-- components of a.L-st~eam velocity (dimensionless).

*" , - components of te acccieLation of drop (dimensionless).

=_- t - time (dimensioniess)

E(P, Rea) - the complete coefticiaent of capture (dimensionless).

E.,(P,IRe,,)- local coefficirut of capture (dimensionless).
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go(,1e, -local coefficiat oz capture at the singular point of

profile/airfoil (dimensiacliess).

E -integral complete coatiita of capture (dimensionless).

f-integral local coetticient 02. capture (dimensionless).

E. integral local coettc.Leit oL capture at the singular point of

profile/airfoil (dimensiciaiess).

n(r) -the spectral density ot aistribution of cloud drops according

to sizes/dimensions (1/cm').

-coefficient of freezing (damenionless).

I -intensity of freeziay i2ce (cm/s) or (mm/min).

Indices.

o#A - t he air

C - the water

1 - ice
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k - drop

kr -critical value

s -surface

isp - evaporation

sub - sublimation

H - freezing

t - at temperature tOC.
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Chapter I.

Aerodynamics of the flow dround udies of the flow of monodisperse

aerosol 1

FOOTNOTE '.By monodisperse dezusoi is understood, in particular, the

idealized cloud, which consists or identical drops. ENDFOOTNOTE.

1. Equation of motion ct airoes.

From the very concei-t ut tav coefficient of the capture of drops

by any body it is obvious tat Lt its determination it is necessary

to study the trajectories or tue mution of drops during the flow

around by them this body.

The first attempts at tue aetermination of these trajectories

are related to Thirties. la 1931 Aibrecht [42] it fulfilled some

calculations of the coetticient or capture for a circular cylinder
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(Fig. 4). However, the ciculaTiuns of Albrecht were also very rough.

From Taylor's works (76J aa t lauert (55], that relate to 1940, and

then Langmuir and Blodgett Lo,] in 1945 was begun, actually, new

stage in the solution of tan prolwm of the flow around bodies of the

particles of aerosol.

Taylor investigated the system of equaticns, which is

determining the motion o± wazei arops in the case when the forces,

acting on drops from the side ol fiow, are described by Stokes' law.

In this case it brought together this system of equations to

dimensionless form 2

P v" 1.1'

FOOTNOTE Z. Here below all uesignations, used by different authors,

if this is not especially stipuiatdd, are given to the single

designations, accepted in tuis wurK. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Thus, Taylor found that ian ae case of Stokes motion parameter p

is the sole, necessary and sufricient similarjty criterion.

Allowing/assuming some assumptions, Taylor succeeded in finding

the very important consequeacas of equation (1.1), namely: if the

speed of flow in the vicinity of the point of settling can be
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represented in the form V ayperbolic flow) and at certain

moment of time the speed or drop coincides with the speed of flow,

then drop can achieve tae surfacd of settling only in such a case,

when p> IK. Being based in tiIS Laportant consequence, it is

possible to show that under given conditions for flight and form of

the body being investigated on tne latter (as during the hyperbolic

flow, examined by Taylor) cn ae precipitated out only drops by the

radius more than certain criicci. value.

Page 12.

Glauert (55] according to tue formulas, derived by Taylor, it

was possible to conduct tne s~zies/row of numerical calculations for

circular cylinders and some calculctions for the wing of aircraft.

The most complete and precise calculations on the study of the

flow around of circular cy±Anaers, spheres and infinite flat/plane

strips/films were completed oy Li,,muir and Blodgett in 1945 on

differential analyzers [L2J. klowever, with the results of these

calculations we took tho apportunty of becoming acquainted only on

separate extractions of tuem an tne form of the graphs/curves, given

in the series/row of works L49, 77j.

Let us examine more stricriy ind consecutively/serially the task
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of determining the coefticient of capture, which is actually reduced

to the determination of tue pronauility of colliding the body, which

moves in the medium of derosol (in cloud or in the zone of

residues/settlings), with the pjaticles of this aerosol (water

drops).

To mathematically more simply solve problem in the coordinate

system, rigidly connectea wirn £uoay, i.e., to consider body

motionless, and medium tojethec with particles - leaKing in to it.

Let at infinity the ieuium together with particles move with the

speed u, .

FOOTNOTE '. Here it is oelow, waire this is not especially

stipulated, the discussioa aals with subsonic speeds.

With approximation/approaca to Doy the speed of medium begins to

change, while the particles attempt to preserve uniform and

rectilinear motion. As a result of the forces, which appear due to a

difference in the speeds ot tne particle motion and medium,

deflect/divert the particles Lcom inertia rectilinear path. If we

consider that the particle concentration is small, they do not affect

by one another and the character ot the flow around body of flow,

then the force, which acts on particle, depends only on particle
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speed with respect to medium. Considering flow as that being steady,

it is possible to write taat ta.Ls Lorce F is equal to

P= h (u" - U'). I 2

Here uk(lvVz) - particle speed, an u.(x,y,z) - speed of the steady

airflow, which flows around auout the body.

Let us designate tarough w thu mass of particle and will write

the equation of motion or particle in projections along the axes of

the coordinates

Imx F-

my FY
m Z z -- F,.

For the determination or tam trajectory of drop and,

consequently, also capture coefficient E it is necessary to integrate

the system of differential wjuations (1.3). In the problem of icing

the discussion deals with toe cdpture of spherical water drops, which

considerably simplifies the tadk ot finding the function F.

In work C14] we in (ldtdli exaained those conditions under which

force F obeys the law of Stoxes, i.e., F F0 -G6 xrgu1, where Au -

particle speed relative to fiow. For sufficiently major drops

practicability/feasibility conditions of Stokes' law are not

observed, in this case toe deviation from it by pillar is determined
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by the value of Reynolds auaDir LL(o).

Page 13.

The theoretical and semi-awpi..ccd expressions for resisting force F, 1
obtained by Oseen, Allen dau itti~rnger, give a good coincidence with

experiment only in compaiat~avely narrow ranges of Reynolds numbers.

Utilizing experimental data of Rayleigh about the resistance to

motion of spherical particLs in viscous fluid (Fig. 1) , we succeeded

in to find empirical relationship/,ratio [14], describing the

dependence of resisting forces on ue in the range of cnange Re from 0

to 103, which virtually overlap~s enIle range of the sizes/dimensions

of cloud drops at flight spead to 100 m/s. This formula takes the

form

F ~~1 Re( -t JIill" (1.4)

FOOTNOTE 1 In 1954 analogjous celationship/ratio was obtained by the

American researcher Seratini L751, on whom the correction factor

takes form 1+0.157 Re2/3. in 1955 1. A. Fuks (28] gave

-- 4relationship/ratio (:-R 1 undertaken from the work L. Klyachko

[8], published in the journal "iteating and ventilation" for 1934. it

is easy to see that indepeanuently ubtained by us relationship/ratio

(1.11) virtually on differs from oatained L. Klyachko. ENDFOOTNOTE.

!!!I P il 111111 Jill lo l
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Here F - true resisting torca, F0 - resisting force, designed

according to the law of StoKes.

The degree of the co.aicideace of empirical formula with

experimental data can be traceda according to rayleighs the same

diagram (Fig. 1) , on whica aiozay thie axis of abscissas are

deposited/postponed the 1&yarituns of Re number, and along the axis

of odintes- lgarthmsoi zajcoeficentF
of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u orinte poatu r&rycefiin

FOOTNOTE 2. Drag coefficient diifers from coefficient ( accepted

in all latter/last works [tzd, 4!), 63] in terms of factor w18.

END FOOT NO TE.

Here u -the relative speed ot tue motion of spherical particle in

flow, r -its radius, -the u.esity of air flow.
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;4 L T-----

fo 3

10 -

-2_
to- f#2 I- -f-3 f 0 ot9

Fig. 1. Rayleigh's diagram (smailA circles noted values tcalculated

on the basis of formula (1.L4) .

Key: (1) . Oseen. (2) . Sto~as. (4) . Allen. (4) . Ritt inger.

Page 14.

on the diagram of solid curve are plotted/applied the

experimental data of Rayligih, UdAsi - those calculated respectively

according to the formulas or sto~as, Oseen, Allen and Rittinger and

finally small circles snoweua tha values, calculated by formula (1.4).

In Fig. 2 is given the comparison of relation F =CdRL designed
' 24
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on (1.14) with the data given by .augmuir C63].

Equation (1.3) takiLig Lt account (1.4), bearing in mind that

the particles are simply spno.icai drops, i.e., m=S-rp,,signs the

form

x= - (u, - x)'f(Re)

2 . ( I . )y-- j;;(u,--y)(Re) (.

9 i.LI z -2- _ _ z)r (Re)

where

(Re) =- 1 7 - -) " u,- 0x + (a,- y)+-I (U z)

For obtaining the cr.tbrial rilationships/ratios let us write

system (1.5) in dimensionless cooruinatkzs, after selecting as the

unit of length the signiticaat diaension of body C (cm), as the unit

of speed - speed of undistuzbei rtiow u (cm/s) and as time unit - a

transit time of section C wita a speed of u,, , e. .

Let us designate dimensionless coordinates respectively after

' and the dimensionless time through r. Then equations (1.5) take

the form (if we by prime designate differentiation with respect to

time r):
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1 ( uj op (Re)
P

where 2 r3
-9'1 ,C TIRe) I -i 0,17 Re3 L(E' -u, )?-, ('[ - uRE' +

2rUo
Re$ 2 u00AL

System of equations (1.b, ootained thus, determining the

trajectory of the motion oL drop, is very important for our further

presentation. Let us enumerate therefore the assumptions which became

the basis of the conclus.oa/output of these equations.

Page 15.

1. Presence of cloud drops does not affect field of circumfluent

flow.

2. The heterogeneity or add.um is small in comparison with the

sizes/dimensions of drops, i.e., on the surface of drop there is no

slip.
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3. Field of current in tah ao.ence of drop is uniform (flow

lines are parallel).

4. Drops have spherical tota, they smooth, solid and

constant/invariable.

5. Drop do not coaqulate dad. uo not decompose during process in

question settlings.

6. On drop do not act otner forces, except force of viscosity of

air (in particular, it uoes not dct gravitational force).

7. Temperature is permaentr, so that parameters p. p0 are not

changed along trajectory ot drogs.

In the examined formulation ol the problem we do not postulate

the validity of Stokes' law, i.4., it is not disregarded by the

inertial forces of medium.

Let us estimate the assumptions enumerated above.

1. Overall relative volume, occupied by drops in air, does not

exceed several millionth portions imaximum known liquid-water

contents are of the order 1 y/i3j trom total volume, concentration of
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their order of hundreds to cubLc centimeter. Thus, distance from drop

to drop is measured by milimaters, i.e., hundreds of times exceeds

their transverse sizes/dlmensions. This it is completely sufficient

in order with the good reasun to consider that their mutual effect is

excluded, since, as is snowiA in tne monograph of Figurovskiy (26],

the mutual effect of droks negligiuly already when the distance

between them ten times cniy exceeas the transverse sizes/dimensions

of drops.

on the other hand, T.n6 sizes/aimensions of drops into hundred

are and thousands of times less than the sizes/dimensions of body.

Thus, assumption 1 is posslle to consider with a high degree of

accuracy.

2. Heterogeneity ot miaaus, i.e., the comparability of the

intermolecular distance of air wain a radius of drops, can exert

noticeable influence only on v4ry small drops, by a radius less than

1 i.
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fo 20 30 40 50 80 77 0 O 4

1,4-

1) f 2 3 ~ . u R

Fig. 2. Curves are calcu.lctze ny tormula (1.4) (points note

Langmuir's data).

Page 16.

The greater the intermolecuiaz ai~tance, the more time drop flies as

in void, without testinq/axperien ;ing resistance, and the less the

total resisting force, wkuca acts on drop. So, according to Millikan

[161. this effect shows up oaly when mean free path is compared with

a radius of drops r. The frce, wna.ch acts on drop in this case, can

be written in the form r -- r .rLi where I - nu:an tree path of

molecules. Decomposing/expdauing 1,L1c in series/row according to

degrees t/r, in the first dpproxiod~tion, we have
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rL

According to Milli)an Am.9, what gives correction to Stokes'

law for the drops of a rauius 10 oL order 5o/o (with t=0 0 and p=760

mm Hg), and for drops IU M - oruer 0.5o/o. If necessary, as can

easily be seen, these devIaIoaoS from Stokes' law easily yield to

account by the introductiun, ror example, of the effective value of

viscosity/ductility/toughtiess P,, . I H- however, the account of this

effect becomes necessary for iuca small drops which do not play any

noticeable role in the Fiouiew oL icing.

3. Heterogeneity oL tiei, i.e., streamline curvature on

elongation/extent of drop, na uegiigible effect, since

sizes/dimensions of body in nundced or more times exceed

sizes/dimensions of drois 14j.

4. Assumption 4 also can ae cuonsidpred virtually carried out,

since small deviations i.om spaericity, as prcmpted Andreasen [43],

they do not play noticeabI6 rule, and remaining conditions lead to

corrections of order , '.. whiere !L - viscosity/ductility/toughness

of air, and P., - viscosity or wdrai:, i.e., they do not exceed 1o/o.

5. Small sizes/dimensions ur urops - order 10-3-1t0- cm and
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j their rAatively small concentration make assumption 5 with that

completely justified.

6. Condition 6, ficsc oi ai.L, means that we is disregarded by

gravitational force, that does not cause serious fears, since rates

of free fall in drops thoasands times of less than rates of inertial

motion in question. We is diszegarded also by the electric forces of

interaction of drops with uoay. on its role were presented different

hypotheses; however, Haan L54] experimentally demonstrated that it

does not exert apprecia~la ettect. In recent years L. 4. Levin (13]

demonstrated that also thaoiaici.y.

7. For propeller-driven aizcraft whose rates do not exceed

100-150 m/s (360-540 km/h), neuainq even dry air in layer of

disturbance does not exce~a 5-1 00, which has insignificant effect on

oscillations/vibrations tL, i, a does not affect significantly

trajectory of drops.

Thus, it is possible wita zue large basis/base to consider that

the trajectories of the wate dAops, which flow around together with

the flow of air about the one or tie other pact of aircraft, with

large accuracy are descziued by sy6tem of equacions (1.6).

the solution of system or aqudtions (1.6) is determined by the
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field of the air-stream v±uocities, i.e., by values ,, .". and U: in

each point in the trajectory or drop of radius r, and by two

dimensionless parameters p and ie0 , which can be examined as

similarity criteria. This solution makes it possible to construct the

trajectories of drops and to calculate the series/row of the

characteristics of icing.

Page 17.

Let us recall that naze we examine subsonic speeds at which

M4<0l, i.e., it is possible to coaider that such parameters of

medium as temperature, deasity, viscosity - virtually are not changed

in motion by the latter. la tais case, obviously, the drops dc not

evaporate and do not increase. dowever, form and the sizes/dimensions

of the streamlined body cau partidily be changed in the process of

icing, which it is necessary to o ar in mind during the study of

aircraft icing.

2. Analysis of the equations ot aiotion of drops.

As shown in the preceainy/previous section, for the

determination of the trajectoc.Les of the motion of drops it is

necessary to solve system or euat.,ons (1.6). However before

converting/transferring to taa solution of this system, let us pause
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briefly at its qualitat, ve examination.

Into system of equations t1.b) in contrast to the system,

examined by Taylor, organ1ca±y d-ter no longer one, but two

dimensionless parameters p and deo, which, therefore, and are the

criteria of similarity of jnenomeanon. Let us incidentally note that

as such criterial parameters tney can be accepted and other

parameters, which are ccmaoaatiuu- p and Re. Thus, for instance, in

the USA widely are utilized parameters Re o and so-called scale

modulus/module .Re. In tue investigations of L. M. Levin areP
Cis

utilized parameters p and hu, wawine Ru - " ' - Reynolds number for a

body. It is not difficult to see taat Ri- _ Thus, during the

simulation of the conditions ot icing one should proceed from the

presence of 2 similarity cc-.teria, in this case, running in forward,

it is possible to say that pardauettr P plays substantially greater

role than parameter Re o .

As has already been aentione, Taylor into 1940 more [76],

investigating a simpler system of equations (1.7), describing

particle motion under the action oz Stokes force, showed that in the

specific field of air-stream velocities there is this critical value

of parameterp=P.,.that when p<Psp the drops completely do not

encounter obstruction, cut they flow about the it together with

airflow.
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(1.7)I
U".

uatt- examined the case waeta the velocity field of flow is

assigned by system of equatioas tI.8) (origin of coordinates combined

with the critical point at wLaca - - ui, O), it assumed/set flow by the

hyperbolic

• a (1.8)lI , a v .

Equations (1.7) taxe in this case the form

+ a

PI" -- 1- ),6O.

In system of equaticns (1.j the variable/alternating were

divided, these linear equations with constant coefficients easily are

integrated in final fors.

Paqe 18.

Let us examine the motion oz drop along the axis of symmetry for

which , u. The solution ot the 1st of equations (1.9) takes

the form
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where K, and K2 - the solation of characteristic equation are

1 respectively equal to

;. I
K,- (I --

K )I ( I -H / - p--T .

Let us assume that a. some moment of time with coordinate

the drop had a rate of flow, equal - a~o . The zero time reference let

us begin from this point on, i.e., will place at this moment/torque

r=O. Then, after finding from init..al conditions of the value of

coefficients A and B, equarion (1. 10) can be written in the form

a + K K,z a+K K (1.11)
e. +

It is clear that the drop can achieve body, i.e., the situation,

when , turns into zero, when Doth members, entering equation (1.11),

have different signs. The latter mans that expressions a K2 and a4K,

must have one and the same sign, if roots Kt and K2 are real. Let us

show that satisfaction of tnese two conditions is incompatible, i.e.,

let us show that if roots &I and K2 are real, then 'a-+K2<O and not

with what r the coordinate of aok E will be able to become equal to

zero. Actually the reality ox tae roots of the characteristic

equation K, and K2 is equivaluet to the condition that 1-4ap>O, i.e.,
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in this case

I P , , "( 1 .1 2 )

Now let us assume Lct dG+4 2ad a+K1 >O, then

+K, -a--. (l+f--4ap)>.o and, Tharefore, is those more a> 2-. A e.

p > - ,4which contradacts conditaon (1.12).

Let us assume that &+&2 daU 44K1 <O, then from (1.11) when V=O

and after the substitution of values K& and K_ follows that

I--4ap v/ 14ap
~i I"

a 2p p

Since numerator and denomindtor on the left side of equation (1.13)

are negative, then left side Ls 4iays less than unity, since in

absolute value the denoaindtor oi more than numerator on 4 -4p
p

However, the right part of equation (1.13) is always more than one.

Thus, equality (1.13) occurs only with 1-4ap=O, i.e., with p=1/4a and

it is not fulfilled with jK1/4a.

Page 19.

Thus, drops with pardeeter p<---=p do not reach body.

!he conclusion, obtained by Taylor, has deeper value, since the
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fact of the presence of ccitical parameter p,, for the hyperbolic flow

around body of air flow is a sufficient condition for existence /l,, in

general. From the point cf view of existence pp hyperbolic flow will

be major for real flow.

Actually/really, let us examine the trajectory of drop during

hyperbolic and real flow on phase aiagram (Fig. 3). The curve AO

characterizes the particle motion of air flow during real flow. The

curve AgO characterizes tne trc jstory of drop in this case. the

straight line B'O it chardcteLrizes hyperbolic flow, while the curve

BB'B",O - trajectory of acop in tuis flow, if at point B' its rate

coincides with the rate of flow.

From the analysis of the a~uamions of motion of drop (1.7) it is

possible to show (on what Vaid ouz attention . M. Levin)that when

P<p Pthe curves B'B"O ard A1o in phase diagram are approached point

0 at one and the same angle. Actually/really, let us examine the

first equation of system (1.7) and let us write it in the form&

di W ) (1.14)
dI P

at point 0 u1 =0, whence wa have

11p!
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FOOTNOTE 1*. Partially the iae or the reasoning given below is

presented in the work oZ oevles Lirom literature] [49]. ENDFCOTHOTE.

If E, #0, then the grddient ot velocity of drop in the vicinity

of critical point 0 is equal to ' and does not depend on the

field gradient of the air-stream velocities in the vicinity of this

point.

If in (1. 15) +10, tan 4=O. for determination in this case

of the gradient of velocity of drop in the vicinity of point 0 let us

differentiate (1.114) on Z

du.
by assuming/setting 0 :=0 ana, therefore, -d---a, we will obtain

1 d E' a ,0 ,-=
whence

"" -!,,(I - - ,P )
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AA - - 1

7!!NO

Fig. 3. Schematic of the LIOW drouad body of hyperbolic and real air

flow and the corresponding partici*e trajectories of the aerosol on

phase diagram.

Page 20.

On the basis of the conuitioh that when P) --' must approach

,j -- a. it is possible tu anedidxrely reject/throw one solution as

unsuitable, and then we will obtainz that

--- - (I - I I - 4 ap)= C,(.6

Relationship (1.16) shows tziat when p J the gradient of

velocity of drop at point 0 aepraus only on parameter p and gradient

of the air-stream velocityr i tua vicinity of singular point. Thus,

returning to phase diagram, it is possible to say that curves B'B".O

and A8O are approached point u at the identical angle, equal to arctg

K,. Since on phase plane the particle trajectory of air flow during

hyporbolic flow of pillar iies/rests the more to the right
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corresponding trajectory Iuri-l relI flow, then is obvious that also

the trajectory of drop during hyperbolic flow lies/rests by the

pillar of the more to tne rint roal trajectory of drop. This means

that at each assigned point with coordinate ; the rate of drop during

hyperbolic flow is more tnan the rate of drop during real flow. From

the latter it is obvious mar it with what the p less Px. the drop

does not reach the body wita tne hyperbolic streamlining, then it

moreover does not reach it auring real flow. Consequently pp-- 1 is

the critical parameter, gequeral/cowmon/total for both types of flow.

In the basis of conclusion/ouuput the assumption about the validity

of Stokes' law does not limit aim, since, the nearer p to p~p. the less

the relative rate of drop in tLow, the less Reynolds number and

thereby with larger accuracy it is possible to consider valid Stokes'

law. It is possible with coaftiJence to say that when p<Psm the

force, which acts on the drop zroa the side of air flow, with a high

degree of accuracy is descrioed uy Stokes' law. Thus, it is possible

to consider that the grauieat or velocity of drop in the vicinity of

singular point is actuaily/rdaiiy aetermined by relationship/ratio

(1.16) during actual flCW aIL couciusion/output about existence

and to its value, obtained toove rwmains in this case valid.

Let us incidentally note tar when p=pv the gradient of

velocity of drop at point 1=0 is not dfined, since - as function
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p. undergoes gap when p

ExistenceNpq independent of Tdylor and in the more general case

was shown also by L. M. Levin i.nto 1952. In his work Levin gives

values Pkp for an elliptical cylinder, equal to Pa.p 4(I+A,' where A -

the relation to the longitudinai axis of cylinder to transverse. In
I

the particular case, for circular cylinders pop ., but for a

flat/plane plate (more accurate taan the continuous belt, since we we

examine two-dimensional tasx)

4.

Page 21.

In the literature t'iDj are eu.ountared the indications about

that which and during thz L1ow around asymmetric bodies also exists

Por. equal to 1/4a, where a - the Lirst coefficient in the resolution

of the rate in terms of normal coordinates in the vicinity of

singular point. However, the prcof of existence pK in this most

general case to us is unKaown.

The analysis of the equations of motion of drop in simplified

form (1.7) makes it possiale to Lind one additional important

consequence, for the first time oDtained by A. M. Yaglom I in 1951,

and then, independently, Dy Roiason in 1956 [73].
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FOOTNOTE 1, The results cL the~ Lavastiations of A. M. Yaglom were

reported by it at seminax in tut Geophysical institute of the AS

USSR, but they were not puisa in press/printing. ENOFOOTNOTE.

The authors shoved the potentiality of the hypothetical liquid,

consisting of cloud droks.

Actually/really, let us writa in vector form system (1.7)

(PI -u.)

Here p - dimensionless rad.iub-vector of drop, P' dimensionless rate

of drop, u~ - dimensionless air-stream velocity.

For the proof of thie potentiality of the flow of true liquid let

us examine circulation i1djrd1l of the vector of the speed of drop G

on certain locked duct/contour c

C ' ,S

Derivative of circulation i.urtyz.cd of the vector of the speed of drop

on time is equal to

d I--d (I. 19)
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On the basis (1.17) the fLcst iateyral in the right side of equality

(1.19) is converted to the £o.u,

c--d s- Se/ u)d s-j- i)
C

It is obvious that I,. wiica re rdsents circulation integral of the

vector of air-stream velocity, is equal to zero in view of the

potentiality of the latter. Taus,

dI'. (1.201P,' ds

C T-

It is easy to see that the secoud integral in the right side of

equality (1.19) turns into zero, since under integral will cost total

differential. Actually/really,

C d C" C

Page 22.

And, therefore, from equa~.ity (1. 19) taking into account equalities

(1.20) and (1.21) we have

whence

( .22)
I - "e I'.
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Thus, if at some momaut ot tine circulation integral of the

vector of the speed of urop wds equal to zero, then this means that

it remains equal to zerc at any other moment of time. From the proved

theorem of the retention/pire srvtion/maintaining zero vortex/eddy it

follows that the motion oL "nporanetical" true liquid potentially,

since it is obvious that at surLicient removal/distance from the body

where the flow is not distuied aau the trajectcry of drops represent

straight lines, parallel aetweu themselves, circulation integral of

the vector of the speed cf arops is equal to zero.

The potentiality ot thie motiun of this liquid and the fact of

the absence of sources aud tiows out of body surface testify about

the absence of the intersection or the particle trajectories of the

liquid, i.e., the trajectories of the drops of identical

size/dimension. Let us note lnciaeutally that thereby is disproved

Taylor's assumption [76] anout the possibility of similar

intersection.

It should be pointe, out tar the obtained conclusion about the

potentiality of the flow of true Liquid is based on the

use/application of equation (1.7), comprised on the assumption that

to drops from the side oL Lnow acts the Stokes viscous force.
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Actually the motion of dre is aescribed by more complicated

equation (1.23)

dp

It is here hardly possiDie to riud circulation integral of the vector

of the speed of drop by ataou jrsented above, since in this way we

come to the complicated imtegrUIrrrential equation of the form

drI' I- 0"7 d ((

However, also in this mcra jencri case the fact of the

nonintersection of trajectories is evident by stability strength of

task and absence of sources aa Lows out of body surface.

3. Trajectories of drops and cuerLicient of capture.

Let us examine the scaemadtic of the flow around of the wing of

cloud drops.

The nonintersection ot Ln trajectories of drops of one and the

same radius means that:

1) the points of contact of tae tangency of extreme trajectories

define the zone of the coL.A.ision or the drops of this radius with

body,

L
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2) the distance between tue extreme tangential trajectories of

drops in their undisturieu ra~iou aetermines the total quantity of

drops, which encounter ocy, dad tuie ratio of this distance to the

midship section of body is equ4i Lo its complete coefficient of

capture E,

3) distance ratio Detweea aujacent trajectories in the

undisturbed region to taf aistanca between points of intersection of

their with body determines tae intensity of settling drops in this

section of surface. The iimit jL t.ais sense during the unlimited

approach of trajectory is cadild the local coefficient of capture

E.

Page 23.

Let us return to tae rezacvnce system of equation (1.6). While

the exact solution of the system ot nonlinear differential equations

(1.6) is not impossible, t eiL nuaerical solution does not compose

fundamental difficulties. One wr such calculaticn methods in detail

have described we in worK 14]. £iure the method of the approximate

grapho-analytic integratiou ot system of equations (1.6) indicated

was successfully used fo. the caiculations of settling drops to round

cylinders [114], spheres and to tade center sections of flat/plane
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plates (32].

a) the flow around the oodies of simple forms.

Let us illustrate the meatioued method based on the example of

the calculation of the col±ision of drops with cylinder. In this case

the task becomes two-dimensional. The velocity field during the flow

around round cylinders in dimaasionless coordinates is described by

the equations

uE = I ,-- __ T)-

2 _q (1.24)

After substitution a.t) into system of equations (1.6), the

latter is converted into the complicated system of the nonlinear

differential second order equatioas.

-_ -_ 1 2+ .2) ] I~ ± ,117 o  R e '21 
.

I( (.25)

P2 2 f2 ~j
- ,+ 2 "t

The integration of taw e uations of motion of drops (1.25) was

realized step by step, tzrom o section to the next, for each of

which the speed of flow (u,.,, ) was considered constant. Constant was
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] considered Reynolds numoer ini eachi section, what, let us note

incidentally, is less importan issumption, than the first. In this

case the system of equations 11.2 j with two unknowns decomposes into

two linear differential ones equation with constant coefficients

(1.25') and (1.25")which ddly are integrated in the elementary

functions
-- - - (1.25)

- ' u.q). (1.25")

Here i pRei _ I + 0.17 1  t - constants for each i

section of velocity of fiow aionj the axes & and )I The solutions of

equations (1.25') and (1.25") taKe the form

Coefficients a,1 . a 6, h auu by ire found from the conditions of the

cementing of the solutioas at tne end of the i-th and beginning of

(i+1) sections.

Page 24.

Moving in the solution trom ond section to the next, it is'possible

to construct the trajectcry of arop up to its intersection with the

duct/contour of cylinder, it aro deposits on it, or to those pores

when trajectory passes Knowinq~y past cylinder.
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'the dismantled/selected cadLculation method gives the possibility

to solve the unknown task to any degree of accuracy - for this it

suffices to select properly tke value of intervals (i.e. to make

their sufficiently small ones).

Thus, were constructed the taugential trajectories of drops and

were found complete coetficients ot capture. The comparison of our

calculations when Wc=-o wita the results of the calculations of

different authors is given in Fig. 4 *.

FOOTNOTE '. Fig. 4 is borrowed £Eow the latter/last work of Davis and

Peetz [49]. ENDFOOTNOTE.

From Fig. 4 it is evident tnum our results virtually coincide with

the data of Langmuir and ilodgett. The more detailed information

about the calculations ot Langaeqr and Blodgett is contained in the

work of Tribus (77]. Utiliziag his own calculations and results of

the calculations of Langmuar iua blodgett there were constructed the

diagrams, on which in coorainates (p, Reo) were carried out the

isolines of the capture h (Fig. 5a)full of coefficient, local

coefficient of capture at tue cLitical point of cylinder E. (Fig. 5b)

and acceptance angle a (Fig. 5c), which was equal to the half the
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arc, included between extreme tcngential trajectories.

According to the method, oiwcribed in (14], were determined the

trajectories of drops during tue tiow around of sphere and flat/plane

plate.

moo
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(14].

Pag 25.

In spherical coordinates tat function of current and velocity

potential for a sphere are assigned by the equations

IDIU. r I -- ()j] ;S

whence easily is determined tae velocity field around sphere, which
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in dimensionless coordiaates t&ies the form

/it 2 - (1.26)
3 Ej

where - - a dimansiuoness radius vector.

In the solution of systea o equations (1.7) in velocity field,

assigned by system of e4udtion j1.26), were not considered the

deviations from Stokes' law. it is possible to consider that results

obtained in this case are suiiciauitly precise with Re0 <10, since the

disregard of deviation trom Sroxesl law gives in this case the error

in the determination of tae coeficient of capture E not more than

5- 10o/o.

Considerably more complicateaiy is expressed velocity field for

an infinite thin plate-strip/tAI.m.

In dimensionless cooraiadtes the function of current [32] takes

the form

Hence we obtain, that velocity ieid is assigned by the following

equat ions
I d .. . , 2 . - , i '-4 4

I ' I.27)
t 2

L .&. 
. . .. .
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Herer

+ +2

Fi. )the narowaent a seto tue upa eneo e~tol (1.27)ceficen

onsidrablyrs ae seatoralif cliner
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-.- 4 0.60
1 

1~

.'i'( 8 f 2 14 6810 3.?( b 4 0223, e; d fj 2 JRe

Fig. 5. b) the diagram at ra aepwadenca of the local coefficient of

capture E0 in critical pioiat of round cylinder on parameters p and

Re0 .
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Page 27.

Being limited to tne tcrdjectories, distant behind centerline at

infinity not more than o [- 1=0,(, it is possible to consider that up

to ,1l-=b.2 occurs inequality;<,' Iq!, then equations (1.27) are

simplified and can be written in tee form

+,,),, 4-0 V
+ (1.28)

i e, - 0 0(8),
$t • (I4wTr)

where 0(t)- a low value of oraor t.

WhentnI<KO,2 it is possiole to simplify expressions (1.27), after

placing 11.1, -1< 1, then equatious ti.27) they take the form

U = - ( - - ' 0 (1 + ,21-"2), (1.29)

With the aid of systaws ot euations (1.28) and (1.29), air

speeds which assign fiela near c~aterline, it is sufficiently simple

to calculate thq trajeccraes oz drops. Calculations were carried out

without taking into account deviatLon from Stckes' law (Ftq , 6), and
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for one special case - tad U uzt iuation of corrections to the air

intake of drops (Fig. 10) - tuLi into account this deflection.

B) the flow around wing prori£e/cirfoils.

The determination ot the ;o-3zicients cf capture for the bodies

of the simplest forms ana Lor i&ouaa cylinders was especially the

necessary stage in the reso iutou uf the problem of icing. However,

the obtained information auout tae character of the flow around

different bodies of cloud azop6 with entire obviousness lead to the

conclusion that during the stuay ot the icing of the planes of the

aircraft and its other azts ..tn btreamline profiles in section it

is not possible to be limited to the calculations, made for round

cylinders. On the other bdud, the uevelopment of computational

technology made it possible to dpproach directly the determination of

the trajectories of drops, flowing around together with airflow about

the more complicated, so-cdLled wiag profiles/airfoils. A similar

problem was, of course, cousiaeraAy more complicated and

calculations are inccmpadaly wore labor-consuming than in the

examination of the preciaptit.ion ot drops to round cylinders.
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iiitI ii
0 2 6 8101f2 Nf'# 168 20P

Fig. 6. Dependence Of the IOCal cuefficient of capture E0 at the

critical point of the fic~t/pldne plate, directed normal to flow on

parameter p at Re0 =0.

Page 28.

Most completely a quastiou oz settling of drops to wing
Lp r we pL-b i~-cl lok k ~IZ-1 vi i
p rotil-3es/alrfoiI sw was 9-avestigated by Berqran in 1951 14"4]1

following article (4~5], de*iicata1i to attempt find a simpler way of

position finding of settling darops to wing profiles/airfoils,

distributions of the colisions~ oz drops according to the surface of

wing and velocity of their col.isions. The equations of motion of

drop Bergran writes/recoii in d dimensionless forui:

where R0 '4(,-')

R, Vhu -- f2 + V.~
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Calculations were given ay it on the differential analyzers. In

terms of assigned values ,, Rea ta according to initial conditions

the analyzer drew the trajectories of water drops.

In appendix 1 are given the tables of results of tne

calculations of Bergran.

On these tables it is possie to calculate the values of the

coefficient of capture toL Ene sries/row of the values of parameters

p and Reo (two-last coluwas ii, tue tables appendix 1 have comprised

we). Bergran examined fcui li-percent Zhukovskiy protiles -

symmetrical, at angles Ot IttLCK 0.2 ard 40 and the bent

profile/airfoil with lii£ coericiaent cy =0.44 at zero angle of

attack. The velocity field or cucrnt around profiles/airfoils was

determined analytically, aud tor ]i- percent symmetrical

profile/airfoil NkCA 6 5a-015, velocity field was determined by the

method of electrodynamic analogy.

L. M. Levin conducted in 19:i4 the calculaticns of the series/row

of the trajectories of drops oa approximately o/o of the symmetrical

profile/airfoil NACA - UUJ . Lu the same 1954 we carried out some

trajectory calculations cf the dcops, depositing on a curved profile

of the type NACA - 2215. rnis protile/airfoil does have a plane of

aircraft LI-2.
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The results of the caicuidtions indicated do not yield to direct

comparison, since they are ceiated to the different parameters p and

Reo . Moreover, in this torm these data give the solution only of the

separate specific problems, which are of in general only limited

interest. Therefore was logical to attempt to construct the grid of

the values (or diagram) ot the coerficient of capture E, making it

possible to determine E wit4 aniy p and Re o .

It turned out that the ddta o! Bergran and Levin make it

possible to construct similar u dazams. if is known the behavior of

function E(p) at very low dnd aiyn values of p, at the different

values of Rea.

In the 2nd section or CUdyt r I has already been mentioned about

that which with decrease p to pup decreases to zero independent of

value Reo. The knowledge oi vaiues p.p is necessary for obtaining of

complete representation aaouu tne coefficient of the capture of cloud

drops by aircraft. Becaube ur twe works of Bergran and Levin a

question about the numerical values of p for different streamline

profiles of propeller-dLven dircrdft can be considered solved.

Page 29.
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For Levin it was possixle tu obtain analytical expression Pp

depending on thickness £dtio c, lizt coefficient c., and relative

curvature f for different ;-auxov.xiy profilas. Decomposing/expanding

his solution in series/row wita a" accuracy to the values of the 3rd

order of smallness, Levin comes to convenient in practical use, truth

to the somewhat bulky foriaula

pK, u,29(;' " (I -- 2,31 - -- ,85 .5,58 c 0,', 27 c 5

14,5 - 25,7 c (),o127 c,- (1- 19,25c)1; 2f'I(0 -2,31 -

0..592c- . ;,3c 24f (1 - 4,37 c) -- ,622c,2(1 -- 7,06C1 -

-o,:,lf.c,,[I 3,85 c 6.51 r- 4,33c:' - 0,127c'(I c,-)

-- 42f'(1 - r. c)l. dli)

In Bergran's work [45j is qivon relationship/ratio

.4Re, -$ 4ReoG, Swhri - a distance along the trajectory of
R eo,

drop in chord (let us rdcdki caaL p. :)and are given the results

of calculations G for tac 4auxovs&iy profiles and ellipses in

dependence on relative ticuaess aud a lift coefficient

(application/appendix, rig. 34).

Bergran indicates tadt 4 sm iar graph/curve it is possible to

use for any wing profiles/adrtoiis whose maximum thickness is

arranged/located nearer to tee 6pout of profile/airfoil. Errors due

to the approximation of azitrtent jrofiles/airfoils Zhukovskiyes

profile by the same reldt.ve tuic~ness and the same lift are
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unessential, since chanq pup evan to 10o/o exerts negligible effect
on the size of coefficient cind zone of capture.

Let us incidentally note tadt for high-speed/velocity

profiles/airfoils whose taicKniau falls to the middle of chord,

Bergran proposes to use tac gzaph/curve, designed for an elliptical

profile/airfoil (Fig. 34).

Comparison of P-P for 15- percent profile/airfoil, found from

Levin's formula (1.31) witn i=0 aai on the curves of Bergran (Tabl.

1) , showed that they diretr not more than to 2-3o/o.

On the basis of the calcularions of Bergran and Levin and

considerations about asymptot.Lc property of change E with increase of

p, and also data about P;, was possible to construct the diagrams of

dependence of E on p and de, for six profiles/airfoils.
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table 1. Values "up for 1- percent Zhukovskiy profile.

f / 4) h A'enjiny N o Bl-lnl ,,\

11,, .02 I,(II 0

1).2 , 1It I '.11 7 ) 1
f, I 1 0 l) 1 0, (474M!)

I.i M 0071 0IJ00411 (I. O05 I),WIT71

Key: (1). On Levin. (2). According to Bergran.

Page 30.

Before converting/transterrien to the analysis of these

diagrams, let us note tnat. Lroa the tables of Bergran and data of

Levin it follows that tne dccuracy of the values E obtained by them

with E<0.1 is such, tha tne erzors in terms of absolute value can

reach 0.02 and it is possIL iy woce. Actually/really, for 15- percent

symmetrical Zhukovskiy zoizle at a=4 0 Bergran obtained in parameter

p=0.015, and Re0 =64 and 25o vaiuds of E, raspectively egual to 0.022

and 0.02 (see appendix, tao.e J), tor a profile/airfoil with the

angle of attack of x=20 wim p=Q.J15 and Reo=16 is obtained value

E=0.020, but for the same p aua deo=64, value E=0.022 (table 2 of

application/appendix) wnich is clearly erroneous. By that understated

seems to us value E=0.045, oati.Li by Levin for profile/airfoil
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NACA-0009 with p=O.027 and ±e 0 --lJ. The calculations of the

coefficients of capture tor very low values of p, which approach p,

are very complicated even aurn-j rhe use of computers.

Let us compare diagraas Loz uetermining the coefficient of

capture E, constructed Lr(; tad symaetrical prcfiles/airfoils of

different thickness ratao - 9- ercent NACA-0009 and 15- Fercent

Zhukovskiy profile at zero angie of attack. In Fig. 7 are plotted the

isolines of the equal to d toc eaca profiles/airfoils.

From physical considerations it is clear that, other conditions

being equal, the coefficient of capture E for NACA-0009 must be

always more. However, we see tnat an Fig. 7 not all isolines of the

equal to E for NACA - OUU9 pass beiow appropriate isolines for a

Zhukovskiy profile. This can ae caused, on one hand, by an inaccuracy

in calculation and constLuction of isolines and, on the other hand,

apparently, fact that the coerttcient of capture relatively little is

changed with a change in tne prcille/airfoil of aircraft from

9-percent to 15-percent. Dit erences in the coefficients of the

capture of the profiles/airioils in question do not exceed 0.04,

remaining, as a rule, less than 0.02.
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Fr.7.o i.s of etqisale tiicat cofh e nt ctr for 9-percent

profile/airfoil proves to ue less than E for 15-percent, them it is

not possible to explain only oy an inaccuracy in the construction of

isolines. Sometimes easijy ca nae aoticed the inaccuracy in
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calculations themselves (tot dxamj1e, as it was noted, value E=0.045

for MACA-0009 with p=O.0z7 aan ueo=110 it is clearly understated).

Being based on these consat rations, it is possible to draw the

general/common/total ccc~usioa t I~t for wing profiles/airfoils the

coefficient of capture . was adearined by Bergran and Levin with an

accuracy to 0.02. About tZa iac tuat the error cannot be

substantially more than tais "um=ral, it testifies the fact that the

isolines of the equal to S for vcotile/airfoil NACA-0009 virtually by

pillar lie/rest below isotLins E ror 15-percent profile/airfoil,

being deflected/diverted, is a i uiw, no more than to 0.02-0.04, that

it could not occur with lrye raaiom errors.

Consequently, chanpes of Lae coefficient of capture in

dependence on thickness ratio lie/rest within the limits of values

0.00-0.04 with a change ia the taickness ratio from 9 to 15o/o and

cannot be reliable determiudd Dy uae available calculations.

It is int.resting to compare the coefficients of capture at

different angles of attack a and camber of profile/airfoil. Let us

note that during the calcuiatiou of the coefficients of capture for

symmetrical Zhukovskiy kxotLlts with the angle of attack, different

from 00, we took into consieration, that with an increase in the

angle of attack a increases mi.section the section (1.02 times at

'I - .. ... . ." " ' 'I I I - , " . .. .,, ,
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a=2o and 1.045 times at a=40). The comparison of the constructed

diagrams shoved that the effect of the factors indicated small and

does not exceed 15-20o/o with E>0.i, reaching 30o/o with E=0.1.

Summing up our conclusion/output about the complete coefficient

of capture for wing profiles/aiLtoils, it is possible to say the

following.

1. Relative errors for most reliable calculations for wing

profiles/airfoils, carried out by zergran and Levin, can reach 10o/o

with E=0.2, decreasing with increase of E. In absolute value these

errors, probably, do not exceed vaiue of 0.02.

2. Effect of angle of atticx in the range from 0 to 40 and

thickness ratio in the ran9e rroa 9 to 15o/o is comparatively small

and becomes apparent in saail osciAlations/vibrations 9 about certain

average/mean value on the order of +-0.02-0.03.

These two conclusion/output adde possible to construct the

single diagram, making it possinie to determine the coefficient of

the capture (when it is more acn J.2) for aviation profiles/airfoils

in thickness ratio from 9 to 15o/o and angle of attack from 0 to 40.

It is possible to assume tudt tais diagram will be suitable, also,

for curved profiles, whicn tortities itself by the comparison of data

... iIiI I II 
ij' 

: ~ !,
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for the bent Zhukovskiy Froziie wLrh single diagram.

The construction oi ziiagiu didgram is carried out in Fig. 8a, in

which are carried out the isolines from E=0.2 and it is above.

Isoline E=0.1 is carried out uy jrLmes. In Fig. 8b this diagram is

constructed in more demcnstratni Lorm - here along the axis cf

abscissas in logarithmic sCdli azv dpposited/Fostponed the values of

parameter p. and along the dX16 oL ordinates - value of the

coefficient of capture b. 4,,vez dke constructed for the the

different Re.. In Fig. do it Ls ;.Lzarly evident that E greatly slowly

approaches its limiting vaiue. - to zero on the left side and

virtually to unity to tee rzint. r'ais shape of the curve makes it

possible with large conidauce u &nterpolate value E between E=O

with p-p and E=0.2.

Page 32.

Since P'- most strongly degeaai only on thickness ratio and,

furthermore, since change Pup even several times, as is evident from

figure, do not exert sutrsaurial erfect on shape of the curve E(p),

then we for all 15o/o or profiles/dirfoils extrapolated the curves E

to value of E=O in certazi miax-position P. (b;oken lines). For

profile/airfoil NACA - 0009 dor-dash lins is given extreme line with

Re0 =0.
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The knowledge of capture full. of coefficient plays the

significant role when it 15 ndcWSSdry to determine the total quantity

of ice, which grows on winy profile per unit time, for example during

calculations of the neCrES.~ry power for the thermal deicers.
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Fig. 8. a) The isolines o.L th,- cdjpture E full of coefficient for wing

profiles/airfoils with d tac&nc~s ratio of from 9 from 15o/o, b) the

dependeince of the capture t tuii oz coefficient from parameters p and

Re. (number by the curvas) zoz w;.uj profile s in thickness ratio~ from

9 to 15%.
Key: (1) V.
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Paqe 33.

But in a whole series ot tue cases considerably larger value has

knowledge of the icing izztrjisiry oz the spout of the wing of

aircraft, determined by tae Local coefficient of capture E..

Unfortunately, we have dvd.i4Dle tne considerably scantier

information about the vdiues oL cjvtficient of E0 in comparison with

the data about the compIletv cotLicient of capture.

In this connection 17- wa.s zcqresented by advisable to supplement

existing knowledges wita caicuiart.ons for the asymmetric 15-percent

profile/airfoil NACA-2215, .La.fj at the root section of the plane of

aircraft LT-2. The greatesz aiticulty is obtaining velocity fields

around this nonanalytic jprozii~e/,iirfoil, i.e. the sollution for this

duct/contour Neumann's roviwa. iFoL solving this problem w4 used

known electrohydrodynamic aaidjy) and as first approximation accepted

the values of velocity tiaiu5, oibLained on d simple electrical

integrator of Elie's-12 type. Sutjs~qupntly, after the series/row or

smoothing and obtaining or tne id and 3rd approximation/approach by

hand, with net point methou, was constructed thR potential field of
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speeds, and thereupon taz xsol.uis of the equal horizontal and

vertical velocities.

The trajectories ct uzops we.u obtained according to the method,

described above (page 2J dai zurtner). For determining of E0 were

calculated the trajectories ui aoips of which one coincide-d at

infinity with the extenud cCAiU oi profile/airfoil, and two cthers

(also at infinity) were loccted on both sides from it at a distance,

equal to 0.005 from the cnora i uth of profile/airfoil.

Accuracy obtained III LaIS case in determination of E0 is

approximately/exemplarily equal to 10-15o/o.

All in our possessIoa intormation about the local coefficient of

capture in the spout of rolii /,irfoil E0 is plotted/applied in Fig.

9.

As can be seen from figuLt, we have available a considerably

smaller quantity of data auout dependence of E on parameters p and

Reo and not in state not tor oue profile/airfoil to construct

sufficiently detailed diaran6. huwever, already on the basis of the

available data it is possible to araw the conclusion that E0 little

depends on parameter Reo. TaeaeLort virtually for calculation E0 in

15-percent profiles/airfoils it is possible to use dash curve (Fig.
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59) without depending on value of Re. Error allowed in this case will

hardly exceed 20o/o at very low vaiues of E0 .

j,
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i | :of 0.--------I " .. -, -_! o ~o2-40 [- - - I-L:
00 0:j

. ...- n- MeTpHqHhIfi npo0Mztb4 j 1NACA-OO9 (no Rtaisiu
A11. M. TesHa)

02 I-IPocHepeTPnqIaI npOIDUb
./ I )IKyKoacKoro (no AaHHINI

.eprpaua)

KAC -2215(no pacqe-au U.A(O)

Fig. 9. The dependence ot tn local coefficient of capture E0 in the

spout of profile/airfoil on parameter p (numerals shoved Reynolds

numbers).

Key: (1). 9o/o the symmetricai protile/airfoil NACA-0009 (on Levin,

these 1. M.). (2). 15o/c symmetrical Zhukovskiy profile (according to

Bergran's data). (3). I5o/o curved profile NACA-2215 (according to

calculations by TsAO C tontral Aerological Observatory]).

I
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Page 34.

Chapter II.

AERODYNAMICS OF THE FLCw ARJUNJ buoIES OF THE FLOW OF THE

POLYDISPERSE AEROSOL.

1. Generalization of tha concept ot coefficient, capture.

Connection/communication oL the coefficients of capture E and E0

examined in the preceding/pcev4.ous chapter with parameters p and Re.

means that, other conditiuas uzia equal, they denend on a radius of

drops r. Any cloud, howevar, cousists of the drops of different

sizes/dimensions, in otaer woids, any real cloud is polydisperse.

To simultaneous account utn derodynamics of the flow around

bodies of water drops aa tnd polyuispersion of cloud, it is possible

to generalize the concet or tuna coefficient cf capture and to_

introduce the so-called iteyqad. coefficient of th-a capcture which we

will designate in contrast to usudA. with wavy line above. Under the

integral coefficient of capture r we will understand the ratio of a

quantity of water depositing on Dody to that which woull settle in

the absence of the effect oL ziow, i.e.
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.4

E W ar~n (r)E(r), p. dr. (2.1)
-4- I r d n (r) p r

However, by analogous form is UeLr mined the local integral

coefficient of capture EA. ita Le aid of function El the intensity

of ice accumulation in any sectioi of body will be written in the

form
I- -ucE 1 f cm/ceK. (2.2)

PA

For determining the integral coefficients of capture whose

knowledge is necessary uurina Lae construction of the quantitative

theory of icing, should be Know" aot only functions E(r) and E. (r),

but also spectral distrinutiou of cloud drops according to

sizes/dimensions, i.e. tunctionl fir).

2. The spectral distribuzioa or cLoud drops according to

sizes/dimensions.

The diversity of factors da the complexity of the processes,

which participate in the tormation of clouds,, until now, did not

make it possible to create tue suriiciently completed theory, giving

the possibility to determiae the tor of the function n(r). Therefore

now our information rests only on experimental material. Before

converting/transferring to survey/coverage and analysis of this
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material, let us pause ,riezly at some fundamental questions,

connected with the accumulation of material itself.

Page 35.

Cloud is the kind ot aeroso. and consists of a large number of

drops, weighed in air. A numner or drops into 1 cm3 of air oscillates

from ten to hundred. Thus, it we compare between themselves

different, even adjacent parts ox the cloud, then the density of

spectral distribution in .tem is different. This difference is

greater, the less the volumes. So, if we take the volume, equal to 1

mm3, then it is possible tat in it not at all will prove to be drops

and then n(r)=O, but if tais volume hits only one drop with a radius

of r, then n(r) will be expressed ay delta function - 6 (r). Arises

the question, such as vcLum6 ot air should be accepted for standard

for determining the spectral distribution ot drops in cloud. Some

works in this region conducted in GGO P. V. D'yachenko as early as

1950 5].

Mathematically a question can be formulated as follows.

Let us examine entire cloud as certain general population of

drops, and a quantity or the measured drops N as certain selection

from this totality. It is clear that in comparison with N the total
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number of drops of the general population can be considered equal to

infinity. It requests itsalt, it we consider that all drops are

agitated in cloud randomly, now iust be a number of drops in

selection N in order with tne assigned accuracy to describe entire

general totality? Without stut~ping on the solution of stated problem,

which would take away us oeyond tna framework cf the present

investigation, let us pcint out oaiy immediate conclusions from its

setting itself.

It is obvious that tue reater N, the more precise one selection

will transfer the general popuiation. The accuracy of the

determination of a radius oz the arops of the greatest recurrence

from the laws of mathemdtlcal statistics is proportional I [29].

Thus, for obtaining the corLect Lepresentation about a radius of the

drops of the greatest recurrenca dith the error more several

percentages (during ranacm i&iiaq) it is necessary that N would be

order of tens of thousanas, i.e. volume was on the order of 100 cm 3 .

For the catching c drops serve th plates, covered with oil or

fume. The size/dimension ot arpus is determined with the aid of

microphotography/micropnozogajnis. A quantity of me-asur!ed drops on

each frame in this case cdn reacn several hundred, which corresponds

to the volumes of the crzaa o! cujic centimeters. The determination

of average sizes ot drops troa tue method of multicylinders
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corresponds to the volumc. ut tne order of cubic meters and more. For

obtaining the sufficientiy Leprasentative data about the distribution

of cloud drops according to sizes/dimensions by the method of

microphotography/micropotorapn it is necessary to take several

tests/samples to plates and wita edch to produce on 2-3 photcgraphs.

All most important w.zks on tae study of the mLcrostructure of

droplet clouds both in our country and abroad they were based on the

principle of the taking or tn siaples of cloud drops with the fact

or by another instrument as receiving part which served the

microscope slide, covered with oil or fume. Spectrum determined thus

of the sizes/dimensions oi cLoua drops differs from real because of

the series/row of the systematic errors, characteristic to this

method. Most essential uetlaction zrom the true spectrum causes the

flow around air intakes ot cloud drops, due to what is lost the large

part of the small/fine arops. deadarchers' majority either did not

completely turn attention to tais tact or it was limited to

indication of it, without iutrouucing the necessary corrections.

Page 36.

In connection with tais it was represented by necessary in more

detail to examine the errors, characteristic to the air intake of the

system of TsAO and to calculate tae necessary corrections. In work

- { " i nm,., I " -". , W ,,
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[32] was given the detailea auaiysis of possible errors and were

determined these corrections. kFi. 10 gives the graph/curve which

makes it possible to find tne value of correction factor a(r)

depending on a radius of drops r. Thus, a true number of drops of the

given radius n(r) was defined as tue product of a number of grasped

drops n,.. on a(r).

Thus were finished stock, uooained during flights on an aircraft

of the type LI-2 in in the period trom 1949-1954 . Within this

time by the group of the colleagues of the laboratory of the cloud

investigations by TskO under A. f. Borovikov's management/manual were

studied hundreds of different clouas and were produced tens of

thousands of microphotography/microphotographs of the separate

tests/samples of cloud drops 1Jj. This material most in detail and

fully describes cloud microstructure of the laminar forms both

air-mass ones and frontdl ones. Let us note that precisely the clouds

of laminar forms are of yrbttest interest in the examination of the

problem of icing, since tney most Lrequently are encountered during

flights.

The analysis of the materials of TsAO taking into account the

corrections examined above snowed that in all cases the experimental

data are depicted sufficieatly well as the formula of the form
I I - br

n(r) .,,rle (2.i)
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Formula (2.3) was xilialy proposed as early as 1951 [31]. It

was compiled on the basis o A. n. Borovikov's data, obtained by it

during the years 1948-1J50. in r ±i same year Best [46] proposed

another formula

(X) = e- (2.4)

where F(x) - the accumulatea of water, i.e. portion of

general/common/total liquia-warar content, containing in drops by the

diameter smaller than x, a and L - constant.

Finally, in 1954 L. M. Levin L12 ] found that the lognormal

distribution so very descrInes well the experimental data about the

distribution of drops accoruaig to sizes/dimensions.

Levin's formula taKes the rorm

n (X) ;J/2(2.5).7 V
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Fig. 10. Correction curve to tne network air intake of drops.

Page 37.

After examining in aetail all mentioned formulas, we arrived at

the conclusion that they dpproxiaately/exemplarily equally correspond

to experimental data. La~aje siMJlicitY of formula (2.3) in comparison

with (2.4) and (2.5) with appioiaitely the same accuracy forced us

to prefer it during practical ca±culations.

In formula (2.3) coeiicientz. a and b can be expressed through

liquid-water content w and averdge/mean (arithmetical) radius of

drops r,.

Actually/really,
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rcl, -b
n (r) d i r', dr

t r. p. n (r)dr=- ra d :-cbrdr a 5!
00

and, therefore,
-37t - w3 rlrcp 3 -e rirpe(.6

n(r) = 7 r' e -- 1,45  r e e (2.6)
), ;W P.rcPA p

The investigation cl microstructure showed that the spectra of

the distribution of drops in cloud were subjected to considerable

oscillations/vibrations. Furtaermore, it was explained that the

spectra, constructed on the data 4iout the sizes/dimensions of

several hundred drops, whica corresponds to volume on the order of 1

cm 3, cannot correctly cnaracterize cloud microstructure: for this are

necessary in each case teas of thousands of drops.

It must be noted taat due to some deficiencies/lacks in the

technique of experiment - tae loss of small/fine drops - formula

(2.6) was actually obtained on tue cut spectrum of drops, by a radius

it is more 4y. For radii r<4p tLs formula can prove to be

insufficient precise; however, tae contribution of the appropriate

fine drops to liquid-water content and is respectively into icing

very small.
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After feeding results to tuo many-year observations of TsAO, it

proved to be possible to comw to t re conclusicn/output that on the

average cloud microstructure oi iaminar forms differs little one from

another, i.e. that values r., in taem are very close. The large

oscillations in lp can De ouaervea in isolatedes cloud of one and the

same type depending cn theli Vadsw state, presence or absence of

residues/settlings, relative neigyn/altitude in cloud and so forth,

etc. These differences are greater than the difference etween

averaged values for clouas st, sc, Ns and Ac. However, available

statistical material did not mdxe it possible thus far to more deeply

trace the dependence of microstructure on separate factors. Table 2

given here characterizes iecn radius r in clouds of the type St, Sc,

Ns and Ac, moreover clcuds or tne type St and Sc are illuminated

somewhat in more detail - entire/dil thickness of these clouds is

broken into 3 layers: lower, averaje and upper. As one would expect,

cloud drops in proporticu to removal from lcwer cloud base are

enlarged in accordance witn previously known materials [3]. However,

let us note that in the quite upper boundary where actually cccurs

the evaporation of cloud, rr can prove to be noticeably the less

corrected values. The same is reitred also to lower boundary.

The extensive studies of croua microstructure were carried out

also in the USA under V. L-ewis's juidance.
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Some results of these woris are given in table 3. Data are

borrowed from the shape cL Naduton (59].

In order to compare taesc uaa with results obtained by us, let

us note that on the basis or zoLmuLa (2.6) the median diameter of

drops by volume d. =2 .I,,3 r,,. lu tadle 3 to the right r,,, is designed on

this relationship/ratio, i.e. rc,, d" Lewis's data completely

satisfactorily will agreE with our results. In V. Lewis's article

[65] is given the detailed taae. or the repetition frequency of the

different values of the seas errectivq diameters of drops depending

on the type of cloudiness. ie uo nlot give here this tdble, since in

the article it is not said, whLch is understood under mean effective

diameter.

Since sometimes accoraiag to the data of TsAO r,, it oscillated

in considerable limits - trum 2.! to 9 p, subsequently all

calculations were perfocmed taL4oua formula (2.6) for the range of

change r,-, within the limits frow i to 10 i.
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FOOTNOTE 1. 4.-median uiateir oz drops by volume, i.e. in drops

with a diameter of i-id. is couLa.,ad as much water, as in drops from

S ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 39.

3. Liquid-water content oi su.) rcooled clouds.

Water content of clouds - a quantity of condensed water, which

is contained per unit or voiumue oir air - is another important tactor,

which substantially affects ici.y ntensity.

in the examination or tae jLoLnlem of icing basic interest area of

the clouds of the lamindr Lormab, Lu which was turnedJ 1reat attpention

during the investigation w': iiciostructure. Most complately in our

literature a question accut watai. _;ontent of clouds of laminar forms

was studied by V. Ye. Minurvia in combined expeditions.

It is known that the iiq~uia-wdter content, as microstructure, is

subjected to considerable u.-ci.Lidtions/vibration-s. Instrumants, that

measure liquid-water conteur aLuia sevreral seconds, in which the

drops recover from the voiumd or oLde-r of tans of cubic decimeters
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(instrument of Zaytsev Lb or Vonuegat (80]), indicate that it can

change from one reading to t-w next to ten and even hundreds of

percent. This means that in oraer to compose correct representation

about average/mean water contcnz oi clouds, it is necessary tc

measure a quantity of tae drop-tozwing water in volumes, hundreds

times greater than this is required for a microstructure.

In the problem of tadinj an re is the greatest interest in the

knowledge of the values ox the liquid-water content, averaged on the

large sections, equivalent uy vo.Lue 0.1-1 ms and by the extent of

the order of kilometers. Tne me~toa of ice-settling cylinders, widely

utilized in American investigatious and used by V. Ye. Ainervin,

gives precisely the same averaea values of liquid-water content.

With examination of average/mean (out not extreme) values, naturally,

it is possible to utilize the data, obtained by other instruments.
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Fig. 11. Curves of the dccuaulated repetition frequencies of

liquid-water content for the ciouds of the various forms: a) St, Sc -

on Hinervin of 100 cases (solid line), according to Lewis 372 cases

(broken line), b) Ac, As - on sinervin of 16 cases (solid line),

according to Levis 264 cases (Dro&en line), c) CU, Cb according to

Levis 324 cases.

Key: (1). g/3 3 . (2). Renetition f*enuencv.

Page 40.

For our purposes it is more convenient entire to present data on

liquid-water content in tue fore of the so-called graphs/curves of

the accumulated repetiticn froquaencies (Fig. 11), in which along the

axis of abscissa are depositea/postponed the values of liquid-water

content, and along the axis ot ordinates - a number of cases in

percentages, when liquid-water content did not exceed the assigned

value. Both the data, borrowea zrom Lewis's article, and these of

Hinervin are obtained with the aid of ice-settling cylinders the time

of exposure of which in tne procass of measurements oscillated from

1-2 to 10 min.

The results, given in FVi. 11, in each case are based according

to V. Lewis approximately/exespiarily on 300 cbservations, on

- - .Ii II i,'
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Minervin in the case of st-sc - ia 100 observations, in As-Ac - in 16

observations. In spite of comparatively small statistics, on the

basis of these graphs/curves it is evident that for the clouds of

laminar forms a number ot case6 with liquid-water content w>0.5

g/m3 does not exceed seveai percentages, and maximum values

virtually do not exceed I g/aJ.

On data given L. T. natvayev and V. S. Kczharin 1, the

average/mean values of tne liquia-water content of stratus even are

less than obtained by V. Lewi aiid V. Y¥. Minervin.

FOOTNOTE 1. Proceedings ot tue Academy of Sciences of the USSR series

geophysical, No 11, 195o. EbDkuUENUTE.

In convective clouds Liquid-water content on the whols

noticeably greater - ap roximdteiy/exemplarily into 20o/o of cases it

exceeds 0.5 g/M3 , while into 2-Jo/o - is above 1 g/M3 .

This conclusion/output, dased on V. Lewis's data, qualitatively

coincides with V. A. Zaytsevfs results (6]. Large water content of

clouds CU, according to V. A. Zaytsev, is caused by the fact that its

measurements are related to soLr warm, summer clouds.

Summing up the numerous ixprimental investigations of water
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content of clouds [6, 15, b5, 511 and their microstructure (3, 12.

34, 59, 65], it is possible to say the following relative to the

droplet clouds of the lam.nar torns:

1. And liquid-water content and average sizes of drops can vary

noticeably both for by coe 4nd tne same of cloud form and in one and

the save cloud.

2. In proportion to litt Lroa lower cloud base both liquid-water

content and sizes/dimensious of ar ps usually gradually grow/rise and

only near quite upper ciouu boundary sharply they decrease.

3. On the average ot noticeaule difference in cloud

microstructure of laminar forms (St and Sc) it is impossible to

revea 1/detect.

4. With temperature decrease average/mean values of liquid-water

content decrease.

4. Calculation of the intdgrai co~tficient of capture.

The introduced abov6 iutral coefficient of capture was

determined by the expressiou

PO rsn(r)E(r)dr. (2.7)
0
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Thus, the integral coefficient of capture can be found, if is known

the spectral distribution of clouu drops according to

sizes/dimensions of n(r) anx of the dependence of the coefficient of

capture on the sizes/dimensions ui drops E(r).

Substituting in equality (1.7) expression (2.6) for function

n(r), let us have

--- 1P 
-- ' 

(I

During the calculation or tnu intensity of ice accumulation in

any section of body analogously is determined the local integral

coefficient of capture E.,

Page 41.

The coefficients of capture ooth complete E, and local El depend

not only on the form of buoy, aut also on its sizes/dimensions and

speed of motion. Thus, the intejral coefficients of capture for the

body of the assigned form depena on three parameters: rp -

characterizing the spectrum of tno sizes/dimensions of cloud drops, C

- certain siqnificant dimension or body and us - flight speeds.

On the basis of the results oL calculations E and E. in 3

sections of chapter I ana from that fact that the coefficient of

capture can be considered virtually independent of the form of

[ . . . . I - -- [ . ... . '. '
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profile/airfoil, if its t aclaess atio is included between 9 and

15o/o (range of the proriles/airzoils which actually are encountered

in cargo fleet), were calculated dependence of B on r,. chord lengths

of profile/airfoil C and zligat speed uo In this case the range of

velocity change ranged ZLOM 5U to 100 m/s, chord lengths of

profile/airfoil from 1 to 4JU Ca and mean radii of cloud drops in

limits from 2 to 101j. Tne resuirs of calculations are represented in

the form of the correspond.iny uiagrams in Fig. 12.

During the calculation ut tnu integral lccal coefficient of

capture in the spout 15o/o proi£ie/airfoil E0 the problem somewhat is

simplified, since in the £irst Approximation, it is possible not to

consider dependence of t. on Heyaolds number Reo.

_
i,
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Fig. 12. Isolines of the compulete integral coefficient of the capture

of the aircraft profile/ai~rtoil: a) u-, =50 U/Se b) "cl=75 a/s, c) um

=100 u/s.

Page 42.

In this case of E0 depends on.ly on two parameters -and u,/C

however for convenience tne rinal results of calculations are

represented also in the torn ut aiagrams (Fig. 13), in which is given

dependence of 02"0 on r, cind C cit ttiree values of speed U.
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It should be noted tat uepiondence go only from two parameters

rP and ULIC makes it possible to sore easily simulate the conditions

of icing when us interests the intensity of ice accumulation on the

spout of aircraft profilie/airtoil.
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Fig. 13. Isolines of the local integral coefficient of capture in the

nose/leading edge of the aircrait jrofile/airfoi1: a) ii,, =50 rn/s, b)

=c75 U/Se c) 11, =100 als. A.Lonq the axis of abscissas is

dcposiuec/postponed the chord length of profile/airfoil C m.
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5. Connection/commun.Lcdtiou or intensities of icing of different

aircraft components.

The dependence of zna iatvarai coefficient of capture on the

sizes/dimensions of prciile/airtoi.L and its fcrm explains the well

known fact of different icing ot the different parts of aircraft. Tt

suffices to say that the iciiag .innsity flight aerologist's

template/pattern can be dimost three times cf more than the icing

intensity of the wings or aircLait. In this connection does arise the

question - icing of what diLrczdt components cne snould accept as

characteristic ones for tn codpdAison with each other during flights

under varied conditions? For exampie, in the Main Administration of

the Hydrometeorological Service is standard is accepted the special

template/pattern, establiae/i.nsTdlled in tlight aerologist's

window, in GVF usually is examined rate of icing of plane, etc.

Furthermore, does arise adother question, it is possible, knowing the

icing intensity of one pert, to juage about the icing intensity of

another and that for thiE necessdrily?
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For a response/answer to tuese questions we return to expression

(2.2), which is determiniaj rt icing intensity of body, and let us

supply with index "E" or tad VdxhUs, which relate to certain by us to

the standard

Value 3 is the funct.orn of aidny variable/alternating, including

speed of motion, water CoLutVnt or clouds, temperature and other

factors. The value of tue coeilicient of capture E depends on form

and sizes/dimensions of toe iciag up body, spectrum of the

sizes/dimensions of cloua uop aiia flight speed. On many factors

depends :J

Therefore, it woula seem, it cannot be obtained sufficiently

simple method of determinariou trom r the icing intensity I of any

another part. However, we iuv=s.&qite this question mors attentive.

It is easy to see that

PA

Thr posed problem coasiauz4raiy will be simplified, if we place

value of the equal to ukiry. This assumption as this will be
P1

shown in ;hapter III, iii essence it is correct for cargo fleet

is, -3iO km/h) with tempraturi ntlow - 50. With too great

liquid-water contents tnis aisumption is not disrupted to -30 and
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only at higher temperatures deflections from unity can become are

sufficiently perceived.

With that made assumption oi expression (2.9) substantially is

simplified in it takes the torm

I'.

Let us recall that

SF " t(r) dr.

Page 44.

If the values of tne coe-iiczents of capture E(r) were not

changed in the process or icing, teen for the selected standard and

the part being investigdtea reiation 1E, would be function only r,

and, with the known structure ot ciouds, easily it would be

determined from the relationsa±j/iatio

So that the form ol standard less possible would be changed in

the process of icing, we se±ctea the rotating cylinder. The diameter

of cylinder had to be sutficieut to largo ones so that not strongly

had to be large enough that ou it would deposit the noticeable

portion of cloud drops..ks optimum, in th- best way corresponding to

thq presented requirements, Tara was selected a cylinder with a
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diameter of 5 ca. The instrumant, as receiving part which serves the

cylinder which rotates uy 50 mm, was designed in NII (Scientific

Research Institute] GME Ay M. Ye. azbel.

To strictly consider change i in the increase of ice is not

impossible. However, for suca iazge bodies as the wings of aircraft,

hardly should be expecteu tne Ldr,= changes E in the process of

icing, since the thickness or tad layer of ice is too small in

comparison with the sizes/ameaasLons of wing. .oreover, hardly should

be expected the large changes i zn the build-up/growth of ice and for

the series/row of other, -oo zia uptails of aircraft until grown ice

changes signiticantly their tom.

Taking into account tue tact that the water, which deposits on

the forward section of the cylinder, because of rotation is

distributed all over surzdce ot Lat latter, equation (2.10) should be

written in the form

ti
'  ,(2. I)

wher E1 - local coefficient oi capture in the position of aircraft

which interests us, and E, - coajpete coefficient of capture for the

cylinder with a diameter ot 5U am.
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Relationship/ratio (2. 11i .s oespecially valuable when we want by

standard to determine t; intdnsi.ty of ice accumulation on the spout

of the wing of aircraft, since to measure directly the icing

intensity of the plane oL a~rcrdzt is extremely difficult. k the

same time the icing of j1anes is tae basic reason for deterioration

in aerodynamic aircraft uauiity/ziaeness ratics.

After calculating depcndezace E. on r P for flight speeds on 50,

75 and 100 m/s I and utiiizinq tue results of calculations E0 ,

represented in Fig. 13, waz uouna the dependence of conversion factor

(SIO - profile/airfoil) trom parameter r., and chord length of

profile/airfoil C for tue same tniee values of flight speed.

FOOTNOTE 1. In calculations wte accepted 0,0176 Ca/S,

p=1.67910-# g/cm and diametez or cylinder d=5 cm. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The obtained dependence is represented in Fig. 14.

I
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Fig. 14. Connection/communication of conversion factor from icing

intensity of standard (SIO) to icing intensity of plane in its

frontal part with a choru Length ol profile/airfoil of C and spectrum

of cloud drops r (numLeA uy cuzvss) : a) Uf 5 u/s. b) u.=75 m/s

and c) u m r/s. Along tn a of ordinates are given the values

of coefficient - E-

Page 46.

The analysis of curves in Fig. 14 leads to very interesting

conclusion about the fact tar At the chord length of profile/airfoil

from 2.8 to 3.2 m the ccnvvrsion zactor from i, to I profile/airfoil

virtually remains constant, osc.ilating approximately/exemplarily to

10o/o about its average/mean value of 3.1 with a change in the flight

speed from 50 to 100 m/s and mean radius of drops from 3 to 10.

The fact that the coavtrzioA Aactor in the examined case proved

to be little depending OL t,e type of clouds (r ,) and from speed

fluctuations within limits of 2u to 350 ku/h, gives the possibility

of introducing permanent coavezsioa factor for determining the icing

intensity of the plane ot conteaporary transport aircraft of the type

LI-2 and Il-12 in its center section (C=3 m). This conversion factor

is equal to --3. In chaptar IV it is shown that the practice

confirmed the obtained ccnclusions.
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itilizing formula t2.11), iL is possible to also design the

general/common/total mass or Lce depositing for plane. For this it is

necessary E.. to replace witn the complete integral coefficient of

capture E and to multipiy tue oaLudned result for the area of the

midship section of plane.

Then, whereas analogously uti.izing curves in Fig. 12 for

determining of E, it is edsy to aiud values and, knowing L. andE,

the area of th _ midship stctioi, of plane, to determine the

general/common/total mass or icf, ueposited to plane.
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Chapter III.

ROLE OF THE PROCESSES OF nIiA'l eACHANGE IN AIRCRAFT ICING.

1. Coefficient of freezinj (gquenri/common/total

relationships/ratios).

initially during tne stuay oz aircraft icing it was proposed

that entire falling on aircrait wdter freezes at the moment of

collision with its surface. kuwevar, to researchers it was always it

is clear that with high tenperatures (close to 00) and at high flight

velocities this assumptioa cdn De erroneous. Already Ludlam in 1951

(67], estimating the errci..s oz ice-depositing instruments, which

measure the liquid-water coaLvat dud the sizes/dimensions of drops in

supercooled clouds, paid azious attention to the possibility of the

incomplete freezing of the deposi-ing water.

Let us examine quaiititively the picture of the formation of ice

on the surface of aircraft dur.aLy the collision of the latter with

the supercooled cloud or rain drops.

I II I " - . . . :" +° " ' ' :' ,.
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Analyzing the possuie ruasous, which lead to the freezing of

supercooled water on the surface ot aircraft, some authors came to

the conclusion that it is cdusea al mechanical jolts, others were

considered that the actuai cedson tor the rapid freezing of drops are

the ice crystalline particeLes, waich fall to the surface of aircraft

t25). we are inclined to noid ta, second point of view with that

stipulation, that is in Lo way coapulsory the preliminary presence of

crystalline particles cn surtace during the incidence/impingement to

it of water drops. hctudlily/redlly, on the basis of the fact that the

surface of aircraft is always contaminated, hardly one should expect

that after the formation/eddcdatoa even very thin film of water its

any possible prolonged existenca in the supercooled form.

Subsequently we will assume aat ir the conditions of heat exchange

on the icing up surface oi aircraft provide the diversion/tap of

latent heat of freezing, i.e., iz taking into account the heat of

freezing the equilibrium tempeamure of surface remains below 00,

that entire water in this cas= fast enough is crystallized.

For this very reason we cknsider that a question about the very

moment/torque of the beginninl cL treezinq on the wing surface, from

the point of view of the problam oL icing, does not desarva

considerable attention, since dttei the appearance of supercooled

water crystallization begins. virtually instantly.
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It is interesting to zLdt/daaimate, as will rapidly freeze the

droplets of water, whicn tall to te already iced up surface. This

question has large practi d i Laterest, since the lifetime of liquid

droplets in contact wita ice dxirts a substantial influence on form

and structure of deposited ica. At is necessary to know, does manage

drop to freeze before to it ra±.is the following drop or not.

Usually the rate oi Lrfezinq of ice of the plane of aircraft

does not exceed 0.1-0.2 mi/Ini, i.e., a layer with thickness of 10

grows for several seconds. Consequently, if the rate of the freezing

of drop (rate of the advance o crystallization front) exceeds 10

p/s, i.e., 0.001 cm/s, then drops Knowingly manage to freeze to the

arrival of the following.

Experiment shows that dt surticiently high temperatures of air

the rate of the freezing or drop can prove to be less than indicated

(which, possibly, and contrioures to the formation of rough ice). A

precise theoretical solution or tae task of determining the rate of

the freezing of the deposi ing watir, is normal to the surface of

settling, it represents not oamy aot solved, but even clearly not

formulated task.
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Purely qualitative a in lead to the conclusion that the

temperature field on the ic ln up surface takes the sufficiently

complicated form. Howevet, ruom tae point of view of the problem of

icing the fine structure o tue puisations of temperature on the

icing up surface does not jpresear essential interest, and we

therefore will examine ceirtdin meau temperature of surface t,.

However, let us note that wa an .ncrease in this mean temperature

to zero errors they can iacrcee. Until t.<0. we are assume that

freezes entire depositeu water, Leembering in this case, that an

increment in ice per unit tiEm s zmaller than a quantity of water

depositing for the same time aue to the evaporation of the certain

fraction of ice. Designating tnrough in, the mass of the water, which

deposits per unit of this sectioa I er unit time, and through ni, -

the mass of the water, wnicn evdpoates from the same section for the

same time, can be writtEn that th% coefficient of freezing 0, under

which we will understanu tac rario of ice frozen per unit time to the

mass of those clashing wian ooay ior the same time of water drops, is

equal to

(3.1)
m

Vith the specific 4udatity oz water, which freezes per unit time

per unit of area, the teaperatuc of surface canachieve zero value.

Let us designate through m,, a snal quantity of water, which

encounters the unit of area o0 aircraft for time unit with which the
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temperature of the surfdce ot iciu4 reaches 0o. If a quantity of

depositing water is more raa mp. pthen viii freeze only the part of

it, whereas remaining part must remain in the liquid state. Further

fate of nonfrozen water cda ue aitterent - partially it evaporates

from surface, partially is olown away and it is taken away by

airflow, it is partially carriea oy flow to surface out of the zone

of the settling where it can treeze, and finally partially water can

prove to be within the YLowinj Layiar of ice in the fcra of separate

inclusions/connections. It is onvious that when m, >mp the freezing

part of the supplementary (over in.,) water is determined by the

portion of the "cold", whicn is contained in this part of the water

and, therefore, it is equal to

( --r p) (0 - t,)) - .

where c,.l - heat capacity of water.

It is easy to ascertain tuat in this case the coefficient of

freezing takes the form

- t84)(32

Page 49.

Therefore, for the definition ot tie coefficient of freezing is

necessary the knowledge o- values as in,,, M.., Mr and to.
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2. Some general information auout heat exchange of bodies with gas

flow.

Determination in . and ta is connected with the study of the

heat balance of the icing up boaj. At the same time the investigation

of heat balance for the sdLidc; or the moving/driving body and, in

particular, the definitica oL tampwrature and the different points of

its surface, in the case even ir tLe latter is not moistened, is very

complex problem both with the tanoretical and with the experimental

of the points of view. licit compictely questicns of heat exchange

with the environment are rsoive zor the bodies of the simplest

forms - the flat/plane ya.ates, parllel to flow, and round cylinders.

here there is no need for 6zoppiuq during the examination of numerous

works in this region, sIrC4 i, recent years appeared the series/row

of the excellent mono-raziads, Lazowing light on questions of heat

exchange during the motion oL uodits in gases [1, 2, 4, 7].

We will not be so in uadtdi to describe, the achievements of

theoretical and experimentai sLuuies in this region, but let us pause

only at the basic physicdi reeaeseutations, placed as the basis of

the investigations of hear excnadne and on latter/last known to us

results.

Most fruitful hypotne.i dnouL the mechanism of heat exchange is
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the hydrodynamic hypothesi. WLici, actually, already became the

theory of heat exchange ii jae. The basic idea of this theory is of

the affirmation of the iaentity oi the mechanism of heat exchange the

direct contact also phenomenon oL nydrodynamic drag (4], which are

considered as different LeLiJt.C1oAS of a single primary process of

substantial exchange. Accora 9in to this theory displacement/movement

and interaction, the elemanzs/cei.Ls of medium is an initial cause of

the diverse phenomena of axchcnae.

This theory is comilately coutirmed by experiment when

dissipative terms are neg.ijiyul, Ln this case the Prandtl number

(Pr), which characterizes rae eyege of the identity of each process,

is equal to one. In this case tae temperature of body surface, which

moves in the flow of gas, ia the casencl of heat withdrawal inside

body (adiabatic surface) - tao mo-called adiabatic temperature of

body (t. - it is set equal to tae temperature of stagnation 9

H -t. + '2J c ,

where to I and u,, - respectively temperature and rate of the

undisturbed flow.

FOOTNOTE I. o they sometim-s caii thermodynamic, and - is static

by temperature. ENDFOOTNOTk.
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At steady adiabatic temj[erTue ur surface the heat-flux density q is

equal to zero. If because ot nl supplementary processes (for

example, to inflow of heat troa within) the temperature of surface

f, ."' heat-flux density 1' nac rlow it is directed toward surface

when t,<4 and from surface when ti>-.

Page 50.

In imperfect gases nuaueL Pr is not equal to one, so for air

Pr=0. 72 and even on adiauatic uouy surface temperature is not equal

to 4, the part of the enaL:ry aiisipates because of internal

friction. This effect is consiaieade by recovery factor r which is

determined by the relatcasay/r4rao

t.,1 -t,,
4., (3.3)

where t - real temperazuri on auiabatic body surface.

Numerical value of coerricient of r, determined on formula

(3.3), varies from one point to tat next. Tc study r as to the

processes of heat exchange, d~e aeuicated it is multiple

investigations on which we a4so wiil not stop. Recently in

aerodynamics increasing propata;1on obtains another determination of

recovery factor r* [301, according to which r; - -t,, where ti-
the temperature of the flow on the edge of the boundary layer. With
this definition, the determination of r* is comparatively simply -
as a rule r* differs little from V/Pr and is not changed along
profile/airfoil. However,
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entire/all difficulty iii thzix cis is transferred to tde

determination of temper~atui T1, without knowledge by which it cannot

be found r*. DistributioL r donj the duct/contour of round cylinder

can be found in work [ 4.

Theory shows [4) teat all L%)rulas, obtained during the study of

heat exchange at the lcw speeus or motion, remain valid and for high

rates, if the temperature oL me1i is is replaced with the
" is

temperature of adiabatic walL t,=--0+--. Thus, if because of some

supplementary processes taa temjcrature of body t' is different from

adiabatic, then there is atkt tIow to surface, equal to

q - -a t a. (3.4)

where a - a heat-transfer coeflicient.

Actually, relationshlp/rdtiu (3.4) serves as determination a,

i.e., under heat-transfer coeLLALci=nt a should be understood the

hoat-flux density, whica Li to one degree cf the deflection of the

real temperature of body suitace fion adiabatic. If t,>t,., then heat

is abstracted/removed trcm surrace, if t,<t.,, then heat is fed to

surface.

3. Different approaches to taie stuay of the processes of the heat

exchange of body with gds tiow undtr conditions of icing.
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To questions of th-; aetarwia1dtion of the equilibrium temperature

of the icing up surface dedu.cated nis numerous works English

researcher H~ardy [56, 57, 5dj. Une of his latter/last works, carried

out togethe~r with Brown, i.s aiouicated to the determination of the

kinetic temperature of Urn: SCLte/pzoppller of aircraft under

conditions of icing [58].

Page 51.

The authors write/recora aqudtiua ror d~termining the temperature of

the moistened surface, waica mioves in cloud G" (in the case of

absolutely non-heat-conducting jiotile/airfoil) in the form

t-=1,- 0.62 -41-S ,'" where t," - =,uilibrium temperature of the

moving/driving moistened surtace,

t, the equilibrium teMwJdLatuLe of the moving/driving dry

surface,

e - vapor pressure,

- latent heat of vajuoi±zatiun of water.

pubscript 1 is reldted tu cunaitions on to the edge of boundary

layer.
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For an absolutely aat-conuIuc.Lng profile/airfoil, i.e., for a

profile/airfoil, which accep"r lu~ equilibrium temiperature all over

surface, the authors construct tane appropriate equation by

integration along the l4ingta tavat duct/contour of thp equation of the

form

kh P.V~ ~s -o 4f) k.p v, 0.62

where vo - the resultant ve.Locity of the motion of screw/propeller,

k - a coefficient ot convective thermal conductivity

(dimensionless),

k- a coefficient of tane evaporation of water (dimansionless).

For the profile/airio.ri ot screw/propeller NACA 2409 authors

brought calculations to Suantitative results.

In 1971 Traybus (7a], iav%=stiyatirg the advantages of

fluctuating vision in tne thiermial aeicers, writes/records heat-flux

density in the ic ing up suriace with the aid of three functions

H,44, and 43 introduced to talem with the dimensionality of

temperature each, and new vy thne iimensionless variable b. In these

designations general/common/tot-di inflow of heat q must be equal to
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q =f (0,- 0,- 0) HP <20l

where

St 3 (1 +O0,47 b) +2,9O L B- ' = 0.Vs, B, b)" F.

01 t(1 -4 b) + 2,90 L B-'P,, + 127 b = 0, (t(0,, B, b)o F,

r_+ b) "-.) = -0.(b, u,,) 0,F,

b =
fC

and q -f .A 10, (t., B, b) (4 ('C,, B, b) - 043(b, u.,) npHi t,> 32- F,

where 4(t, B, b) = t (L + b) + 29 L B-1 P, = 0, (t, B, b)0 F.

Key: (1) . with.

In this case'

FOOTNOTE 1. The dimensioaali.y or 411l entering the formula values

corresponds to the Englisn systba of units, in this case are

preserved the designaticns ot Trinus. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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B - barometric pressuze,

- the elasticity or wat vipors in surface,

Pco - the elasticity oi wdtec vapors in the free flow,

- the temperature ot tn tree flow,

g - acceleration ot jravity

Ic - the thermal conductivity (heat-transfer coefficient),

A - surface area,

L - latent heat of tLie subiixation of ice,

Rw - the settling velocity ot water,

C- - the heat capacAty ot water.

Page 52.
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The continuation or Lao wori cf Tribus was the article of

Weiner, which appeared in tue sdme 1951 [79].

Sufficiently in detaii cna conditions of thermal equilibrium

were studied in 1953 by Messlaner L68]. On the basis of the

introduced by Tribus temneatuLe tunctions . Bessinger brought all

calculations to the appropriati traffic. It ccnducted calculations

not only for the cases when t. is more or less than 00, but also for

the case when I, () taKing i"to account both the portion of freezing

and portion of evaporation, as tn independent variables in [68) are

accepted flight speed ta. taareeptrature of undisturbed flow to and

parameter b, introduced by TriDus. Recovery factor r is accepted by

constant and equal to 0.675; zn; author considers this as the average

between his value with iamiur - u.8 5 and turbulent - 0.90 flow.

Messinger bypasses one or tne essential difficulties, with which

are encountered in conce t/specitic/actual calculations, and namely

- the task of the definition or Lhe settling velocity of water

(depending on liquid-watcr contenz and on the integral value of local

the coefficient of capture) aaa iocal hiat-transfer coefficient -

after combining as Tribus, unanown parameters in one independent

variable parameter b. Taus, tne juantitative results, obtained by

Messinger, can be used durian caiculations only when it is possible

to determine the value of pdzmater b.

" I-.
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Let us note that in Tae calcuiations of Messinger the portion of

evaporation for case t->0' as cladrly reduced, since it considers

evaporation as that occurring only from the surface of settling,

while when I. -o' water spreads beyond the limits of this zone.

Consequently, and the values oz rates determined by it, with which

sets in the complete evajoration or the depcsiting water, they can be

in this case substantially uveistated. Further, the author and all

other researchers, it consiuers tadt the drops completely give up

entire their initial kinetic eanergy of body surface at the moment of

collision. In fact that given ul energy is considerably less, on the

strength of the fact that the piLt of it forever lost during braking

in air flow. However, virtually latter/last omission will not be

reflected in results, siiace entiLe/all kinetic energy drops it plays

extremely small role in the total neat balance of the icing up

surface.

A somewhat cast approach to problem we meet in the collective

work of cutter, Rasch ana baxter [52], that is actually the

development of Ludlam's worK Lb7J, dedicated to the study of the

effect of thermal processes on readings of different ice-depositing

instruments. In this wozK tae authors concentrate their attention in

the calculation of the critical value of liquid-water content W, .
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this value, during which tne tcwperature of the icing up surface

reaches 0o.

4. Balance of the heat or the icing up surface.

Let us examine the in uetdia neat fluxes, directed to surface
and from it during steady process of the icing when it is possible to

consider it as constants t - ne temperature of the icing up

surface, to - the tempexdtuce of dir and u_ - the rate of motion.

All given below relaticnsaips/rdmtos are related to the appropriate

heat-flux densities.

I.Heat-flux density, caused oy the deviation of temperature of

surfaLce t, from equilibrium adiauatic tsA, according to

relationship/ratio (3.4) is ejudi to

r u"-',.

Pagp 53.

2. Density of heat tiux cdusea by liberation of latent heat of

freezing of depositing watwr, is aqual to

q,--m I.,, (3.6)

where m - mass of water, wvicn aeposits per unit of surface per unit

time,
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L3 =80 cal/g - latent A4,At ur Leezing of ice with 00.

Relationship/ratio (3.6) is corcect when ,"m it is possible to

consider that freezes entii dajosited water.

3. Density of heat tLux cau~ea by transition of kinetic energy

of drops into thermal wita their snock from surface, is expressed by

relat ionship/ratio

n, ".U"C
2J

here % - certain coeftic.Leut, waich characterizes the fact that

water depositing on surzacs gives up to this surface only part of its

initial kinetic energy. ke wil. issume/set - - J, thereby somewhat

overstating term q3 , i.e., we wiii not consider that portion of

energy which is taken away by rorever air flow; in other words, it

will assume that

m u)

q= 2J J3.7)

This assumption not cause noticeable quantitative changes, since

estimation shows that even in tne tr (3.7) q, it is less than other

terms hundreds times.

4. Heat flux, causea uy ooiing ice frcm 00 to temperature of
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surface f., has density, aquai ro

C (0 tS)7- -r M c t, (3.8)

where mA - nass of ice, whicAi ft zes per unit time per unit of

surface. When t,<O , as iz was noted in point/item 2, freezes entire

dpposited water and, thexetore, m,--m,;

C - heat capacities at ice, zjual to 0.49 cal/g with 0o.

A number of factors coutrioutas also to the heat removal from

surface.

5. Heat-flux density, dustrdcted/removed for heating of

supercooled water from temperdture to to 00, is determined by

expression
qG .-" -In) C-- , t M . (;1.

6. Finally, evaporation (or sublimation) of ice from surface,

caused by difterence in sdturation vapor pressure of water vapor

above the icing surface aiid in unaisturbed cloud leads to absorption

(or liberation) of heat. nie ,ansiasy of this heat flux it is possible

to write in the form

Page 54.

A strict definition of value 'i. and consequently also q6, is

I. -... ..., - - ._
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sufficiently complex prou.Lam, taui, apparently, and is explained by

the fact that the majoritj ot U.Ldreements in the calculaticns of

different authors occurs auicing tue calculaticn of value q6 [ 15, 21,

52, 68].

We will not stop cn L zdso,6s, which led some authors to

clearly erroneous results - pktiaily they are examined in V. Ye.

Minervin's work [15].

Work [52] gives without udses/bases the expression for q6, which

in our drsignations takes tue tozm

'A -: - (e,- et,1

where P0 - pressure in the undisturbed flow,

eo and e4, - saturating vapor pzessure at temperature with respect to

00 and t 0 0.

According to Tribus dnd Mz.s singer, this term (in our

designations) will be written iu tne form

e- et1)q, - -2,90 Lc,y6 Po--e&

in this case the coefficient of 2.90 of Messinger is called

empirical. It is easy to sbe nait the numerical coefficient in
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expression for 16, accepts, Dj £rius [78), and following by them in

terms of Weiner [79] anJ desinqer [68] differs from the coefficient,

accepted by windbag, Rasca ana Jdxter [52]. Let us try to approach

the determination of thi6 coe:rrcient from theoretical positions.

The conclusion/outpuz of tue expression given below, which is

determining the heat lcss to evapozation, we base on hypothesis,

analogous hydrodynamic maeory oz neat exchange, i.e., let us assume

that the evaporation is one oi tae manifestations ot substantial

exchange. Let us explain tiAs in more detail.

The quantity of water m, evaporating for time unit is

characterized by the intensity ot the moisture exchange of boundary

layer with surrounding dir. Considering that the moisture exchange is

realized by the same mechauisa, tadt also heat exchange and exchange

of air masses, it is possiDle to aquate the intensity of the moisture

exchange of a difference in tac aoisture content air masses exchanged

per unit time. In this case it is assumed that in atmospheric

boundary layer is saturdzad accocaing to relaticn to ice at

temperature of surface t,. and in that not disturbed - it is

saturated relative to water at temperature to. on the basis of the

hydrodynamic theory of heat exchange, the mass of gas (air), which is

adequate/approach unity ot nounary layer per unit time (in g/cm2 s),

is equal to ?- or, if wf expres the exchange ot air not in mass,
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but in volumes, i.e., in ----- tueu we will obtain Then the mass

of that taken away from tne same surface for the same time of

moisture, i.e., in our uesignations m, is equal to

n, Iv a Ape.. (3.10)

Here

P. - air density.

- a difference in tue ansLties of saturated vapors of the

water above ice at temperatui1, oz surface t, and above water at

temperature of air to.

Page 55.

Relation Ap/p can be ound in the courses of PhYsics of the
"Ap" 0622 .. . •. .. . .

atmosphere (for example 1J3j): 1 H'It or. with an
P, , I , .

accuracy to small ones of sccon' ozder I.. it is possible

to write L).-2 (,2 62.8 Suustituting this expression in equation

(3.10) and multiplying ozta.ned value mi for heat of sublimation of

ice at temperature t,-(-. y6) let us have

O, ' -28 i !m e- e(

If we approach determ.Lacion uf q6 frcm the point of view of the

I .... .. s II I I. (.. .... .1 )s -
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analogy between of thermal cunauctivity and diffusion [56], then is

obtained the expression, a±Q.oyoua to equation (3. 11), with

supplementary factor k,kh, whaere k, - a coefficient of the

evaporation of water (damensioainss), kh - a coefficient of heat

transfer (dimensionless). erorw comparison with the empirically

obtained coefficients o± zae psycnometric equation of Hardy found

that relation k,/kh is chanyea £Lom 0.996 with - by 17.80 to 1.007 at

+15.60.

Minervin in 1956 [15], utilizLng an analcgy of thermal and

diffuse processes, L. S. yg~enaooa 391 in detail developed in

monograph obtained the tl-ardiuisni/ratio, similar to expression

(3.11), with cofactor k/a, wuere & - a diffusion coefficient, a - a
k,_ ( k)-3

coefficient of thermal dirusvivxy. According to Hardy, kh,a

Without stopping on a quistion, who of two authors indicated is

more than rights/laws in theoretical substantiation, let us note that

Hardy's results, obtaineo "y it auLing the comparison of the

corresponding equations witn tne psychometric forwula, testify that

the cofactor, which apF#ii in cuation (3. 11) unessentially differs

from unity. The thereby is coazirmed the soundness of the hypothesis

accepted by us, with an iacrvase in the rate when turbulent exchange

begins to prevail above tutd moiecuiar, this hypothesis must be

justified still morp.
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Before converting/tra6rLriny to the construction of theI equation of heat balance on Luis surface, let us focus attention on

the f ollowing.

During the detarmiariu UL inflow of heat q2 we assumed that

freezes entire deposited water, i.e., they counted q2=m*L,. However,

it is possible that the evaporariny part of water fl!, does not manage

to freeze. In this case saoulid De written Q?=(m,--mj)L,. Out during

the determination of heat wita~aLaudl due to evaporation one should in

expression (3.11) take aeat ot vaporization of water L,,,

* ~~Thus, either q2 xrn-m)L id in this case q6 m L,c1 . or

q,=m,, but already in this case qG m1 L,, 6.

It is easy to see that als~o the equation of the balance of heat

remains without change. Tneratore when t,< 0( let us assuma/set

Page 56.

The error of windbay, dascn and Baxter (52.3 lies in the fact

that they took qi, mnl., and duziag calculation q6 was utilized

coefficicent of 1550, equal., as it is easy to te convinced, to

RIN
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relationship/ratio ,

We also do not have rouaudtAons for allowing instead of relation

p-- 2,60l coefficient or z.9u, uscd by Tribus, etc., and exceeding

the ratio indicated apprcx..wadty/exemplarily by I;

Thus, we wrote in an ejJ.LLcit form of expression for all the

main heat fluxes which aetermiae tae balance of heat on the icing up

surface. Here is not taxen into consideration the radiation heat

* ' withdrawal, which plays neg±iy.rLDe role.

Thus, the density of tae zesuiting heat flux, which is

adequate/approach the icing up surlace, can be written in the form

q q-- q _ 1 q'. I - q4  - q.5 -- q,,

- c 3. - ,- ts )L m,-n L , .+ m -2-J - m . t

0. 628 Ll (e --

c, m..Y6 (3.12)

In the absence of hedt excuduge with the internal surface of the

icing up body net flux g is eua.. to 0 formula (3.12) takes the form

+ t 4- t , -- 0,628 Y ' )
u9, " % - j

M- t, m-(I.- c. tc). (3. 13)

5. Calculation of the coetticient of freezing.
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Expressions (3.1) fnl aJ.Z), ireezing 3 which characterize

coefficient, can be convzrtaii, dzLer replacing values Min mkP and

m, with appropriate water cotent of clouds. Actually/really, if we

designate through WkV suca _LLuud-water content with which the

settling per unit of body surztce zor time unit reaches criticalink

value nkp, WI p E is aualouous through W, that portion of water

content of clouds, which coapansates evaporation, i.e., u0 ,I. and

m
finally through w - actua Liquia-water content, i.e., _ - _ thenU':it is possible to write taat

I -- - 1-1,,) < ,k
I IIPH U'< Wk,

' I IIJ)
W' 80)l .> 13.11

Key: (1). with.

Thus, for determination p ;.t is necessary to know the actual

liquid-water content w, tue temLerdture of air to and to find vdlues

W', and wi.
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a) The calculation of cc.tLcai .Ljuid-water content.

For determination u,p let us turn to equation (3.13). Taking into

account that in this case t- ( ana m, - w.U f, let us have

( ) CC (,, t ) uK 2
,,+ _ . ," .2 .

(.J

K1 ~ ~ ~ ~ K (tuP0 0,~e

/ sUNo81 , t" t  I-

K2 ~~~ (tj,

-r K . (t,, u,.)],( . 5

where

K,~o. (t.a ,)=2, o  US -,,.

o 1 to+ to+ 2J

Thus, wup depends on d whoie stries of the parameters and, first

of all, from the temperat.Lt ot air t o and flight speed 9,-, and, as

show calculations, to a lesseL aeguee from pressure Po and recovery

factor r. Furthermore, W.,, epanus on such complicatedly defined
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values, as heat-transfer coefficient a and the integral local

coefficient of capture FA.

rt should be noted tat tue uependence on r begins to become

apparent by noticeable zorm only at comparatively high speeds (more

than 100 m/s). Furthermore, when is studied icing in the vicinity of

critical point, it is possiDle witu large accuracy to count r=1,

since at this point occurs total stagnation, as for instance, at the

critical point of the rouua cylinder r=1 for Mach's any numbers from

0.4 to 0.9 (4.

The values of functions K, (t P.o I'0) and K2 (e.) were designed

virtually for entire range ox values t,. U-r and Po possible during the

flights of low-speed aviation.

The results of calculataoas are represented in Fig. 15. From the

figure one can see that with ". J /s the relative role K2 in

comparison with K, is smal. ana it always decreases with decrease to.

For determination w,p it is necessary to know also About the

integral coefficient of capture we in detail spoke above, in chapter

III, and brought the diagrams, ma.ang it possible to determine , for

cylinders and series/rcw or proriles/airfoils. However, the

determination of heat-transter coefficient a represents the complex
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problem which it is neceasaiy to examine in somewhat more detail. The

theory of the heat exchange or dirrerent bodies, which move in gas

flow, unfortunately, is not yet developed so so that it would be

possible with sufficient conziuarncw to use the theoretical

relationships/ratios, waich are ietermining heat-transfer

coefficient.

Page 58.

During the experimental investigation of the processes of heat

exchange usually appears itseli the dependence between the criterion

of Nusselt Nu=aC/X, which caaractirizes the heat exchange of bodies

with medium and Reynolds auaoae Re,, s a rule, this

connection/communication can ae represented in the form

Nu =- a • e. ,  (3.16)

where a and n - some constants, waich depend not only on the form of

body, but also on the ranyt ot heyiolds numbers. So M. A. Mikheev

(17] gives the following values uf a and n depending on Reo for

round-cylindrical bodies duriug tue calculation of the average

according to the duct/contour or nat-transter coefficient (Table 4).

For us the knowledge of neit-transfer coefficient for a cylinder

is of independent interest, since the rotating cylinder (Si0) served

as standard for determining tae icing intensity in experimental

flights.
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Mr, W 5 o~j

210

_____

Fig 1. Ae pwrd loe ~o xi o orinte deoste/potpne

the osiive alus of±unt.Lo K~elO, don -the osiive alus0o

funcionK2OOS.Numersuy ~~ecurvs idicte he alus o 0h

Fn ie of. this uwre alonte axi ofh' orien tabeite/valuoed
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for the cylinder with a diameter ox 50 mm depending on flight speed

:-i).]67 on C22/s and X=5.5*106 CdiCm S C.

FOOTNOTE 1. Value )=5.5-1U- cal/cm s. deg. corresponds to

temperature of -100 C. Geueraliy the dependence X on temperature very

is not strong, namely at JOC X7,5.o5*10 -5 cal/cm s deg., but at -200 C

X=5.38e102- cal/cm s deg. iNDVUUTNOTE.

The results of calculations are represented in Fig. 16.

Is considerably less studieu the heat emission of the bodies of

more complex form. Coefficients a and r. in criterial

relationships/ratios depeaa suastatially on that, are found we in

the region of laminar cr in tne region turbulent boundary layer. The

first occurs to Reo10s, the secona - with Re0 >106. In the range Re.

from 2-10s to 2.106 is located the transition layer for which it is

not possible to indicate a precise criterial relationship/ratio,

since in this case number Nu aepends not only on Re0 , but also on the

degree of the roughness of the surface and other factors.

All known to us experimental works regarding the heat-transfer

coefficients a of wing proiilas/airfoils, carried out both in our

country and abroad, they radicate that the range of the

oscillations/vibrations or neat-transfer coefficient for different

profiles/airfoils and conditions Ls included within the limits

1e10--1oGI-- cal/c.' s 0C.
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'--5F

2 -4;

Fig. 16. Connectionfcoumunicaioi of average heat-transfer

coefficient a for a round cylindar with the speed of blowout (axis of

ordinate to the left), aeedc iE/v for 50 mnn of cylinder on 'c' and

UC

Key: (1) . cal/cm/s 'C42)./s

Table 4.

Re. a n

5-S . .. . . . . . . . . 0,81 0,40

MO-ri. UP. .. .. . . ... . .... .025 0.46

1 ... fil............... 0.197 0. 60

Key: (1). and it is above.

Page 60.
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So, in several examples ot TrIOuS [78] a varied from 2l0l- 3 to 3e10 - 3

cal/cmu sOC. For Hardy 15oj tae curves of the dependence a on

position on the wing prozi±L or aircraft C=46, constructed on the

basis of the works of SquIre L74], indicate the change ( from 1.10-3

to 45e510-3 cal/cmz sOC. To zue sawe result lead the calculations a

according to known distzioutiou tuo pressures along profile/airfoil,

based on semi-empirical £ormuias.

Thus, for wing prozrLes/airzoils we can comparatively reliably

indicate the boundaries of possible values a. However, obtaining

precise values a for concrete/specific/actual profiles/airfoils and

flight conditions exceeds tne iiaits of the present investigation. In

each specific case a can De detezmined either experimentally cr with

one or the other degree oz approxization on the basis of the

available relatiorships/ramios, waich connect a with profile pressure

distribution.

It must be noted thaL ieseacners' series/row determines

heat-transfer coefficient somewaat differently from this accept in

the present work, namely, mtey uetermine a from the

relationship/ratio

ru,

q! z2 Je 92 -±t, ts (3.17)
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where t1 and u, - respectively temperature and speed on the boundary

of boundary layer. Let US recdli that we determined a from the

relat ions hip/ratio

'r u
(3.5)

where to and it, - temperature ana speed of the undisturbed flow.

It is easy to see that aota tnese expressions would be

identical, if r=1, since ia tis case - "-.! However, in

the real case, with r<1, these expressions do not coincide. Actually

the inadequacy of relaticnships/Latios (3.17) and (3.5) is included

faster not in different datermiaitions a, but in the different

determinations of recovery tactor '.

FOOTNOTE 1. It is more aetailed with these two determinations of

recovery factor it is possiDle to uecome acquainted in Hilton's

monograph [30]. ENDFOOTNOrh.

Returning to expression (3.15) we see that there is entire

necessary and sufficient ior aeterwination w., for an instrument SIO.

For convenience in the calculations the same Fig. 16, in which is

given the dependence a and u depicts dependence of E/w on u,,, and

C,
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FOOTNOTE 2. Factor 1/v reiiects the fact that on the average the

increase of ice flows/cccurs/Lasts evenly all over circumference of

rotating cylinder. ENDFOOTNOTU.

Values wkp in some special cases, aesigned with the aid of diagrams

Fig. 15 and 16, give in tale 5. in this case the value of recovery

factor r for SIO accept eual to U.85 (directly for end connections

of the profile/airfoil should oe accepted r=1, 0).

More detailed calculations inuicate that already at temperature

io<-5Q W.,, it exceeds tte usually encountered values of water

content of clouds (Fig. 11). Loreover, even with to=-30 (as is

evident from table 5) ana ftiiqu speed u ' 75 on a/s (270 km/h),

water content of clouds, as a rule, is less "

Page 61.

However, in individual, exclusively rare cases water content of

clouds can prove to be more taan u, even with to=-10O. Therefore in

specific examples with large ±iquia-water contents always it is

necessary to keep in miaa rae possibility of the involuntary freezing

of the depositing water.

r iiiiiSir o"
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aaFor wing profiles/dirtuils Lelation (it can be) is
*3 I

approximately/exemplarily 3-5 tiwi6 less than value for an

instrument S10. Thus wp, LoL tae spout of profile/airfoil several

times is less than z, for tae cylinder which rotates by 50 mm, and

sufficiently trequently it can reach the values of liquid-water

content virtually encountereu in clouds. Thus, one should sweep in

form that for the center section ot the plane in the individual,

* completely probable cases p it c n prove to be lower than for an

instrument SIO.

B) 'The temperature of the iciag up surface and evaporation from it.

In the absence of heat exchadue with internal surface the

temperature of surfacel, is connected with flight conditions on the

equation of heat balance (3.1J). dowever, the complicated dependence

of separate terms of this e4uatiou on temperature t, does not make it

possible to in general scive it relatively t,.

Comparatively simFly it is possible to determine the temperature

of surface r in the particular case when a quantity of depositing

water m.- "n i.e. in accuracy compensates the evaporation of ice

from it.
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Table 5.

- . ' 1 (.2) } / J -

, , ,10 (i
6

) f r, W p (ri

[0 0 3 177
A. IH: 0,23i

3 0,721
--, (11).J ,

3 n
I IW

1(1,0))

.. 1 0.911

,+.13 2. CI I

I(KRI 3 1(12

1.101

3!

Key: (1), (u/s), (2), (mb (3), (g/m3 )

Page 62.

Then, on the basis of that i thct mi ,-O,62S and, substituting

in equality (3.13) for ,", tas expression i, we will obtain

FO .N, . . 2 J "

FOOTNOTE ', Cu the section oL present chapters. ENDF(JOTNOTE.
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When deriving the equation (j.18) we proceeded from that fact

that as a result the water, depos&.ting on body surface and which was

being located thus far dt temperd-ure to, evaporates and is converted

into water vapor at temperature / Since the heat, necessary for this

conversion, must not deeni.., in view of the reversibility of process,

from that, in what way we to tni come, then it it is possible to

equate with the heat, sjeat on neadting water from to to t, and its

subsequent evaporation at Tempea~aure 1, For this very reason into

relationship/ratio (3.18) entear aither heat of cooling ice 00 down

to t or the heat of the treezinj of water.

The solution of equation (J.1d) is represented in the form of

the nomogram (Fig. 17), taa mtnaou of the use of which following:

from the lower horizontdi scaie of speed (for example ii, -60 m/s)

should be to be raised on vertical straight line to the curve of

assigned r (r=0.9), then, moving over horizontal, to reach the

intersection with assigned i.ne to (for example -I00) finally being

discharged from point or intersection on vertical line down, to scale

t, read the response/answer, in ta±s case, -8.60. The made path is

shown in figure by arrcw/pointer.

It is obvious that witan aiLc:rft icing a quantity of depositing

water is more than evaporating. Lonsequently temperature t,

determined according to reiatioasnip/ratio (3.18), Budde lower than
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actual, since in equality (J.1d) is not considered the inflow of

heat, caused by the freeziag ui Lae supplementary part of the

deposited water. If we disreqard/neglect kinetic energy of the

depositing water drops, tuen it is not difficult to ascertain that

for the more precision deteLmination of value t. it is possible to

use the same nomogram (tij. 17), 11 we instead of ", proceed from

certain "given" speed

a ru.o

FOOTNOTE 1. Dependence u, and on t,, is comparatively small and during

calculations of radicand wita a sutficient degree of accuracy it is

possible to take as t. tae eAudi tu the value, found from equality

(3. 18) . ENDFOOTNOTE.

Correction found taus caii Leach completely noticeable value. For

example, with E=0.5, w=Q.2*10 -6 9/cm3 , a=5eO - 3, r=1 and u-=104 cW/s

this correction is equivalent to LiL increase in the speed more than

twice.

At the known value of taw temperature of icinj up surface ts

does not comprise large bort to calculate the mass of ice mi.

evaporating from a unit of surtace per unit of time, and the value of

water content of clouds u, , necessary for the compensation of this
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evaporation.

Page 63.

Actually/really,

m, 2 . (t,, t# ps) (3.20)

and, therefore,

Aj K, (t,, to, Pe), (3.21)

where
Ks~,,toP,) -:-o. ' " t Q.St.

K,(p, t, Io,) ' ,62 (3.22)

Fig. 18 gives simple nomoycm for determining the function K3 in

dependence on values to, t, and P.

For illustration in tdoie o dae given values t, and wi for SIO

in some special cases (wdter content of clouds is accepted equal to

0.2 g/m3 ).

Thus, after determanin4 U', and ' 'i and knowing liquid-water

content w and temperature T.0 clouds, it is possible according to

equation (3.14) to find the coeftcient of freezing 3. For an example

the same lable 6 in latter/last column gives values 0. From table it

is evident that even at temperature of air -]3value is very close

to unity, if the speed ot aL:craft does not exceed 200 km hour.
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flu 1904 07

0,6

)-30

-15

-30 z(0 -15 -~ 7 -541 -2 10 (
'U200 '300 0 ll

fig. 17. Nomogram for deteruiaxag the temperature of icing up surface

The method of use is describea in text.

Key: (1). Recovery factor. jz). Temperature of air. (3). rn/s.

Page 6L4.
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At conclusion of preseat cMapter let us note that the detailed

analysis of the process ot aeat exchange conducted on the surface of

aircraft under conditions oL icagn makes it possible to answer one

more virtually very important question. Namely, to what temperature

it is necessary to ensute aeatiny the surface of aircraft during

flights in dry air in cr dar duziny flights in clouds to guarantee the

prevention of icing.

In order to guarantee taa aistnce of icing, inflow of heat to

the unit of surface for timn iuit j (i.e., density of the heat flux

applied to internal surzace) must ensure its heating to 00 and

completely compensate tae aeat removal so that in this case would not

occur the freezing of the daposted water. Consequently it is

possible to write that

q ~ 4~ +~~~- / -m, ~(O- t~ rn ~--~-(3.23)

From other side this same intiow of heat q provides in dry air

heating surface to certain unknown temperature t,. Thus, occurs the

equality
q a (t, t). (3.24)

Equalizing right sides (.iJ) anui 3.24), we will obtain

0,628 "--."G B" +t900, (3.25)

or, disregarding term U2-1 (vita U'.<I00 0/s this is completely2J

admissible), finally it is possiaie to write

t 600. K, (0, to, P#) 4---- to (3.26)
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Table 6.

I, i . tj . () 010.

3, 0,0(13 o ),
, . 
9.3.

It~l -1, 11,013: o), 93.,

3 o, 1)2! )  o,85,-,
j3 I) .o2; 0,88,

3 (1 00.143 0.221
5 U O, W82 0,141

l~~ • 0 I,02 .53 o , 720
... { (14 -AOX) 0.427

'~ -7,, 0,K-t .977
, i )0-- 65.; !), {X O,969

3f .I -7,h o',009 0,95,,)

50 6,55 0,0113 0.943

3 u- 4, 50O 0,0135 o,9.32
1000 . 3, o.0111 0.945

e01. 3() -.4.5 0,02M3 0,(873
5)t -3.1 0.0'213 0.893

gey: (11. (cll/Sl (2). too . i.(gn)
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-24
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Pig. 18. Noaoga'm for deteI!1U..ij tunction K3 (t( t$ P$.) Arrow/pointer

showed an example of deteraindtion K, with to--I. Iyo-Ir and Po=850

mb.

Key: (1). Ice. (2). ab. 13). t:CLxt,
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Prom relationship/ra.Lo (J.2o) it is evident that t first of

all, depends substantially on to, i.e., from that temperature with

which we want to completely eliminate the possibility of ice

formation. So already with to=-20 o even with the quite minimum

liquid-water content, wvAic ensures only the wettability of surface,

overheating tf-- t o must exceed J0, and upon consideration of a

maximally possible value of liquid-water content and coefficient of

capture this overheating must reach to 40-500.

Such power of deicers it is hardly possible to ensure without

the essential weighting ci aircraft and considerable deterioration in

the flight characteristics. For this very reason it seems to us by

advisable during the ccnstruction of the thermal deicers for the

protection of the planes of aicratt to everywhere pass to the method

of the fluctuating preheating, Froposed by Tribus [781.
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Page 67.

Chapter IV.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF Tade ICING UP PROPELLER-DRIVEN AIRCRAFT.

I. Purpose and procedure or experimental flight.

The construction ot the tneogy of icing, led to quantitative

results, not only does not eliminate the need for conducting the

experimental studies of aizcraft icing, but moreover, are posed new

problems, considerably expanding series of question, included earlier

during the experimental study of icing.

Up to 1950 our basic experimental material on aircraft icing in

USSR was the material, accumulated on the network/grid of the

points/items of aircraft soundiny of the Main Administration of the

Hydrometeorological Service. up to 1948 on these points/items they

conducted only qualitative oLservations of the icing of different

aircraft components, seen xrom tlight aerologist's place. Since 1948

in flight aerologist's window at a distance of 30 cm from edge was

established/installed the special template-indicator of icing. It is

the considerably reduceu moael oi the wing of heavy aircraft. On the
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front of the template/pdtteLn dri elotted/applied the alternating

black-white bands with a wiuta ot 15 mm. The thickness of grown ice

is determined from measuring pin - the indicator with a length of 5

cm with divisions by 5 m. in tue presence of icing the flight

aerologist notes height/altituot and time of the beginning of icing,

thickness of grown ice tor sepdrate time intervals, form and form of

icing and height/altituae ana tiaae of the end/lead of the icing.

Despite the fact that tais ob.ervation still it is not possible

to name/call quantitative, since tne estimaticn of the icing

intensity and extent (extnsivenuss) of the zones of icing, obtained

on the basis of observations oi toplate/pattern, is sufficiently

rough, in the first stages ot tue research of physics of icing these

observations had vital importance. They made it possible to gather

vast low-quality material aaouT ditferent forms and forms of icing,

to obtain the specific statisticai data, etc. Many results of these

observations were used in I. G. echelko's works [23].

However, during the aetaiLed research of physics of icing, in

principle it is not possible to uw satisfied by similar low-quality

observations, since they do not give the possibility to connect icing

with such basic parameters ot clouds as liquid-water content and

distribution of cloud drcps according to sizes/dimensions.

Furthermore, the determination or icing intensity to templet should
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be recognized very rouga taa rndCurate.

Page 68.

Therefore it was necessaLy to wdnuiacture the new procedure of the

experimental study of icina, ma~aKi it possible to carry out

quantitative measurements witu suificient accuracy and giving

possibility to connect specid.. tedtures/peculiarities in the

character of icing with tne pnysical parameters, characterizing the

state of the atmosphere, anu ror fLight conditions. It was necessary

so as far as possible to remove tan element/cell of subjectivity in

the estimation of icing.

To the development or naw p ocedure contrituted the fact that in

the laboratory of the cloua investigations by TsAO [Central

Aerological Observatory] was accumulated large experiment in the

study of different sides ot paysic6 of clouds. These works, initiated

in A. M. Borovikov even on balloon during the years 1946-1947 [3],

led to the creation of the d.rcrdit flying laboratory equipment with

which continuously was improved. On this flying laboratory, beginning

with 1950, by the group cf coij.gues under A. M . Borovikovis

management/manual were conductea yearly special flight expeditions

for the study of cloud macrophysics, icing, on the analysis of the

three-dimensional/space structure of the frontal cloud systems and
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other phenomena. Basic pdrt ot tese flights passed to the

supercooled clouds of laaiadr torms in the presence in them of icing.

In 7 years were carried out more than 300 such flights, with the

common coating, exceeding 1UU houcs, of them about 300 hours fell to

flights under conditions ot icing.

The in detail flying .00oaarory was described in the series/row4of works; therefore below wa will yive only the enumeration of the

basic instruments, estaLJlishedi/nstalled on aircraft, and their

arrangement/position (Fig. 19).

1. Aerographs.

2. Air intake ot drops (fig. 20)

3. micro-camera MouLt.
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Fig. 19. The schematic cf tue acraagement/position of instruments in

the aircraft of IL-14: I - aerojiaph, 2 - automatic recorder of the

speed, 3 - pressure reccrder, 4 - electric clocks, 5 - electric

plate, 6 - thermometer, 7 - inaicator of icing, 8 - measuring dowel,

9 - altitude indicator, 0 - vdriometer, 11 - speed indicator, 12 -

instrument for the measurdmeut of water content; 13 - automatic

recorder of icing (SIO), 14 - macro-camera mount, 15 - automatic

recorder of temperatures i-.;-

Page 69.

4. Different instruments tL measurinq water content of clouds,

constructing/designing V. ie. ninetvin, based, for supercooled
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clouds, on principle of ice-settiiag cylinders, and

construction/design of V. A. Zcytsev - on the principle of filter

paper.

5. Instrument stand to waica are fastened/strengthened altitude

indicators, speed and oveviodds, compass, watches. To this same stand

is fastened/strengthened the toggle switch from the electric bell on

signal of which was conauct tat- simultaneous measurement of

different parameters.

Besides those enumeratao, on Doard aircraft, depending on the

task of this concrete/skecitic/dctaal flight, were located scme other

instruments.

During the study or ai.rcra icing, the basic goal of

investigations in our first expediiions it was:

1. The explanation ot tand uejndence of the character of icing

on the varied conditions, unaer which occurs ice accumulation.

2. Explanation of dependence of character of icing on form and

sizes/dimensions of icing ue buaj.

3. Obtained of precise quatitative data about icing intensity
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of bodies of cylindrical rom, Lo which at that time were fulfilled

theoretical calculations w.-tki purpose of checking results of theory.

For the accomplishment of the outlined objective was made the

set of the templates/patterns of various forms (Fig. 20)which with

the aid of special rod were cdrriae far beyond the edge of aircraft

(further 0.5 m). Into set enrtered: the disks with a diameter of 40

mm; the sphere with a diameter o 40 mm; cigar-shaped body of

revolution with maximum cross section, also equal to 40 ma; the

elliptical cylinders, dikectea dt cifferent angles toward flow,

rectangular plates and, the finally round cylinders of different

diameters both rotating, aau not rotating.
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441-

Fig 20 Ai inakeof he ests/zmpes f ccuddros (bov), om

temlats/pttcrns wih ar eiaapiifrsuyn h
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j dependence of the means or ica uE;Iosit on the form of

profile/airfoil.

Page 70.

in the presence in tlly±hL th~e icing, besides observations with

the aid of special templ~ates/patterns continucusly conducted also

qualitative observations ot uiiterent parts of aircraft, which were

undergoing icing, and attd. ftlyat aerologist's standard

template/pattern. All cnsarvations were accompanied by detailed

records, sketchings and jnotojLdIpas. in the period of icing were

conducted usual temperaturts souuai~g, measurement of liiuid-water

content and cloud micrcstructaJLe, recording the flight conditions-

speed, height/altitude, course and so forth and finally was

maintained detailed flighxt log.
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The target of later in-fligut studies (1955-1956) was conducting

the experimental check, presented in chapter III theory of the

recalculation of icing iLtuensity irom standard to plane and study of

the three-dimensional/space extent of the zones of icing in different

synoptical positions. Cn a Lartd/last question we stop will not,

since it exceeds the scoie ur tnis work.

For the accomplishment o tune first objective the instrument

part of flying laboratory wad compieted new, developed and prepared

by that time in NII GMP by 8. Ye. Azbel, by instrument SIO (aircraft

meter of icing - Fig. 21), rectiver part of which was 50 mm the

rotating cylinder.

Since basic part or tne insrLuments, utilized during the study

of icing (air intake of cloud drops, instruments, which measure the

liquid-water content, SLO and sealis/row of others), is placed

outside aircraft, it was aecessary to explain, what effect has on

reading of these instruments the disturbance/perturbation, introduced

into medium by aircraft during its motion. For this purpose was used

the Pitot tube, with the aid oi waich it was possible to determine

with sufficient accuracy oL ta1a Doundary of the zone of

disturbance/perturbation into tne Lield of velocities and the

JV
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cylindrical resistance tkeraomater, which made it possible tc

rate/estimate the boundariws oL tu zone of disturbance/perturbation

in temperature field.

The first expeditions (1950-1954) were. conducted on the flying

laboratory, equipped on &a aircrait of the type LI-2, the latter

(1955-1956) - on the aircrftL of IL-14.

Entire complex of observtiuns in the first expeditions was

fulfilled in essence by tue coildagues of TsAC: by A. M. Borcvikov,

Z. V. Tonkova, A. A. Reshca.L&ova, V. Ye. Minervin, N. M. Bokarev and

by author; in separate tilints participated other colleagues.

Latter/last expeditions ca IL-14 were conducted together with the

State of NII GVF, from wnxcu in .tusm accepted participation 0. K.

Trunov, G. M. Balashov and V. R. Yushkevich. In these expeditions,

besides the complex of oubervartous noted above, was conducted the

study of the effect of Ql'Letent ror of icing on operational-flight

aircraft quality/fineness ratios.
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21 3

I 2 3.

o i 4

Fig. 21c. Aircraft metex ot lc-aq - examples of tape recording of the

instrument: 1 - in fligat iron t1/XII 1955, 2 - in flight from 16/XtI

1955.

II .14 lll i - , -- -.-
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Page 72.

Route and mode/conditiuns oL each of the f±ights were determined

depending on overall siioptic situation in flying area and were more

precisely formulated diLectly during conducting of flight itself. As

an example let us examine uue it tue flights.

Flight, carried out ou 12 April 1956, passed on route Vilnyus -

Riga - Vilnyus - Ninsk - Wilayus, in rear of cyclone, in uniform air

mass. During this day mia. a latitudes of the European territory of

the USSR were engage by tne vast area of reduced pressures, one of

centers of which at noon was located above the northwestern part of

Baltic states (Fig. 22). FLom canter in Novgorod, Vyshniy Volochok

and Moscow is passed a ront ot occlusion. in rear of cyclone, on the

territory of Latvia and Litnutnra, is passed the series/row of

secondary cold fronts. A simliar sinoptic situation provided

development in these areas ot restless stratocumulus, but with the

places and very powerfui/tiiicK cumulonimbus cloudiness.

During the probing, produced during takeoff in Vilnyus 10 hours

(Fig. 23), aircraft opened Lay rs Sc at the height/altitude of

500-1550 m. Above it was clear. In clouds was observed the icing.
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After probing the aircrait went in righi's direction, being located

always near lower cloud bse, sowetimes even to short period leaving

of them (in the places where Lie cxouds raised themselves).

Cloudiness was restless - snarply was changed the height/altitude of

the lower and upper cloua Douaddries and their power. Icing was

observed always, in this cast its intensity (an SIO) was changed from

0.04 to 0.13 mm/min. Water content of clouds, measured by the

instrument of Zaytsev, oscil.Lated Lrom 0.07 tc 0.29 g/m 3 . In the

second half flight on secrion Viinyus - Riga the intensity of icing

is considerably feeble (to O.Oz-U.U1 mm/min). Liquid-water content

fell to 0.04-0.02 g/M3. lae simuitaneous decrease of tha liquid-water

content of the drop part ot clouus and icing intensity coincided with

precipitation from the Clouds or snow. During entire flight was

perceived the turbulence rrom, weaK to that moderated. However, the

straight/direct correlation or changes in the intensity of turbulence

and icing it was not obseved.

Upon the return from Lign to Vilnyus, the aircraft tlew in

essence nearer to thri uker eage ur clouds. Here just as it is

earlier, in the section oi pataa nearest to Riga the icing intensity

remained approximately/xewpiiriiy permanent and weak: 0.07-0.09

mm/min. The extent of the zoi.e or weak intensity was z130 km in upper

boundary (in lower it reachea z0J um). Subsequently the intensity of

icing began sharply to t cnanyeu , growing/rising to 0.12-0.13 ma/min
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and falling to 0.02-0.0 m/ain, As earlier, direct

connection/communication oL taa iutensity of turbulence with icing

intensity to reveal/detect not ;tcceeded.

In section Vilnyus - Minsk tn power of clcuds decreased to

300-400 m. In other respects Lnai character remained as before.
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Fig. 23. Vertical section oz cioua.s in flignt 12/IV 1956 on route

Vilnyus R iga - Vilnyus - MlIK- vilnyus. --- the flight

trajectory. By numerals tazy dre .suown: the temperature, water

content of clouds in g/m 3 (in smdi4. circles) and icing intensity 310

in namm. a - bumping ox tircrdit (0 - is weak, e moderated),

*-snow.

Key: (1) . from. (1h) . to. (2 ). higai. (3) . Shventionis. (4i). Vilnyus.

(5) . Minsk.

Page 74.

Thus, in present fiynt was iii.spected the zona of the icing of

clouds Sc in uniform aiir .ass. It is possible to consider that it

covers entirp mass of ciuu6 iotn in the horizontal and in vertical
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the directions (temperature in cloud was changed from -5 to -9o) .

This same result was obtaitiea aiso in other flights.

Before passing directiy to tnv analysis of the assembled

experimertal material, let us pjiuse briefly at one more

moment/torque.

As is known, to icziuy are subjected the most diverse parts of

aircraft, from rivets tc piauts, control vanEs, etc. Structure and

form of ice deposits substantal±ly are modified from completely

transparent glassy ice to wnile wiiky, from smooth and even to

strongly uneven, U-shaped. Tae icing of one form does not exert a

substantial influence on flight diLcraft quality/fineness ratios an

does not represent danger, dnotaeL - on the contrary, it strongly

sakes its lift-drag ratios woise: Laises drag, decreases the lift,

etc.

The extreme diversitj oL formb and structure of ice deposits

becomes apparent, as this was aiscovered, not only depending on the

flight conditions and charcteristics of cloud, but also on form anJ

sizes/dimensions of the icing up Dody.

This complicated dapwnuence or form and structure of deposited

ice on numerous factors anu existeu disccnnection of researchers
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contributed so that up to now szil there is no conventional single

classification of the foLms oi icing.

Direct participation .n )ro±olged fliqht expeditions for the

investigation of icing during o yars allowed us to compose the

classification (table 8) poposea An 3 secticns of present chapter of

the types of icing, in wnici. wt reflected the form, the structure

and the type of the surtdce ot rowing ice. The analysis of available

material showed that this cLssir.cation sufficiently in detail

transfers the encountered lours ur icing, and the possibility of

light coding it maKes its virtua±.y very convenient.

2. Effect of the disturLanc/pearturbation, introduced by aircraft to

the measured parameters or clouua.

As has already been mznt.unea, in the period of observation of

aircraft icing were conducted continuous instrument/tool observations

of different parameters or cioua dd flight conditions, namely, after

temperature, flight speed, iipuia-water content and cloud

microstructure, etc. It is io~ica. that the receivers of these

instruments were carried outsi d dand they were arranged/located in

immediate proximity of &rrcrart Ana therefore they were located in

other in that or disturbed deqre to the zone of flow. Therefore,

first of all, does arisc jutstioa, is possible readings of these
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instruments to relate to rLhe uuau.Lturbed medium or these readings

characterize certain disturoD zone and require the introductions of

the corresponding corrections.

The possibility of tais type of the errors due to the

perturbation of flow was £or tne rirst time by us expressed into 1953

more in connection with tne stud of the errors for the aircraft air

intake of drops [32]. The conclusion that containing in this work the

probable error, introducea au to the aircraft which perturbs actions

in the measured range ot ui ansious does not exceed 5o/o for the

drops of any sizes/dimensions, was based on very rough qualitative

reasonings.

Page 75.

Therefore it is expedient ian ore aetail to examine the perturbing

effect which introduces into currtnt of traffic of aircraft.

A) the field of velocities ana teaweratures around aircraft.

Fig. 19 gives schemiticaii tae fuselage contour of the aircraft

,t 1I-1L4 and are shown ot tthe pidce of the arrangement/position of

1. or the other receivers u& metmorological elements.

iiiiili iiii" ... .....
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For measuring of vaioci.y Lidids was made the tube with a length

A of 120 cm with the aid o wnicn .t was possible to measure certain

value, proportional to th= dlam ic head. Speed indicator was

connected to tube and, thus, it ws possible to count off the values

of the airspeed in some reiative uuity. In rate measurement at the

assigned distance from eujt te tuaoe together with special nozzle was

turned around its axis to ze waxiaum reading of speed indicator how

was reached the paralleiism of uozzle to airflow.

For measuring the temperatuLe field served universal

temperature-sensing devLce P-1, fastened/strengthened to the end/lead

of the tube with a length ot d0 cw. As the monitor of temperature

served receiver ST-23.

The measurements of rate 4nd temperature were conducted through

every 5 cm along the ncrmal trom tae edge of aircraft. In this case

the rate was measured wita ala accuracy to 5o/o, temperature - with an

accuracy to 0.30. The result or Acasurements showed that the zone of

the disturbance/perturbation (zone, on outer edge of which the

parameters of medium virrtuliy are not changed during

removal/distance from edge) i'& grows/rises from 8 cm at point I (Fig.

24) to 20 cm at point 3. RatO witn in the zone of

listurbance/perturbaticn yr w/iosa along the normal from fuselage to

the outer edge of zone, wnict citte-ts to the fact that the zone of
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disturbance/perturbation is Oundary layer. The high transverse

sizes/dimensions of layar testiiy about its turbulent character.

The temperature of tne staLaiit flow (static temperature)

virtually was not changea witn ramoval/distance from the edge of

aircraft. The latter means tadt tna dissipative terms do not play the

significant role and the zone or tne disturbance/perturbation of its

own thermodynamic temperature oi iiow coincides with the zone of the

field distortion of velocities.
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Fig. 24. Diagram of the zone ot rai- disturbance/perturbation of air

flow near the fuselage ot ad.rcratt. 1 - lateral window of the chief

pilot; 2 - third window or passenger compartment, 3 - latter/last

window of passenger comjartiaLn.

Key: (1) . Zone of disturbance/,eVrurbation.

Page 76.

One should especia.Liy iot-, tat even so the boundary layer at

point 2 has thickness ot Lz-15 ca, on boundary its rate

approximately/exemplarily tu 10o/o is more than at infinity. This is

explained by the fact tnaL point i is located directly above the wing

of aircraft at a distance waec- still manifests itself the

disturbance/perturbation, introduced by wing into flow. Apparently on

the same reason the rate, attained on the boundary of zone at point
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3, by several percentages lowe-L: thdn rate at infinity.

Thus, the conducted Lavest.Lqdtions of the fields of velocity and

temperature lead to the to1.kowiny conclusions:

1. The zones of the aistarocince/perturbation both the field of

velocities and their own teiayeratuie field of the moving/driving flow

coincide. In this case virtuail tue zone of disturbance/perturbation

coincides with boundary 1layer anu increases along fuselage tcwards

its tail section approximateLj/ex~swplarily as V-1(1 - distance from

the face grinding of fus-.Lcke) , Lzdching the3 latter/last window of

passenger compartment l.as Z20 ca.

2. Instruments, whica use tor measuring cne or the other

parameters of undisturbou rnow, so that them would not affect field

distortion of velocities, must Do placfd in forward fuselage section

at a distance not less thdn Ij cm trom edge, in rear - not less than

30 cm. In this case one saoula r~member, that the rate in the third

window of passenger con'j artwent to 10o/0 is more than the rate of

aircraft that must be con .iened a~y the introduction of the

corresponding corrections.

B) distortions, introduced vy tata aircraft into the spectral

distribution of drops accoruiay to sizes/dimensions and their
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quantity per unit of voiuae or adi.

In order to define, as is candged the spectral distribution of

drops according to sizes/dimensioL6, and their quantity per unit of

volume in immediate proximuty of tue fuselage of aircraft due to the

disturbance/perturbation, introduced by the latter during motion, let

us examine the flow pattern or tuselage cf cloud drops.

Fig. 25 schematically shows tne flow around fuselage of air the

flow around fuselage of air and dcups of two different radii. It is

easy to see that directly aiouig siae fuselage can exist the certain

"dead" zone, whare do not iiii ae drops of given size/dimension. It

is obvious that the sizes/amensions of this zone are different this

zone they are different toz aiiiarent drops. In order to

rate/estimate these sizes/aimeusions, let us examine the stopping

distance of the drop of tat assigned radius, which began to move

along the normal to the surrace or fuselage with the assigned initial

velocity. Let us consider in the tirst apprcximation, that the

general/common/total motion or arup is composed of its motion along

the flow line of air and along tae normal to this line.

In detail the calculadtons or the stopping distance of drop

taking into account defiection irom Stokes' law are given in 2

sections of V chapter. dere Let us note that, if we as reference
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length accept the stoppinj u.stance of Stokes drop Xo , then real

stopping distance can be expressea by the formula of the form
3 1 It=

arctg .. .. i I ,O , J e j 0 . .17 R e ,,/- 70 17 R -. -

I
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Fig. 25. Schematic of ttae riow around the fuselage of aircraft of air

flow (thin lines) and ot cioud drops of different sizes/dimensions (1

~~1 and 2).
Page 77.

Dependence of )X/XL0 on Re0 is represented in Fig. 26.

Estimating stopping a.ustdnce in centimetersI=(X/X 0) (2ur
2/9p,

we see that for the drops or Ladius 10 p 0 does not exceed 5 cm, even

if normal component of tne rdte or drop with respect to flow attains

100 r/s. Thus, hardly one should expect that the dead zone can exceed

5 cm. obvious further that tue zone of the disturbance/perturbation,

introduced into the flcw oi "true liquid" by the motion of aircraft,

cannot be substantially mo.= ildUa the zone of the

disturbance/perturbaticu or air ilow.

Above it was mentionai, tuat the air-stream velocity was
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different from rate at in nity (in limits of accuracy of

measurement) only in a ccwi.arariv,=ly narrow boundary layer, which was

being expanded from 8 cm iu Ist pilot's window to 20 cm in the

latter/last window of passenger compartment.

To us it seems that tue r asouings outlined above sufficiently

convincingly indicates the ract that all utilized in flying

laboratory instruments wuose zeceivers were placed at the distances,

exceeding 30-40 cm (air intaxe or the tests/samples of cloud drops,

meters of liquid-water content, Siu, etc.), with a high degree of

accuracy are measured tne parameters, which relate to the undisturbed

air flow.

3. Classification of the iorms ot icing.

Az has already been ataoned above, for explaining the

dependence of the character ot icing on form and sizes/dimensions of

the icing up body was inves6tlatea the icing of the bodies of various

forms. The assembled material consists of many tens of sketchings and

photographs of ice accumulation on spheres, disks, rectangular

plates, cigar-shaped bodies, woauls of wings, elliptical cylinders,

etc., which make it possioie to trace the evolution of these forms,

and also several hundrea 4uantitative observations of the icing of

cylinders in diameter 2, 10, .0, J4, 50 and 7C mm both rotating and
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motionless ones.

The basic results oi tne duaiysis of the assembled experimental

material are reduced to tne tollowing.
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Fig. 26. Inertia landing run (Ssi~eing distance) of drop (axis y-OV),

which has initial Reynolus navL)-, te (axis x-OV) ,expressad in the

units of the ineartial pda ot stocs drop.

Page 78.

1. Grown ice on exteraaA 1 drts of propeller-driven aircraft by

pillir is determined by caadtczc~ of settling on them supercooled

cloul drops and by process ot rreezinq of depcsited drops.

Sublimation factors do act pidLy th1e noticeable role (which completely

coincides with the resuits ot caAiculations in chapter III). Of this

it is easy to be convinced,, jplacizi one body in the aerodynamic

shadow of another, and in rnaL casd the shaded body it will not be

covered by ice.
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2. Diversity of ditteent zotims of icing affects changes in

form, structure of surface 4na ou structure of grown ice. Any form of

icing it is convenient to considcz as deflection from "ideal",

accepting as the "such oedil" iciaq when the layer of grown ice is

small and repeats the fcLi oz tAt oody (for a cylinder - this is

crescent-shaped form). Ine surtdca of ice smooth, color is

milk-white. Ideal icing occurs wita sufficiently low temperatures and

low liquid-water contents.

Table 7 gives severai cases or ideal icing.

Ideal icing is possiole only when the deposited drops freeze

virtually instantly, without spteading, the zcne of settling drops in

this case virtually coincides w.Lii the zone of the icing of body.

In the process of tna icing guen the thickness of grown ice

becomes comparable with tne sizes/uimensions cf body, the form of ice

gradually difters from iu ai. Tnxi occurs the more rapid the greater

water content of clouds.

Ideal icing easily cda oa oxpiained, also, on the basis of the

theoretical positions, developea in the preceding/previous chapters.

I
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Actually/really the forw oz lueA. Icing is transferred well by the

character of a change oi tee ioc± coefficient of capture when the

coefficient of freezing can o considered equal to unity, i.e., at

sufficiently low temperd tuas. Tn milk-white color of ideal icing is

explained by heterogeneity in taLe structure of ice, caused by the

presence of an enormous yuaantity or the smallest air bubbles, which

were being formed between te r apily frozen drops of water.

Deflections from iatza± icing can be observed on all three

factors together or separatciy. Aoout one means of deflection we

already spoke above, namely, that. with prolonged icing the thickness

of the layer of ice beccmes compdied with the sizes/dimensions of

body. In this case both tee coior and the surface of ice remain

virtually without change. Utten in this case from the edges of basic

ice outgrowth ice has needid-snaape structure. This needle-shaped

structure in edges can te expiainea, if we examine the flcw patterr

of body of cloud drops and to consider that in the edges of the ice

deposit of air-stream velocity are comparatively great, and th- local

coefficients of capture cn Lad 6rrength of the fact that the flow is

almost parallel to body, tnuy dre small. Action of both these factors

contributes to the effloresceuce ot ice from edges.
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Table 7.

6 ' (r i Y 1jt (I C. m 1) tj Hjioi IU I<OAY

17/111 1951 r. . .... -7 0,07 N III

20/111 195 1... ..... - 13 0,17 Ac III

X%111l V!51 . .... .. -. .. 2 . III

Key: (1). Date. (2) . Temj rtuit (degrees) . (3). Liquid-water content

(g/m 3 ) . (4). Cloud species. (J:. dzcording cn code.

Page 79.

Most frequently, when tne jrowL icc is compared according to the

thickness with the sizes/uiweions of body, the smallest

heterogeneities on surface whica earlier appeared by completely

smooth, they grow to the iact tnat the surface becomes rough.

Furthermore, so that the thici£,e s of ice would achieve noticeable

sizes/dimensions (on too swdii bodies) necessary that the

liquid-water content would be 6uLLtcirmntly great. Latter/last tact

contributes so that ice dcomas iass porous, in it it is less than

air bubbles and its coloi is cndaygd from milk-white to cloudy-white.

If flight occurs at su£ticiently high temperature (t>-5-7 0 ),

drops do not manage to Lresza ijastntly and under the action of
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powerful/thick airflow somewuat aLr related to the edges of body.

Under these conditions the increase of ice from edges occurs more

rapidly and the frontal part of it becomes at first flat/plane (if

earlier it was curved), ann then U-shaped or as it occasionally

referred to as, double-nuaped.

To the conversion uL i±dL/pidue form into U-shaped contributes

not only the examined eftect ot the spreading of liquid, but also a

change in the flow pattern. Actuai±y/really, it is not difficult to

see that the coefficient of capture in the edges of flat/plane body

must be more - to edges cumulativ% effect of the deflecting force of

flow on drop along the ieagta tna path of the latter decreases. This

qualitative conclusion/cutput was nave checked we experimentally.

Actually/really, the edge ot tiat/plane disks and flat/plane

rectangular plates despitz all conaitions they iced up more rapidly,

forming characteristic ice rim.

The fact that the drops ireeze not instantly, contributes so

that ice of less porous ones, in it is less than air pockets and it,

therefore, more is transparent.

Finally, with high teapetzatures and large liquid-water contents

frequently is observed trdnspaLent ice whose surface is strongly

uneven, and form can be very whimsical. This character of icing is
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explained additionally to tai za ors enumerated above by the

possibility of the noticeab.e fluctuations in liquid-water content,

which lead to the dissymmatry of settling water and at first

insignificant separate kzotuberances/prominences, which facilitate

appearance, which grow subsequently into large/coarse mounds, as is

evident, for example, in fig. z. As a rule, ice in this case either

transparent or weakly tuziui. Tne iatter should be explained the

presence in ice no lcnger air, but water inclusions, on the strength

of the fact that at higa temperatures, as shown in chapter III,

freezes all depositing water. ice formation at high, close to zero

temperatures when manages to freeze all deposited water, sometimes is

characteristic by the prusence ol the ice flows, which exit for the

zone of settling drops. L ztec/Last phenomenon is observed at

temperatures, as a rule, nigher than -2, -30.

Numerous observations of the icing of bodies made it possible to

manufacture the simple system (coui) of the recording of the

encountered forms of icin4, rejresented in Table 8. With the aid of

the code it is possible with sufticient completeness to easily and

rapidly write any form ct grown ice encountered in practice. The code

consists of three numerdls the rirst of which reflects the form of

grown ice, the second - tue aeyree of transparency (color) and the

third - the degree of the surface roughness.
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As examples of the use oL tue code table 9 gives several cases

of the icing of cylinders the diameter of 3 mm and their decoding,

and also three photograihs (Fig. 27) of the icing of different form,

above which are shown tne numarals of the code.

In conclusion let us agaia nore that simultaneously the form of

the icing of different bodies (for example, template/pattern and of

plane) can be various (ana is transmitted, therefore, by the

different numerals of toe coa j.

Page 80.

Therefore during the determination of effect on flight aircraft

quality/fineness ratios ot one or the other fcrm of icing one should

indicate, on what aircraft componaut this form is determined.

Apparently the disregard or tais zactor was one of the reasons, on

which the different authors in airterent ways estimated the role of

that or another form of too icing (see, for example (10]).
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F-Ig. 27. Examiples of th,4 cou.Lto 4 the icing of difrent form.

Page 81.

:1L
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4. The experimental check or tuaoretical calculations.

Bringing/finishing taeor to numerical results makes it possible

to conduct not only its qdi.,t4.Lqaw, but also quantitative comparison

with experimental results. in chapter II is shown that the intensity

of the increase of ice on body can be written in the form

I= , U- W ,.0.1

Pa (11

First of all, logically, one ought not to have drawn a

comparison of theory witn expariment on the rotating cylinders,

because their form and coaztici~nr of capture in the process of icing

are changed comparatively li le. The instrument, used for this

purpose, was three connected win the axis of the cylinder of the

different diameters: 0o.3U, 1.9 ana 6.93 cm. Cylinders were given in

rotation with the aid ot the electric motor, placed within larger of

them. Distance from the edge ot aircraft to the nearest cylinder

exceeded 50 cm. Instrument was jlaced at the rear window of passenger

compartment.
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-fable 8.

STelltl I lpO3IpalI- Tenelul luepoxotaTO-
' il'pli~ 1'uI~oI( t 1 lai / 11OCT1I (liner) CTII nofepxnOCYiU

I ..elel,"(tcepnoo6pa~rias- .IO.WalK .' aN

ii.in jini.11il ip 'let-KII Teil, IY;K()-
olipni-aH - '1iti re.i Bpantemm)..

2 ' pocy t I pnniu c pa.vopaMu ,VTIl(-6tjj'sd LMepOXo8a-1

3 cpae. .emmmHae ,apocim p.pH- M fw. U epoxoaaTo-(IyrplcTaTi
HMaID? ,,ro,.-,aTOe CTIpoenime

I KopuTooepaamian n.,1 Atpyran CAa6n 38MyTIlellkllA VI:;yrp.Hc7an
npH'IVA(3HnaN *OpMO

.a sme ri M fe nOr11. Io:11 Iffi l C.lbO 6yrp$FcT?8

Key: (1). Numeral of the code. (). Form of ice growth. (3). Degree

of transparency (colcr). (4). Degree of surface roughness. (5).

"ideal" (crescent-shaped - zoz cylindrical bodies, moon-shaped - for

bodies of revolution). (b). Milk-waite. (7). Smooth. (8). Outgrowth

is compared with sizes/dimensioas of body. (9). Cloudy-white. (10).

Rough. (11). With edges ice ourirowths accept needle-shaped

structure. (12). Turbid. (13). rough-uneven. (14). U-shaped or other

whimsical form. (15). Weakly zarbid. (16). Uneven. (17). Are visible

ice drips. (18). Transparent. (19). Strongly uneven.
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Table 9.
Temnepa- &AHU (PS 3. 1V

Ii. 4Iea '.'0AICR Itpu jan~ch ~HHaeaTa, --TYPa (°C)' (r/M2,- ) n6 .aqnocr J 0 KA p1c1 27

I 4/.X11 1952 r. --10,7 0.04 SC 121 a2 40X11 1952 r. -15 0,21 Sc 211 6
3 18/XII 1952 r. -5,7 0.18 Sc (Ns) 311
4 16/X11 1952 r. -4.9 0,11 Ns (SC) 3215 181XII 1952 r -3,9 0.06 Ns 242
6 21/XII 1952 r. -4.5 0,32 St 333 e
7 21iXII 1952 . -5 0,34) NsS- 22XI 1952 r. -I.i 0,21 St 423
9 23jXIl 1952 r. -18,4 0,31 St 343 a

10 231XII 1952 r. -9,1 .0,47 Sc :2 Ic
II 23/XII 1952 r. -- 8.4 1,31 St 221 A

Key: (1). No in sequence. (2k. idte. (3). TemFerature (oC). (4'.

Liquid-water content (g/M 3). (5J, *orm of cloudiness. (6). Recording

on code. (7). Index of Fig. 27.

Page 82.

During work with tuesa cylinders (November-December 1954) the

flights occurred predomiaudntij in stratas and nimbostratus clouds.

Data of the measurements or tne tnickness of ice frozen on cylinders

are given in Table 10.

For the analysis c tae uatd given in table 10, let us turn to

equation (4.1). In this e4uat.oa most variable value is w. Value P/p,

at temperatures lower than -50 cca be accepted as constant for all

cylinders. Then, assuminq/settin tlight speed on constant and
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designating through i1, L2, 13 iig intensities, and through El, E2,

E3 - integral coefficients o tae capture of the corresponding

cylinders, can be written
I, I: /S - El : f,: . . (4.2)

Since actually flight speed Uo, does not remain constant and,

furthermore, it does not raamia constant in the process of the icing

of cylinders and the spectrum ot tue distribution of the

sizes/dimensions of drops rp, relationship/ratio (4.2) is

approximate.

The practical limits or de evdion of rate from the average/mean

value of 190 km/h did not exceed lu-20 km. Hardly one should expect

that fcp for the same time interval oscillated more than to 0.5-1

about average/mean value ot 4:. M. Taking into account possible

vibrations u. and r,. it was estdDlished that in the increase of ice

ratio E1R, could vary approximately/exemplarily from 0.55 to 0.72 at

the most probable value, eaual to U.63 (one should consider that in

this case somewhat they are cnaaned and the diameters of cylinders,

that it can introduce supplementary error ^5o/o), and E3/E2 -

approximately/axemplariiy troa Q.3u to 0.52 at the most probable

value, equal to 00.43.
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'able 10.

I 21 X1 19.1 1 -1I. 1)., 5.1 3.2
2 2, 1 lI 1 . II 25- 19.2! 3. 2.5 0,: SC
3 27 XI I51 . 12. -12.31 3,9 2,9 1,1 S
4 30, XI 195 . 1 . -1 fl ) 3,, 2.1 0,) St
5 30,X1 19.1 r. 05- 16.16 ,0 4.7 1,3 ")c
6 30 Xl 1954 1. 16.32- 16.42 7.0 4.3 1,5 ,c
7 ltXII 1- 1 9. 9- 943 3.7 2,6 0,7 Ns
8 XII 19.54 r. 16.04-16.14 27 1 0,I Frnb
9 8 X1I 19.5-1 r. h.34- 8.54 4.3 2 1 0,3 St
10 S/X1I 19 .7'4 1. 9 07-- 9.15 8.5 5,6 1,7 Sc
11 8 X 1 1954 r. 9.29- 9.34 7,o 4.0 1.0 Sc
12 KIXi 1954 r. 9.54- 9.58 6,3 3,1 0, 1 Sc
13 1 9Xl1 1954 r. 12.36- 12.47 1,5 0.5 0,1 St (Sc)
14 9'XII 19-4 r. 13.41-13.51 5,0 2,6 0,7 St (Sc)
15 9/XlI 1954 r. 13.53-14.A)J 6.0 3 3 0. 9 St (Sc)
16 9/XII 1954 r. 14.10- 14.15 4.0 2,6 1.7 St (Sc)
17 '/XII 195-4 r. 14.20-- 14.25 4.3 2.i 0,8 St (1:c)
18 9XII 1954 r. 14.41 - 1..46 7.1 4,3 1.3 Sc
19 1. 111954 i.. 9.25- 9.31 1,8 I,] 0,4 St (Sc)

20 l0/XlI 1954 r. 10.04-10.13 3,9 2,2 0,5 St
21 l0IXl 1I54 r. 10.17-10.24 2,7 1,3 0,2 St
22 1i/XII 1954 r. 12.46-- 12.54 3,6 2.0 0,5 St
V IOIX1I 1954 r. 12.59- 13.09 3,7 1,7 0,3 St

Key: (1). No in sequence. (z). Lte. (3). Time. (4). Thickness of

frozen ice (am) on cylinddrs with uiameter. (5) Cloud form.

Page 83.

The comparison of eXpaC eCLtd.l data with theoretical

calculations shows that tne ampiitude of the oscillations of the

relation to the icing int.nzsiy 4j mm of cylinder 12 to the icing

intensity 3 mm of cylinder 11 is wore than this is expected according

to theory. Namely I2VqT osciii1tA..d in limits from 0.33 to 0.74 at
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average/mean value of 0.57. nowuver, ratio 13/,2 oscillated in limits

of 0.1 4 to 0.65 (if we jump points in thickness of grown ice it is

less than 0.1 mm) about averay4/maan value of 0.32. Tn either case

the experimental values of reldtioas proved to be than somewhat lower

predicted by theory in the tisLt case approximately/exemplarily to

10o/o and the secondly approximateiy/exemplarily to 25o/o.

Apparently, great value in thase systematic errors has the fact that

the measurements of the taecxaess of grown ice, as a rule, began from

thin cylinder, by the diameter oi J mm, ani concluded with 7C-im.

Since measurement was conducteQ within the aircraft where the

temperature was more than 00, tnen is possible the layer of ice on 20

mm and still more the layer oi ice on 70 am cylinders managed

somewhat to thaw to the moman/cozque of measurement. Furthermore,

the diameter of large cylinder was measured not by micrometer, but by

vernier caliper, which, naturaliy, decreased the accuracy of reading.

In spite of some snortages in the procedure of experiment,

obtained results should be consiaeed it sufticiently well agreeing

with theory.

In expeditions 1955 and 195b we obtained the possibility

somewhat otherwise to appzoach testing of theoretical

relationship/ratio (4.2). 'or this purpose was used the already

mentioned previously instrument slO, which with an accuracy to 0.1 mm
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continuously recorded the taicinass of ice.

Utilizing theoretical calcuiations, it is possible, measuring

the intensity of ice accuaulatiou on SIO - 1 in form (4.1), to

determine the value of liquid-water content mcno- Value w.. found

thus characterizes average/mean Liquid-water content in certain

section. In calculations p,, given below it was assumed/set by the

equal to 0.3 g/cm2 .

On the other hand, at our jiskosal was iccated the instrument of

Zaytsev [6], making it possib~e to directly measure the values of

liquid-water content w3. dowevtr, the liquid-water contgnt,

determined by the instrumazt oz zdytsev, characterizes sections ten

times less than the liquid-water content, calculated according to

data of SIO. Therefore to tna tiw_ interval at, for which was

determined the average/mean intensity of the increase of ice on SIO,

sometimes was 5 more than tit measurements of liquid-water content by

the instrument of Zaytsev ot dnicn was located more average/more mean

in the section in question vajue w3.

The rpsults of comarison w . and w3 are given in table 11,

where in the 1st row are 4iven values w3 , in the 2nd - w, , in the

3rd - number of measuremeats a3, from which was determined value w3 ,

in the 4th - number of arops accoiding to which was located r , given
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in the 5th row, in the Uta - Ueriw~tion of some values of

liquid-water content from ota-ars A w -wcmo-_-WA and in the 7th-

ratio Aw/w, in percentajas.

It should be pointted ouit tnat values r,,, given in the 7th row,

are not sufficiently rejreseLutdtive, since they are based on a

comparatively lean micrcstiuctural material. Meanwhile for obtaining

more or less reliable intor~wdticu about rp as was mentioned in

chapter II, it is necessazy tiat tae measured spectra would contain

thousand and even tens ci tnousads of drops. The errors in

determination w,,due to incorrect determination ,P can reach tens

of percent.

Pages 84-85.

However, in spite of this, taa~u 11-it shows that the deflections Aw

on the whole do not Pxceedrza t values, obtained by V. Ye. Minervin

during the comparison cr. airmazeaz instruments, which measure the

liquid-water content. Trie presence of such deflections reflects,

first of all, the special t~dzuie/jpeculiarity of the vibraticns of

liquid-water content in clouds dau the tact that the liquid-water

content, measured by the instrumc-aL of Zaytsev, characterizes the tco

small volumes of cloud, teai times it is less than the volumes,

characteristic for wCH0 . Tue resuits of comparison w3 and wcm test ify
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about a good agreement ct tl% ory with experiment. It must be noted

that for the problem of icxry a more characteristic value is w,,,,.,

i.e. the liquid-water contaeu, ws,.ch characterizes the noticeably

larger sections of clouds, "an W3.

A number of cases, represeaed in table 11, can be doubled, if

we draw the results of medaremeats in the absence of microstructural

observations. Taking as zor tnes latter , p equal to 5p, it was

obtained by table 12.
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-fble 11. _______

C'4 -4 -1 N '1N

0,13_______ 0,0 2 ,0 0,0 0,1 6,2 7 0.2 9)3 101 I 10 1 2 0.Ii 01 10

01) 0,2 10 0.3 0,3 .2 (.3 9,3 54 061 1 01 3,2 3

~1- 416 1241 - 367 1119 13 1 - 25412 623 IM 111 10 0 (2 162

"cp 6 2,9 41 33 65 42 63 -. ,5 70 h ,- . ,

A w W C1 -007 0.015 0.03 (0,01 -0,03 0.0 -0,01 0, 13 0,09 0.112 0. (X1 0,14 0.013 (11.
L 0  -116 75 43 a3-70 -12 36 19 1IS (1 83 S

o I I v ; 1 11

I" 16 1 17 1 18 1 l 20 21 22

0,19 1,(18 00 0,1 (,I6 0.37 0.24 0,29 -

01,27- 1.08 0.06 01,16 0.36 0.32 0,18 -

6 6i 7 1 3 6 4

3 13 r5rki 29-3 1401 744 16w6 11398 -

2.7 2.4 .01 3,7 2.9 2,9 3,8

-(106 MW .00 0,00 4 0.01) -0,08 0.11 6,5234- 11-2

-32 4)0 3 -33 .38 4:3

Key: (1) Date; (2) 8 April 1956; (3) Root-mean-square deviation;
(4) Time; (5) No. in sequence.
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Table 12.

JL Ta 8 aupeAn 1956 r.

CC4

BIpelas I I I I I I I I

P& n/11 1 2 3 4 - I 6- 7 8

W93 * 0,29 0,19 0,14 0,06 0.0350,10 0.17 0.06

weMo  0,11 0,005 0,12 0,06 0,0020,12 0,01 0,05

nl I 1 "' 2 2 7 3 3

aw=w -WeH O  0.18 0,18 0,02 0,10 0,33 -0.( 16 0,04

Aw 62 97 14 0 94 21) 9 17

1.) ii eim195 1.10 aneIn 12 anpeitp
9 a.l pean 1956 i. 1956 1956 i. (.pC tle

x I KBCI IF F, H *-
- - - .N .. N e; ) ,. ,-. l '

1 I t I I t I 1 I I I I

"9 10 II 12 1:2 14 15 16 17 I 1 19 20 21 22 21 21

0.1810.15 0,13111 1. V , D.271,15 .0 ) 1. 5 1 11.22 0.04 0,')2.1, 1 3 M

OI.l1 -- ()s 0. t3h, 11, ( (7 ).0 0l S i , 1). 31, 0 ,64 01 .190,071 0 9 0,1 .

I. I ,l 'I!,ll..2 2 1 fi I ~~ I I 1 3

44 -- '21 . ' -- I i _ . . t' 12 3:1 1 ,_1-, .'l 25 J' ]

Key: (1) Date; (2) 8 April 1956; (3) Root-mean-square deviation;
(4) Time, (5) No. in sequence.
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Pages 86-87.

Here root-mean-square devidtion w3 from increased

approximately/exemplarily one ana a half times; however, also in this

case of disagreement w3 and w_,, aoar qualitatively and

quantitatively the same Caaizactez, as the vibration of the

instantaneous' values ct liqui-water content of the relatively

averaged value, indicates ay V. Ie. Minervin.

FOOTNOTE I. By "instantaneous" we understand the values of

liquid-water content, ctraiea dny the instrument of Zaytsev and the

drop-forming water which cadircterize the content in volume on the

order of 10-20 1. However, vaiui wcHo characterize volumes thousands

times large. ENDFOOTNOh.

Finally, in these expeal3.ioas 1955-1956 were checked other

theoretical calculations, prese"Led in chapter II and the

characterizing interconnection acing intensities of standard - (SIO),

template-indicator and th pianu ot the aircraft of Il-14. The

thickness of grown ice on piane wds determined from the graduated
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dowel, fastened/strengtheuea .n the middle of the wing where the

chord of section was equal to JIU cm. Readings were conducted with

the aid of binoculars, witn da accuracy to 2-3 mm. So that this low

accuracy of reading would not iea to significant errors, was

constructed the time/teMpordry graph/curve cf the increase of ice on

plane and SIO, after whicti tue i.tensity of the increase of ice was

determined from the sloje Langexit of straight lines, levelling off

broken lines in the time iatervaI - of order of tens of minutes. The

results of a similar processiug are given in able 13. The first

three columns are relateu to mdterlals 1955, the others - to 1956. If

we reject/throw the casa ot 1b 0ecember 1955, which we will examine

separately, then it is eviaenur mat virtually relation 4/4 is

changed in the very small limits: from 2.6 to 3.3, differing from

average/mean value of 3.U not more than for 13o/o. The obtained

results confirmed the theoretical calculations, made in chapter II

(Fig. 14). As can be seen Lroa fig. 14 according to theory this

relation must be changea irom 2.7.5 to 3.25 with rate change from 50

m/s (180 km/h) to 100 m/s (4Jo Km/h) and mean radii of drops rp from

3.5 to 10 p. In this case t e most probable values (with u=70 m/s

and r):4-5g) relation I.//. are equal to 3.1.

The insignificant unersatlng of relation in comparison

with theory is completely regular, since on the average the

coefficient of freezing in d connections of the profile/airfoil is
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less than in SIO (see Chapter iI.).

Table 13 shows that relation n according to theory, does not

depend on liquid-water content and icing intensity - latter, as can

be seen from table, they were caanged sometimes more than 5 times.

II,

In flight on 16 Decemar on 1955 anomalous deflection from

average/mean value can ue explaineu by the specific character of the

increase of ice. In this £ii;at nae icing was most intense of those

all occurred into 1955-19.o. icany intensity 1. reached to 0.65

ma/min. And despite the fact tuat the temperature on stand

thermometer was -5, -60, zne coetricient of freezing on plane ,

was, apparently, less taa uairy. Furthermore, on receiving cylinder

grew transparent and very uneven ice (Fig. 21), thanks to which

"linear" icing intensity .1 am/amin artificially was overstated, due

to incomplete filling vo± i.m. Tne !act is that the

protuberances/prominences oz ice increase mcre rapidly because they

take away/gather the water, ititeaded for filling of adjacent

indentations. This artiLlclal ovwrestimate cf "linear" icing

intensity it would be possisLIa to formally consider, introducing the

effective density of ice ps Bowever, this formal account does not

give practical results, "iace P., nevertheless remains the value of

unknown. The appearance or grown ice of the type, given in Fig. 21,

gives grounds to assume that p, is less than unity by tens of

N n - - '- . . . . , . .. . . . I I .I I I i
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percent, that already one can comi±etely explain examined above

anomalous value ,1. =2,4.

Summing up that presanaua, it is possible to say that virtually

with an accuracy to 15c/c conversion factor trom the icing intensity,

recorded by SIO to the icing inratnity of plane in its central

section (with chord of *3 a), zetain constant value equal to 3.0.

This fact, found taeoreticaiiy and confirmed it is experimental,

it made it possible to draw conciusion [19, 20] about the

advisability of instrumentation ot SIO to scheduled flights for the

collection of the objective statlstical data and timely information

of pilot about the thickness or grown ice on the plane of aircraft.
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fable 13.

8 Aewa6pa 10 Aeza6p9 16 Ae a6pN 8 a1pe.l. 9 anpe.

1955 r. 1955 r. 1955 r 956 r. 1%6 r.

Bpema t

m lit I 1 23 4 _____ 6

- - - 0.09 10,075 0,15

. .1~ 3.3 3.1 2.1 3,3 3,2 2.75

i=/ I= - - - 0.44 0,45 0.36

I. - - 7.5 7,o 8.0

10 anpe.am 1954 r. 12 anpe;su 1956 r. M KCHM iih-

I Cpen~iee Hoe

3IHaqeHme OrK 1OHVII He

7 ____10 11 12 1314

0,14 0.14 0.04 0,052 0.06 0,225 - -

3,2 3.0 2.6 2.8 2.7 2.8 3,0 13

.59 - 0.33 0.33 0,32 0,r;) 0,42 40

:); 7,.9 F,..' 8.3 .1 7,2 21;

Key: (1). Date. (2) . Deceaiwr. (J). April. (L) . Average/mean value.

(5). Maximum deflection (.in o/o). (6). Time. (7). No in sequence.

Page 88.
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The fact that sometimes representations obtained thus about the

thickness of grown ice cn piaa, will prove to be erroneously high, is

not obstruction to the madad recommuendation, since under such

conditions ice on plane nas spwcitic channel-shaped form and it is

more dangerous than the smoota outgrowth of ice. Therefore the

artificial overestimate or redJ rdte of icing seemingly compensates

the increasing danger due to tae skecificity of form.

Since many previous wours were based on observations of icing

with the aid of flight aero±ogist' template-indicator, it was

represented by advisable to eaxaiue connection/communication of

degree and intensity of tne iu cedse of ice on template/pattern with

the appropriate characteristics on plane and SIO. The results of this

comparison can be illustrataa by tme 3rd and 4th rows tables 13, from

which it appears, that tha ratic oL intensities of ice formation on

plane to the appropriate iate is.&ty on template/pattern 1,,

oscillates in the wider limitst atter being deflected *20-25o/o)

about certain average/mean vaiue, equal to x0.4. Accurately also in

large limits it oscillate cina 4,'l." varying

approximately/4xemplarily iroa :. to 8.5. These numerals correspond

according to vibration rttory in r, in clouds

approximately/exemplarily zrom j to b.5 y, which will be in complete
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agreement with our micrcstcuctuzaA. investigations.

The given above daTa and coiresponding reasonings are related to

aircraft IL-14. On it was unioztunately today for us possible to

conduct similar investigations an an aircraft of the type LI-2;

however, the agreement ci tanorj with the experiments, made on the

aircraft of IL-14 gives grounds to assume that and for LI-2 it is

possible to use the resuls of zna theoretical calculations, made in

chapter II.

LJ
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Page 89.

Chapter V.

ICING OF HIGH-SPEED AIRCRAfT.

1. Features of icing at high velocities of tlight.

Violent aeronautical dtwvelopmnt in recent decade led to the

fact that jet-propulsion tecauology began to acquire ever increasing

weight both in the servicasaxi aria in civil air fleet. Logical

therefore to examine, what specadi features/peculiarities introduces

into the problem of icinj higa-speed/elocity aviation. For this let

us return to the fundamental prznciples, which characterizes the

intensity of the icing

I -- ' u, P. E, '.2

For rates U '< 00 m/s airecay at temperatures of lower than -50

basic difficulty in the use/application of equation (2.2) presents

the determination of the integrai coefficient of capture E,,

coefficient differs little rroa unity. With an increase in the
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velocity coefficient E, Aacreases, approaching in the spout of

profile/airfoil the specific lisuitng value which easily is located

with the known form of proille/aIrLoil. At the same time decreases

the coefficient of freezing 0, s uoming actually important value in

equation (2.2), to be deteimajneu.

Therefore in present chdptec to more advisably begin

investigation not with examination E, as this was earlier, but from

examination .

In chapter III was stua±iu tna heat balance on the surface of

the moving/driving body ana accot,.ing to relationship/ratio (3.18)

was constructed the nomc.rdm OL eAi. 17, which makes it possible to

calculate the temperature or rne icing up surface in dependence on

thp flight speed and temkezdtuLe ol the undisturbed flow. In this

same chapter it is inciueutdliy bnown about the validity of the used

intermediate rqlationshiks/ia ios dnd for high speeds. Let us note

that the validity of a siwilad dLirrmation follows also ot the

monograph "Contemporary stdtt of nigh-speed aerodynamics" edited by

Khauert [2], Vol. 1, chapter X.

Let us return to Fig. 17. 6%s us recall that in the calculations

on the basis of which is maud nomoyram given on this figure, it was

assumed that water contexn oi clouus w was equal to that value v%
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which exactly compensates =-vapoi~aron.

Page 90.

It is clear that if icv -'zti tavn icing will nct be. But if w> w,, then,

in order from this same nomogram to find it is necessary to

replace real flight speel " by that given u. equal to

a ru

The examinid nomogram (Fig. 17) gives the possibility for each

value of recovery factcr i to construct the curve of the dependence

of the temperature of aitz.Luw to on speed a-i, at which t.v turns into

zero. Such curves are rejkresentea A.n Fig. 28 for different recovery

factors r. The limits ct canye r are accepted equal to 1.0-0.7,

sinca according to the Known aaa of value r at any point of aircraft

profile/airfoil they are iciaea precisely within these? limits. If

necessary to easily construct dL1aiOgous curves and for smaller values

of r.

it is obvious that it wJitL assigned r and uc-, the temperature of

air is higher than found .rrom kig. 28, the icing is impossible.

moreover, icing it can not be, aiso, at lower temperatures, if water

content of clouds w <wi', From Fig. 18 it is clear that at supersonic
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speeds, for example 340 m/., ind to the temptjrature of air of -300,

an icing must not have tue plce iL one point of profile/airfoil. At

the same points where r>0.9, iciiu cannot be even with to=-4O ° .

One of features of tIiC icg of high-speea aircraft consists in

the fact that at high velociri= or flight theoretically is

completely feasible anotlher wechanism of icing, different from that

examined earlier, that Lccoue6 d£parqnt even during flights in ice

clouds. ,as is known, recovery zactor r does not remain constant along

the enclosure of wing, rut it d=cpiass in Frcpcrtion to

removal/distance from eau con~actions from i=1 to rzO.7. This

distribution r leads to anaioqou6 distribution and the temperature of

the wing surface, i.e., ttwperature is reduced in proportion to

removal/distance from eau coniections of the profile/airfoil. Under

specific conditions the tampezatuze of end ccnnections of the wing

can prove to be higher tnau O°, Liut it is fLrther, being reduced, it

can become negative, i.e., tne zerc isotherm will pass somewhere

along profile/airfoil. 'ius, aven when flight cccurs in ice clouds,

is possible aircraft icinq, siuce the crystalline particles of ice,

which deposit on frontal d.rcrzdt component where temperature , >O ,

they can have time to melt, aaa taen to be referred by the flow in

the region of minus temperatures wbero the water is crystallized

anew.
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Fig .28 Dependence of t e ti~ a speed uco, temperature of th e 
4

moisten,=d surface 
necessary o eievation to 00

, on the temperature

of air t o with difterent 
Aecuvey factors .

Key: 
(1). s.

~Page 
91.

The temperature 
distribution 

,uicated along wing can in principle

lead to +he 
increase ot 

ce o tne whimsical 
form when ice is 

formed

at certain distance from fonta surface. This form of ice is

especially dangerous , s .L1 = It L t;eM ;l y MaKes aerodynam ic aircraft

quality/fineness 
ratios woe. milar icing was noted in the

literature [9, 23]. In i. G. Pcacixo's 
report [23 are described
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several such cases, which occurreu at speeds 800-850 km/h and 600-700

km/h.

With known distributions or recovery factor r along wing profile

it is possible to determain tuost conditions, under which it occurs

icing of the type sxamined above dad at what distance from the spout

of profile/airfoil passes tue zero isotherm.

The calculation prccauure is such.

On assigned flight speed u, and known r in spout (usually =1)

is found that temperature or air tj (from Fig. 28), with which the

temperature of wing in s6out is eual to 00. If the real temperature

of air to<t,, the examined m icanism of icing it is impossible. If

t o >t 1 , then find similar z, (ii.,j the same Fig. 28), with which the

temperature of surface is equdi to zero. If the distribution r

according to profile/airioi± is such, that in certain place r=r1 ,

then the examined mechanism or icing can occur. Line r=rl is the line

of the zero isotherm and sejaratos the frontal region of wing with

the positive temperature on waica the icing does not originate from

the region of wing with minus temperature, where can occur the

increase of ice. From taeoretical calculations it is known that for

some wing protiles/airfciis r snarply it falls from I at the critical

point to 0.75 at a distdnce or Z 0.1 airfoil chord. Further r is
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changed insignificantly, compLetis9 small vibrations about the curve,

which is reduced approximateiy/exemplarily to 0.72 at the end of the

profile/airfoil. In this case, tue appearance of the zero isotherm

and the mechanism of icing' noted above can take place, as is evident

from Fig. #"at flights in a v iocity of 200 m/s (720 km/h) and

temperature of air from -9 to -Ie° , at flights in a velocity of 250

m/s and temperature of dir zzo, -15 to -210, at flights in a velocity

of 300 m/s and temperatuza Lrom -J to -330, at the speed of 340 m/s

(1>1) from -31 to -L450 ainaily az the speed of 370 m/s at temperature

of lower than -390.

FOOTNOTE 1. Conditions presented Delow are necessary, but they are

insufficient for similar icing, sice it is ccmpletely probable that

with not too large liquid-warer contents, the evaporation from the

overheated surface of aircraft wlii exceed wetting due to collision

with cloud drops. ENDFGLINUTE.

From the examination or tue inchanism of icing, which leads to

so dangerous a form of ic4 accamrnidtion cn the planes of high-speed

aircraft, it is possible to arw an important quantitative

conclusion. From Fig. 2d aua valuw of speed and temperature

corrected above, with wnica is possible the icing of the form in

question, it follows that in increase in the velocity of flight on

30-40 */s must ensure tn uestzuction of conditions favorable for
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similar icing and the cessation oL further increase of ice. This

"speed maneuver" in the saries/row of cases ccmpletely attain for

contemporary aircraft can jtovc to be the effective means of deicing

of aircraft at +he high buisouic speeds of flight. The absence at our

disposal of experimentaL data ao= not make it possible,

unfortunately, to check tau expzassed considerations.

In connection with the possioility of the supplementary

mechanism of the icing cL iLugn-speed aircraft, a question about the

coefficient of freezing aci4%jurs qualitatively another character.

Page 92.

The fact is that at such aiji seeus the portion of the heat, which

is isolated with the freezing oz drops, plays already small role in

comparison with kinetic heating, aud the derived speed 11 differs

little from flight speed it,. in this case the temperature of surface

is corresponds to that touna trom F'ig. 17 and it /, -O, then the

coefficient of freezing A is uetersined by formula (3.141), indicated

in chapter III, i.e., - 1 - -F . Consequently, for determination 0 it

is necessary, first of IL±, to determine u,,, that corresponds to

obtained temperature t .

As it was shown in chapter III, w, it is expressed by equation
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(3.21)

i = K. (t, to. P ).* - , 5 U¢, il

For determination Ki(t,,,) an chapter III was constructed a

comparatively simple nomograa (yi.y. 18). & question of the

determination of heat-traister coefficient a was also examined in

chapter III. Wa will be lestrictiza here only to repetition, that all

known to us data attest to zhe zact that a virtually oscillates in

the limits of 10-2-10- 3 cda./cm z soC.

The absence of precise intormation about coefficient a does not

give the possibility to iind erecise values w1 under varied

conditions. However, it is possaole that at sufficiently high flight

velocities overheating the su,.tacv of aircratt can prove to be

so/such considerable whica juantity of cloud moisture depositing on

this surface will be is knowiagij nsufficiently for the compensation

evaporation from it. Is ia otaer words possible such situation when

W<W, and in this case, naturally, icing will not be even during

flights in the such strcnjiy supercooled clouds when the temFerature

of the surface of aircradt remains negative.

If in this case it is possiuie to rate/eqtimate value w6 to

from below and show, that tais value w,,, more than the encountered

values of water content ot cloads v, this will mean that the icing is

| .A
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impossible.

In order to rate/estzmate tLcu below the real values of

liquid-water content wt, nacbssdry ror the compensation for surface

evaporation of aircraft, it follows, as is evident from (3.21), to

rate/estimate from below value a and K3 and cn top - value E

Thus, the knowledge or vdlue E8 is very important for evaluating

the real possibilities oL icing in flight with high speeds.

Before converting/tran reLaar to estimate of the magnitude -E.,

let us pause separately at tne calculaticn of the coefficients of

capture E at the supersonic iliaL speeds whose knowledge is

necessary during the stuuy of tne integral coefficients of capture

EA

2. Calculation of the coefficieats of capture at supersonic flight

speeds.

The profiles/airfoils ot wings of high-speed aircraft differ

significantly from the iroliJis/airfoils, used in subsonic aircraft.

The greatest thickness of tatese profiles/airfcils is given to the

middle: rhombiform or biconvex roiiles. In present section we will

examine the trajectories ox dzops about rhomboid profiles/airfoils.
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In connection with the ract tu.t iki examined the supersonic flow,

double wedge airfoil can ot replaced with wedge (Fig. 29), since the

character of the flow arouna eud cunnections in this case does not

affect the form of the reaz naiz profile/airfoil.

The task of determining tna ;rajectcries of drops, which deposit

on the wedge, which moves witn tn supersonic speed, mathematically

considerably simpler than tne analogous task at subsonic speeds can

be led to the complete analytical solution.

Let us dismantle/select nais task in more detail.

Infinite wedge with an angle at apex/vertex 26 moves in with

zero angle of attack witn c crtad.L speed of vo, such, that Mo>1. We

investigate such motion waen in tne apex/vertex of wedge is formed

the attached shock wave, dizectad at angle F toward the axis of the

symmetry of wedge. To saocx wave jupstream) the air is not disturbed,

and drops move rectilinearly with constant velocity vo . Behind shock

wave (downstream) the azaimete.s or flow (temperature, pressure,

density and speed of its motlou) are changed, due to which they are
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curved and trajectory ot drops.

Before converting/trdusLerriug directly to the trajectory

calculations of drops, it is awcessary to mean the shock-wave angle

and the character of a change in parameters and speed of flow upon

transfer through this oblique 6aocK. The theory of this question is

well known [2, 30]. For eximpue, ou the nomogram available in [30]

(page 432, Fig. 336), poss..La aaowing Mo and 6 1, to find ' and Mi.

FOOTNOTE 1*. Here and throuynou inauex 0 corresponds to the

undisturbed flow (upstream), uut Ludex 1 - to disturbed flow

(downstream from the jump or auvidaion). ENDFCOTNOTE.

However, knowing 8P on product doosin s. from Fig. 30 (constructed

according to the table, given in [d] on page 121), it is possible to

find ratios P,/Po, P,/Po ana i,/T o .

After supplementing tau inaicated graphs/curves by known
A,

relationships/ratios M,,=-y = and T ' where for air

-cp/cv.l- ,-I i 2.8704.10 , cm2/s 3 deq - gas constant, we have complete

possibility sufficiently siuapiy ziom the known values of P., po, To

and v0 to find PI, Pi, 11 and VI.

Thus, task lies in the fact tnat to find the trajectory of the
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motion of the irop ot taw asigned radius r, which flows around

together with airflow about the wedge with apex angle 26. The

direction of the motion or wedge coincides with its bisector (zero

angle of attack).
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Fig. 29. The schematic of tae flow around wedge of the supersonic

flow of the aerosol (soici iae- satowea thr trajectories of air

particles, dash - trajectorids ci urop).

Page 94.

lotion occurs with attacnid snock wave. The parameters of air are

upstream known - temperature To=t, 273, pressure Pa, density Poe

Speed of flow to shock wave vo. On the basis of these data, as it was

shown above, are locateu values e and parameters of air Pt, Pip T,

and the speed of its motion v, lownstream.

For the first time taIs taSK was sufficiently clearly formulated

also by Traybus and Giber L2 4j, wnich brought its solution to

numerical results for a seiiws/row of the cases. Lost completely it

was solved by Serafin (75], for wu.ch it was possible to obtain the
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trajectories of drops in parametric form. The basic ideas of Serafin

are used in the soluticn oi statea problem given below.

The assumptions, piacea as tne basis of the solution, remain the

same as and in Serafin, znely:

1. The water droplets de always spherical and do not change

size/dimension.

2. Gravitational forca caii a disregarded/neglected.

3. Air resistance to motioa oz drop they are resistance of

viscous fluid.

4. Imbalance of forcas, wnacu act on drop from the moment of its

incidence/impingement into snocx wave and to cutput from it, can be

disregarded/neglected duriae trajectory calculation.

The first three assuaptions coincide with analogous assumptions

during the solution of the tas4 ot flow with low speeds (ghapter 1).

Disregarding the iaoai-nc or forces (point/item 4) does not

cause doubt, since the thickness ui shock wave is equal to several

man paths of molecules of aiL and is of tha order of 25 0-s am [301,

so that drop was under the eltect of these forces of less than 10-8

s.
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Thus, to point A (k. 21) 41rop moves rectilinearly together

with flow. At the monent of output from shock wave the drop has

entire the same speed vo wniie tiow already has another speed, equal

to v1 , i.e., the speed ot potash with respect to flow is equal to

uo=vo-v,. Consequently, tae tda of the determination of the

trajectory of drop is reduced to tite determination of its motion in

still air with an initial velocity of uolvo-v-- Thus, the system of

differential equations, waica is uatermininj the trajectory of the
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AF
motion of drop (chapter 1, zormui 1.6) actually is replaced by one

equation of motion of dLoP Lelative to the flcw

d-

Md 7- F,

where m=4/3vwrp - mass of auop, u - speed of the motion of drop

relative to flow, F=6wrpLeu(l+u./bteZ3 ) - the resisting force, acting

on drop (chapter I, formuia 1.#).

The equation of motion oi arop considerably is simplified, if we

introduce the dimensionless coo~ainates where as the unit of path X0

is accepted the stoppin distance of the drop of the given radius r,
i. 2 u&, rg

which obeys the law of Sto.es, li*, x0 -9-p. , for time unit ro -

transit time of this pata ;t tan speed of mction uo, i.e., t=2r'P,

for the unit of speed - bpeed uo. during the introduction of the

dimensionless quantities inuicdtea the equaticn of motion of drop

depends only on one dimeasini-s parameter B & and takes the

comparatively simple fo~w

04LT c[I+B( (5.2)

with the initial conditions

C (0)= (' .

FOOTNOTE 1. Parameter E cacdactarizes the degree of deviation of the
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force of viscosity F from .aLt -,.jJLessed by Stokes' law force F0 ,

i.e., B=F-F 0 /F0 and, as sauwu in capter I, B=0.17REo0 , where

Re0 =2u 0 r/ . ENDFOOTNOTE.

Applying consecutively/sezia.Liy substitutions ,A,! and

e '
3 -z equations (5.2) caa ij= Aategrated to end/lead. The solution

of quation (5.2) takiny i.tu account initial conditions (5.3) takes

in this case the form

3 Ictg p, --Ctg ,-( P,] (5.4)
B3j

where

TO arctg-,

= arctg + - e"-e3 -.

Page 96.

The maximum path, waflca Lzsfs the drop, i.e., exists

2--B (5 5)

Let us incidentally note tdt, as one would expect, with B-*O, ".-I

The selected system uL ui aensionless coordinates 9 and r is very

convenient. The trajectcry ot drop in this system ;(r) depends only

SW
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on one parameter B and it sufticiently easily yields calculations

whose results are represented in eig. 31. in Fig. 31 along the axis

of abscissas is deposited/postioueu dimensionless time r, along the

axis of ordinates - the coverou pith are plctted/applied the

corresponding curves of tua dependence on r for the different

values of B.

Let us return to Fig. ij Aia will note that ,- this is the

maximum distance which drop caa Vass in the direction perpendicular

to the surface of shock wave. Coasequently, it we conduct normal to

shock wave and at a distance , from the surface of wedge on this

standard to conduct the strza~t/airect, parallel surfaces of wedge,

then the intersection wita tn n constructed straight line with oblique

shock wave (point A', in eiq. eq) will be critical point. But the

drops, which passed the ooii4ue saock between the apex/vertex and

point A', will settle on ininite wedge, drop, that passed the jump

higher than point A', they will pJss past wedge.

From Fig. 29 it is edsy to sae that OA'- C.ctg -

Thus, the wedge of inainitd size/dimensicn recovers only the

finite number ot drops, aetemazlned by impact parameter tI.,g(E_),

i.e., a complete coefficient or ruc capture of the wedge of infinite

size it is equal to zerc. huw~ver, the local coefficient of capture
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does not depend on the avaial1 sia of wedge, but it depends only on

distance from spout and aecredses in proportion to removal/distance

from it to zero at infinity. &.et us note that during motion with

subsonic speeds the comuIaJ~e cueiticient of capture as decreases in

proportion to the increas,- in tatd sizes/dimensicns of body and

becomes equal to zero, mun ta-- ize/dimension of body

C C. 2 u0r~ p,
C> .P =% ~
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coefficient capture of tole Wedge OL finite length. For this let us

turn to schematic Fig. 29. The lucdl coefficient of capture at point

P is equal to

If we through C desijn~ta Lae path, passable by drop along the

normal to shock wave, anu tn~oujxa r - time, calculated from the

moment/torque Of the pa~isag of LUIS wave, then it is not difficult

to show that

dS

From other side dij-dC- ctg(e -)sie; thus, the local coefficient of

capture -Ca it is equal tc

dc

ui~iec~g~s-~)j + $isn o(e - )

Substituting in equation (jb Lae~ value

obtained by differentiation o. ejudtion (5.4), let us have

Further, from geometric cousidrdrations (Fig. 29)it is apparent that

Y0 /U0 - 0 by substituting tnis expression in formula (5.8),

finally we will obtain
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E' a, k5 9

)a1  f I •,)

Here

III :sin cos (a - cos sin (e - 6)
sin 4
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Distance S from the apex/vartx of wedge to the collisicn point

of drop with wedge so can ae tprtssed by r:

s i. : -- ,;) + -
140

and after the series/rob ot saapid conversions we will obtain

I- I 4 4 , (,5. 1O)

S 6, (b,- arc tg - I 5.10 , I, /

where

3
B" 2 sin (- )

b. - 1- ctg?0  arc tg - + /B,

b~. Ib, 4 - .

Rl
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It is more expedient to sacci for the dependence of the local

coefficient of capture not on tue iarameter Y, but on distance of S,

measured along the surface uz wedge from the spout of

profile/airfoil. It is cviou6 that equations (5.9) and (5.10)

together represent this aeptaondce in parametric form. However, it

would be the more conveniart Lo connect these two values E, and S

directly in one equation. Tne series/row of algebraic conversions

makes it possible to be ttt-d Zrom the intermediate parameter r.

Equation obtained in this cdsc succeeds in solving relative to S and

it takes the form

S= C, + Carc-tgA+ 1 + C. In l +A. (5.11)

Here C1 , C? and C3 - conStnts, repectively equal to

C,-C,(?o4 +ctg,) Cs&n(I +

3

C' 2 cotsa
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Value A is connected with E' tne relationship/ratio

I

sin S

Here

C, sin 8 tg . ctg ( .-
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Coefficients, enterinj eua.on (5. 11) and those connecting E,

and S, depend on three aamtezs - B, 6 and E. Angle 6, i.e., wedge

angle, in real supersonic aouoie wedge airfoils is changed in very

insignificant limits. Sc, d cxanye in the thickness ratio of double

wedge airfoil from 3.5 to 5o/o corresponds to change 6 from 20006 to

20521.

The angle of the sicpe oz oALique shock wave a oscillates in

limits of 45-700 with a cualige iii dach number of the undisturbed flow

from M=1.1 to 14=1.5 and of the d.L-1ow angle 6 from 2 to 30 .

Finally, parameter B .,n tae range of chanqes 6 and i indicated

at real temperatures of air does not exceed value of B=20 1.

FOOTNOTE I. Approximately/wxemjjarily to these values of B correctly

the empirical relationsni/iaric d=0.17 Re3'b, placed as the basis of
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all further calculations. NDFCOCNOTE.

We produced detaileu calcuiartons E, in dependence on S at the

different values of paramater o LuL two values 6(2 and 30) and three

values (45, 55 and 6b").

The results of calculatious are represented in Fig. 32.

In the case of executiLq Stoacs' law (i.e. with B=0) equations

(5.8) and (5.0), and consequidt±y also (5.11) substantially they are

simplified, so, equation (5. 11), takes the form

S( I - + -cn'- In (5.12)
sin (I - A, sin C

Each obtained equation (5.1d4 curves are boundary in Fig. J1, where

along the axis of abscissas are aeposited/pcstponed the values of

distance from the apex/vertex ot wedge S, expressed in unity Xo 2,

and along the axis of oruinates - value t in fractions of sin 6.

FOOTNOTE: the stopping distance ot drop Xo, expressed in unity of the

significant dimension ot body ., i.e., X0 /C ccincides with that

introduced on page 18 paraMwrer iaertia p, i.e., p=Xo/C. ENDFOOTNOTE.

This selection of the scale or ch* coefficient of capture E. is

determined by the fact that maxinun value E.=E. attained in the
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spout of wedge, is equal to sin 6. hctually/really,

Eo=E'1$SO-- 1ir E.=slna.
't --1. 0

Thus, Eo=sin 6 and aepenas aot on what parameters, except the

geometry of profile/airtci itsait, i.e., in this case it depends

only on angle 6 at apex/vertex. £nis result it was to be expected,

also, from simple physicdl coitsiaerations, since in the spout of the

trajectory profile of drops tney Ldmain rectilinear valid the lack of

disturbance of the flow bezort tue wedge, which moves with supersonic

speed.

In real profiles/airzoi1 aizcectly frontal edge has certain

rounding, so that actual vdlue E, at critical point, i.e., E0 is

equal to one and greatly snahrply it falls proportional to the sine of

the angle between tangent to proaiie/airfoil and direction of

undisturbed flow. Further, at tue constant value of this angle

falls according to equatIon L5. 11).

With the consideration ot tuat dismantled/selected in section 1

of the present chapter oL tn *acnonism of the icing of high-speed

aircraft, frequently so is not essential to know E,.as it is

important to know the average cuae£icient of settling for an entire

surface of profile/airfoil, tzom spout to the pcint in question,

since, if to this point tne tempirature of surface is positive, then
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because of the possible course of the film of water the coefficient

of capture is automaticaliy avei~aged.
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Fig. 32. Change in the lccai. couza~.cient of capture j , expressed in

portions sin 6, with distance tros the apex/vertex of wedge,

expressed in portions X, aT tue aiiferent values of parameter B. 6 -

angle between direction or Liow aua surface of wedge, - the angle

between direction of flcw ana 6nock wave. j

I

I
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From Fig. 29 it is eviaealL tiidt the averdge coefficient ot the

capture of surface from aie/ttxto point F, i.-3., ES, is equal to

ES,~~~&j --Scso sn

fi ct(e )Sin 2sin

For determining the zatio r/S it is possible to use formulas

(5. 9) and (5. 9') accordiny to idnich with the given one r is

determined Faand then (ca1 Fij. 31), knowing EA, it is letarmined by

S.

It does not represent Lunameatal difficulties to construct the

diagrams of dependence S(T) dila it is direct according to equation

For the series/row cc jractical tasks is of interest the

knowledge of that rate, wita wtiica the drops hit the surface of

wedge. Let us designate noruiai to the; surface ot w-Adge the ccmponent

of velocity of drop, exjptassea in unity un through ',and the

tangential -by Cii '*It is Lnot dlirticult to see that in this case

r. Cosn~ (6
C11~ ~~~i C'Sl S O
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where g' - rate of the motlon of Irop relative to air. Dependence

=d/dr on S can be founid rrom dquations (5.7) and (5.10),

eliminating of them the interabdidte parameter r. It is interesting

to note that in this ca ,e the equdtion, which connects values Q* and

S, can be written completey iauetically with equation (5.11), i.e.,

S =C, F CarctgP+ -r CSIn(I + P2), (5.13)

Here C,, C2 and C3 the same as iA equation (5.11), but

I

Thus, the calculations, cdrried out for the construction of Fig.

32, can be used also for tae djxrmination of

connection/communication or Q* wita S. In exactly the same manner

with B=0, equation (5.13) converts/transfers in equation (5.14),

analogous (5.12).

S= (1 - + l -3.14)

where 91 is analog 1/A' in eluatioa (5.12).

Connection/communicarion or normal component of the impact

velocity of the drop about tne surrace of wedge, expressed in values

uo, with distance along suriacu zrom the apex/vertex of wedge S,

expressed in values x0, is given in Fig. 33 for the same conditions

as in Fig. 32. tangential component easily can be found on normal
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from the relationship/ratio

=', tg(e a' fr
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Thus, the results or calculdtions, led to the appropriate

graphs/curves (Fig. 32 and 43), give the possibility to determine the

local coefficient of capture dnd tue rate, with which the drop is hit

against any point of the su.tdce ot wedge with the assigned apex

angle. In this case it is proposed that the wedge moves in cloud with

the known rate vo, which excaeds tae speed of sound so, that in its

apex/vertex is formed tue attached shock wave. The physical

parameters of air (Po, t4), li, Po) and the sizes/dimensions of drops

must be known.

For an example let us u.mdimaiae/select one real case.

Wedge with angle 6=ac L4 U.U5 flies at the altitude of of 5 km

(PO=500) at velocity, dete.wianeu Dy number n,=1.2. The temperature of

air is equal to -300. Let us linu the local coefficient of capture

E, and the impact velocity of tad drop of a radius 5p about the

surface of wedge at a distanc or 10 cm from apex/vertex.

Let us find the paz aae:tas or disturbed flow and the angle of

oblique shock wave s.
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On Fig. 336 in (301 we ti£a taat with 6=20520 and M-,2; a=640

and M=1.07. Consequently, Mogns*=,16 8  and through Fig. 30 we find

Tt/To=1.11, p/Po=1 . 2 9 and p,/Po=1.4 2 . From relationship/ratio

v=1 - we find vo and vj.

Thus, the parameters or tun undisturbed medium, i.e., to oblique

shock (upstream), are

to -= -- 30*,
T, = 2430, •

.p0 0,7 12 .10 - ' 1r CM,
M - 1,2, (.2)

VO 3,75. 104 CM; CM

Key: (1). ub. (2). g/cm'. (3). cm/s.

The parameters of tna aisturaed medium, i.e., after shock

(downstream), are

T,- 270-

t -- 30
P, 710 M6. " (,)
p, -0,914. - / rc /M,
M, = 1,07, (3vI = 3,52;. 1,1' CM, Ce 1.()

1,705 • 10- ' Ihf 'c'. ( e(.

Key: (1). g/cM3 . (2). cm/s. (J) . 9/cm s. C.

Initial relative rato oz drop in the disturbed medium

ri 6'-
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= sin 4,01 - 10' c(c/eRI.

Key: (1) . cm/s.

Let us finally find pdarmetecs Re, and X., after accepting as

significant dimension tue disrance from the apex/vertex of wedge (10

cm), on which to us it is necessary to determine value I:,:

Re, - . 21,

B -- 0, 17 R'e,, -- 1,3

2t'r" - ,: 5 cm.
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Fig. 33. Change in normaL cojapontnt of impact velocity of drop about

surface of wedge ',' expressed in portions difference in rates of

flow before and after shock wave u., with distance from apex/vertex

of wedge, at different values oz parameter B.

d ) & - " =a-450* 4 - 2, =5r,'; t62.63,; W :3',  , ; ex) ., 55';-%) , -3',  mR,-)
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Distance S from apex/vertbx, equal to 10 cm, expressed in units

X., i.e., S/ko will be eqadJ. IU/1.305=7.67.

Thus, we found entire necessary and sufficient in order with the

aid of Fig. 32 and 33 to tind reseonse/answer to the question

interesting us. on the nasis ji kig. 32 (b, c, e, f) we compose the

table of 14 values Esisria with 8=1.j and S=7.67.

From table 14 by duaL interpoLation we find that with 6=2052 '

and e=640, E, accepts the vd1ud U.%75xsin6=0.00375.

Analogously, on Fig. JJ (a, c, e, f), we compose the table of

the values of normal to the sUrLace of wedge components of the rate

drop at the moment of the snocK, expressed in unity uo. With 6=20521

and @=64' valueC,', found trom taule 15 with dual interpolation, is

equal to 0.037. peripheral component of velocity of drop C,' is
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respectively equal to

jI C-- 'tg (g - a) + c # 8,85.

Finally, expressing C.' anu ,' in dimensional unity, we will

obtain that normal component of the rate of drop u,-=148 m/s, and is

tangential Ukil =-3,%5 10' cm/s.

,A For a comparison let us inua values E,,uh± and UVk1 for a drop

with a radius of r=40p. it is easy to see that in this case of B=5.2;

P=-8.32, and distance S in units Ao is equal to 0.12. Corresponding

values EJsin; are given in Table Io.

In the case in question up to the distance of 10 cm from the

apex/vertex of wedge the Dending trajectory of drops with a radius of

r=40p is very small and tAeretore the local coefficient of capture is

close to maximum value, naMe1YE,;Z0,9,in=-0,045. Without giving here

calculations themselves, it us point out that for drops with a

radius of r-40 L, r_' =0,4 and 1I,'  9,5.

In the beginning or present paragraph it was mentioned, that the

solution, obtained for a wedge, can be common for double wedge

airfoil. In this case at ingle 6 saould be understood the angle

between the surface of rhombus and flow direction. If rhomb flies

with certain nonzero angLe of attack, then angle 6, for its upper

surface is not equal to aaiyie 4. for a lower surface. It is possible
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that the range of changes in valLICs Z, and . is wider than

examined in calculations oy Z-313. in this case it is expedient to

supplement Fig. 31 and .j2 uem, wh.ich expand the range of changes 6

and s.This expansion aioes no. present fundamental difficulties and

can be comparatively easaily carriau out on the basis of formulas

(5.11) and (5/13).
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Table 14.

2' 0.20 0.13

:1I 0.151 0.06

Table 15.

2" 0.11 0,053

;.. 0.065 0.080

Table 16.

0,9 . 0,90
3" 0, 8 0, 85

Page 107.

3. Icing index at supersonic .iilt. speeds.

in 1 section of this cnaptet it was shown that for the final

representations about tae possiiiity of aircraft icing during

supersonic flights, it is necessary to rate/estimate the value of the

integral coefficients of Capture S.
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The integral coefficient ot capture E for the assigned body and

flight conditions depends suostaarially on the distribution of cloud

drops according to sizes/d, u.aion, and in its value it approaches a

coefficient of the capture of the arops, which give the maximum

contribution to liquid-water content. At present we do not have

sufficient data about tat; spectrdi distribution of drops according to

the sizes/dimensions in taa stronyqy supercooled clouds with the

temperature of lower than -iu° . dowever, existing Knowledges give

grounds to assume that in the sucn strongly supercooled clouds the

overwhelming majority or droys nas a diameter not more 10. As shows

the example, considered at tne en of the preceding/previous section

the local coefficient or capture Lor such drops it is changed from

values sin6--0.05 in the apeA/vertex of profile/airfoil to 0.004

already at a distance oz IJ cm Lrui apex/vertex. Consequently ani

value of E actually must not excevu these value. With small

corrections this estimation can ue attributed also to ice clouds.

Although for them effective radius r4,' can be somewhat more.

FOOTNOTE &. By r.,, is understoua a radius of such drops which are

subordinated to approxima Ay/xeaplarily the same law of motion, as

the crystal of the assignea geometric structure (size/dimension arid

form) . ENDFOOTNOTE.
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Actually E fast enough decreases (in proportion to removal/distance

from end connections of tae pzoxiie/airfoil) from the oaximum value

at apex/vertex, equal to several aundredths, to very low values

already at a distance ot 10-15 cm irom apex/vertex. The character of

decrease is siuilar/suca to dea;rase E in Fig. 31.

If flight occurs at iowar speed, then, as has already been

mentioned, the values ot coeaticieut of E become still less. Thus, it

is possible with confidence to dy that at a distance of 5-10 cm from

the apex/vertex of the va.ue of tni integral coefficient of capture

for high-speed/velocity jroLiies/dirfoils actually do not exceed

0.004, if the flight sp~e ot less than the sonic or insignificantly

exceeds the speed of sound.

Let us examine the case ot tiight with M=1.2. In this case, as

can be seen from Fig. 17, tne temperature of surface even in the

recovery factor, egual to U.7, it is heated mcre than on 350.

Therefore let us assume taat in tiight it occurs at temperature

to=-400 and surface is aeaed to temperature f,- 5 Let us estimate,

which must be in this case liAuiu-water content ,, . necessary for the

compensation surface evaporation. From nomogram (Fig. 18) it follows

that in this case value K3 >1.5*10
- 2. Accepting E equal to 4*10- 3, as
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it takes place vith the ail ot zamoval from the apex/vertex of

* profile/airfoil, we see taat

E u_

Key: (1). g/m3.
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We do not have any satLL1ciat reliable statistical evidence

about water content of clouas at very low temFeratures, however, all

available data attest tc Lao Lact that at temperature of droplet

cloud its below -30 liquia-water content must be considerably less

than 0.1 g/M3.

Thus, at small supe sohic rdates (M,=1.2-1.3), when, as shown in

the section of 1 present cuapter* still it is possible to expect

minus temperature in one or tao otner sections of the surface of

prof ile/airfoil, w,- 0,1 9/a3, Wa~a in turn, considerably exceeds

real water content of ciouas at such low temperatures.

The obtained results ut theorotical calculations with sufficient

certainty indicate that in iynsat the rates, which exceed the

speeds of sound. in the first Vice the icing of the frontal

surfaces of profiles/airtuils is impossible, if there is no heat

withdrawal from the inteinaJ. wia4 surface, and, in the second place,
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is very highly improbable Eae realization of the mechanism of icing

due to a temperature decla along profilp/airfoil upon its transfer

through 00, since a quantity or aepositing moisture in this case

virtually will not be aile to cowapensate surface evaporation.

However, among specidiists' series/row there is an opinion that

the icing due to the freezinj oi tae depositing supercooled cloud

drops can occur even at suptrsonic flight speeds. So, Tribus and and

Gober [24], on one hand, and Sararini [75), on the other, consider

that with the icing of tnh pLorzLaaang parts of the aircraft (we

emphasize this fact, since st.LLi ossibly and the icing of engines)

it is necessary to collide to tue rates, which exceed the speed ot

sound by 400/o (to M=1.4) accoaUina to Serafini, to 80o/o (to M=1.8)

accordinq to Tribus and Giaez.

To us it seems that rirxus ana Serafini did not pay proper

attention to the examination ot rnd processes of heat exchange in the

surface of wedge with iciag, or to that fact that the low local

coefficients of capture tar the j;Lofiles/airfoils, used in

high-speed/velocity aviation, aud the lazge overheatings of surface

with respect to flow, acting tojatuer, they can lead to the fact that

the evaporation from the unit oL surface exceeds quantity of moisture

depositing on it for the same time.
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Besides the considerations inuicated, to conclusion/output about

the practical impossibiliLy or iciug at superscnic speeds due to

settling of the supercoolau czoud drops, contributes the fact that

the large statistical material, assembled in TsAO, gives sufficiently

foundations for consideriu, vxitudily impossible the presence of

supercooled clouds of lCwer tran -400 and to unlikely ones the

presence of such clouds cf lower ruan -350.

In press/printing theze are several communications/reports [40,

60] about icing at very low temjeratures; however, icing in these

cases bears specific character. in one case the observed different

coating reflects the preseuce oi water vapors and drops in exhaust

[40], while in other - florteu icd was clearly caused by the

sublimation, which occurred auove the tropopause at temperature of

-550. Unfortunately, the aDsence or the information about the rate of

aircraft makes impossible the comparison of these cases with theory.

15

to known to us mateLi with certainty attests to the fact that

the icing of high-speed aiLcraft occurs, as a rule, in lower and

cloud amount of middle level .iusiu takeoff or landing when the rates

reach 300-400 km/h, i.e., wneu to aigh-speed aircraft is added the

theory, developed in the preceuaag/previous chapters.

I

It should be noted that tne theory, presented in present
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chapter. is not dbsolutely precise, since at its basis lies/rests

essential assumption about tu dosence of heat withdrawal from the

internal surface of proriie/aiLzoii. We do not have at our disposal

of any data about order ot magaituae, which characterize possible

heat withdrawal and theretore not in state to rate/estimate the

degree of probable deviation trom ueveloped theory.

Page 109.

It is possible that if thei neat withdrawal is sufficiently great,

then can arise the conditions, tdvurable for ice accumulation.

In connection with tnis, in spite of the validity of

conclusion/output about rae extrcmly small probability of aircraft

icing during flights under 4ctud4 conditions with the speeds higher

than speed of sound, a juestiun a.uut the possibility in principle of

icing under such conditions must of solved in special experimental

flights. In such flights it wouid De interesting to trace rate of

evaporation of ice from one or tne other part. This would make it

possible to check theoretical raiationships/ratios and, possibly, it

would be the method of evkiuating the heat-transfer coefficient o.

Finally, in thase flights it woul be possible to check

considerations about the ertectiveness of "speed maneuver" for

dealing with icing.
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4i Appendices.

I. Fig. 34, taken trom Bergrax's work (45], makes it possible to

determine the value of critical parameter p, depending on the lift

IJ coefficient , and thickness ratio - for the Zhukovskiy profile

of elliptical profile.

Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 jive the results, obtained by Bergran

(45] during determination wita the aid of the differential analyzers

of the trajectories of drops, weaigaed in air flow during flow of this

flow about different aircrait pxotiles/airfoils. Data in the

graphs/counts of 1, 2, 4. 5, o, 7 and 8 all tables are borrowed

directly from [45]. data in y rapus/counts 3, 9 and 10 have designed

we.

II. In 1, 2 and by the Jra graphs/counts are given the values of

parameters -.. Reo and p (see conventaonal designations, page 8) . In the

4th graph/count it is inalCatead: is located the place of the

collision of drop with the proLiLe/airfoil cf higher than the face

grinding (upper surface) or Lower than it (lower surface). Index 1

marked tangential trajectories at these values of p and Reo. rn the
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5th graph/count is given tae aistcace from the point o the collision

of drop with profile/airtoil to race grinding (referred to airfoil

chord) in the 6th - value es - drop in component of speed parallel to

chord, at the moment of its coilision with the profile/airfoil (rate

is related to the rate oz tae uadisturbed flow). In the 7th

graph/count are representea the values of composing the rates drop

normal in chord in the same diae-auonless unity. In the 8th

graph/count are given impact parameters of drops i.e., distance from

drop to centerline in tue unuiszrued part of the flow. In 9th given

distance A, between tangahtial t.4jectories cf drops in the

undisturbed region and liuaily ia the 10th graph/count is given the

complete coefficient of cdpture E, equal to relation av, to midship

profile cross section.

In Tables 4 and 5 is midsection the section accept by

conditionally equal to with respect 0.15 and 0.157.
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Fig. 34._,Gradient of velocity of r.&ov in the vicinity of the critical

point G depending on thacc.uess rdtio and lift coefficient c,,: a) the

Zhukovskiy profile, b) el.pe
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Table 1. 15% symmetrical Zhukovskiy profile (c =0; a=0 0 ).
Key: (1). Surface. (2). upper. (.J). lover. Y

4' Reo P R 3 0 (,II oepx £ S, C All F
110M,"E 0,i1-

1- 2 I .0 0o

2 2K 1; . 0.265 1.0 0 ,074 - -
2 128 fit '~u~i -02653 1.00 -0,0)74 .0,148 4,0
4 512 lit D(1.AH 273 0,.997 0,004 0,074 - -
8 512 63 itu , -0,'273 ",997 -0,00 1 -- 0,074 0. 14R 1),94

32 2048 6-4 11IpxI.n, 0,262 997 01)13 )1 0,072 - -
2 2048 fit IfI-Acl fi, -0,262 0.997 -0,013 -0,072 0,144 ,96
1 32 8 - itIpXona, 0.273 1 ,0 0, 32 0.,073 -
1 32 S IIIntxI,,n., -0.273 1,0 -0912 --),073 0.1,16 --.98

16 128 8 IiepxIln., 0,214 , .005 (),023 0,070 -

16 128 Bcpx110.l, 4)4();8 1,T9 0,013 (0.045 -

16 128 I 8 epxmii, 0.021 0,082 0,01 0,0245 -

16 128 8 ;:(nIRsI4  -0,(21 -0982 -0,0M9 -0,020 , -
16 128 IHiUHfRR -0,(X8 0,-9 -0.013 -0,045 - -
16 128 8 HHCliR, -0.214 .005 -0.023 -0.070 0.140 0.94

64 512 X epIIAH,_ 0.225 1,004 0,043 0,0655 - -
64 512 8 ,ImINInnn -0.225 1,004 -0.013 -0,0665 0.13 087

256 2048 8 nepxum, 0.188 1,007 0,092 0.058 - -
256 2048 A epXHORn 0.0.58 0,949 0,069 0,3)40 - -

256 2018 8 - 0,023 0931 0,029 0,020 -
256 2048 8 UH4u. 14, -0,023 0,31- 0,029 -0,020 - -
256 2048 8 - -0.058 0,949 -0,069 - 0,040 - -
256 2048 8 I!DIHNR1  -0,188 1,007 --0,092 -0.058 0,116 0,78

8 8 1 RepXHRN! 0.197 0,994 0.078 0,059 - -
8 8 1 ,UHnrnN -0,197 0,994 -0,078 -0.059 0,118 0,7)

32 32 1 Bepzumnl 0.185 0,992 0,089 0,056 - -
32 32 I HH)4NOR1  -0.185 0,9W2 -0.089 -0,056 0,112 0.74

128 128 1 epxuqnu 0.15) 0989 0,149 (,0185 - -
128 128 1 IHMEIIUR 1  -0,150 0,989 -0,1.19 -0,0185 0,407 0,f1

512 512 3 Repxun, 0.108 0,941 0.225 0,038 - -
512 512 epxnuam -0,108 0,941 -0,225 -0,038 0.076 0,.53

2048 2048 1 epx11a 0.072 0,856 0,349 0,025 - -
2(48 2048 I 1miJ,,U, -0,072 0,856 -01,319 -0,025 0,050 31,:x3

64 8 0, 125 epxtIR" 0.078 0,870 (1,321 (,0255 - --
64 8 0.125 - 1.031 0.693 0,192 0,018 - -
64 8 0.125 - 0,010 0.698 ), 06 1 0,008 - -
64 8 (1,125 III -0010 0.698 --0,(Xl -(),108 - --
64 8 0.125 - -0,031 0,693 -0.192 -0,018 -
64 8 0,125 II*KHRI -0,078 0,870 -- 0,321 -0,02550,050 o,33

'256 32 0.325 nepxiuq, 0,073 0,828 0.359 0,021 - --
256 32 0,125 ], claig, -,1073 0,829 -4.3.5 -- 0.)21 0,42 0,29

1024 128 ().125 nepxmqna 4,052 0.741 0,451 0,015 - -
1024 128 0.12, epxHn.j 0,020 0,572 0.198 (4).l0 ---

1024 128 0,125 - 0,009 0,963 0,109 (,1405 -
1024 328 0,125 3 H2I!il -4,009 0, 563 -0,109 -0,(05
1024 128 0.125 - -0.020 0,572 -1, 198 -0,10 -
3(124 12R 0,125 - -0,052 0;741 -0451 -0,015 0,030 0,20
4096 512 0,125 imepxin, 0.038 0.584 0,452 0,0110 -
1096 512 (,125 iiM"wi, -- 0.039 0,584 -0,452 -0.01100,0221 1) 147

16384 2018 0.125 CnepXHHnt 0,022 0,329 0,469 0.004 - -
1M,384 20.18 0. 125 !luaecnr -0.022 0,329 -0,469 -0,004 0,10 0,053

512 8 0,015 BepXHn, 0,(Y2.3 0,355 0,514 0,0035 - --
512 8 (1,4M35 HNAI(nR -1,023 0,355 -0,514 -0.0035 0,.7 (M ,047

8192 128 1,035 epxin. , 0,17 0,251 1,401 0.0020 - -
8 192 28 0,o15 H ,xIEICInH -001. 0.251 -0,401 -03,(X1200.004 127

3276, 512 0.1115 nepxHx, 1,016 0,187 0,459 1,0005 -

.12768 112 0.315 HH HNI -0,016 0,187 -(,459 6-{K450,,K1I( {;,01.
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Table 2. 15o/o symmetrical 4butovsLiy profile (cl, -0.,2; 2-)

lIOCI____ 0,153

- 213 5_ 6 I 71 9 10

4 2-56 6. I lXIIa)I 0,236 1.001 0,011 -0, M016 - -1 2-16 UIIt(Iua, -(,31(6 0.9 (.0 5 -0,151h .15 2 0,98
6 102.1 64 , 0,223 1,0(;OJ 0,0-I t -0,0).5-
16 102-It 6 1 IIilI 1  -0,310 0 .,9s 0,030 -0. 15,S9:,11I4611 0.97
2 16 K J.Il)epxii, 0. 226 1.I1)9 0.053 - 0, WN1I - -.

2 16 S ji1l: nii -0,311 0. 997 0.027 -0. 1,53:,k), 1452 0.95
8 64 m H'pxuix, 0,212 1.1111 0,042 -0),005 - -

h 64 8 ) I1elXiliNI 0.t145 0.,83 0,051 - 0.3 --

8 64 8 0epxa05 0 ,-8t 0.044 -0,(16i7 - -

8 64 8 (i""IM'A" -0.o26 (j ,74 0,033 -0.0956 -

8 64 m IIsutiapI -)O12 o,972 0,033 -0.1243 -

8 64 h8 N)ialt1  -0,308 0,997 0,022 -0,1532 0,1437 0.94
32 25 K HcPxlAai 0,vi 1,015 O.,03 -0.0140 - -
32 256 h 1e1IX1il1) I  0,041 0,980 0,066 -0,0410 -

32 2 56 8 epxllix o,03 0(.969 0,052 -0,0683 - --

32 256 8 , iMi.HN $ -0.126 0,970 0,038 -0,0958 - -

32 256 8 H H Ai HI -0,.i78 0,975 0,024 -0,1232 -

32 256 8 IH)KuH,1 -0,295 0,995 0,013 -0,1508 0,1368 0,895
128 1021 uepxiwtIa -0,168 1,021 0.126 -0,0214 - -

128 1024 8 m epxH)3ll i  0034 0,958 0,100 -0,0464 - -

128 1024 8 epxumix 0,102 0,941 0.063 -0.0721 - -

128 1024 H H"iHAR -0.027 0,939 0.032 -0.0977 - -

128 1024 8 IIlIWHIHH -0,(179 0,955 0,004 -0.1231 - -

128 1024 8 MAMMAI3 -0,265 0,992 -0,00 -0,14 0, 1274 0,83
16 16 1 isepxmia, 0.149 1,010 0,160 -0,0435 - -

16 16 ! linit NI -0,245 0,984 -0t023 -0,1598 0,1165 0,76
64 61 1 alepxltlut 0.128 1,012 0,202 -0,043 -

64 64 1 ,epxii1lil1  0,0327 0,908 0,14() -0.07) - -

64 64 1 IIWxHaR -0j301 0,881 0.083 -0.0902 - -

64 634 1 -IIcIHN -00i27 0,881 0,033 -0,1130) - -

64 64 1 'u'WA'N -0.071 0.921 -0,013 -01345 - -

64 64 1 .)KHUIat -0225 0.983 -- 0,052 -0. 1558 0,1065 0.66
256 256 I iepxiuu 1  0.100 0,999 0,283 -0,0587 - -

256 256 I epxl, 0 022 0,852 0.189 -0,0763 - -

256 256 1 iiau -0.002 0,827 0.10;3 -0.0940 - -

256 256 1 -H)nR -0,323 0.815 0,015 -0.111b -

2% 256 1 -In -0.o58 0, h63 -0.050 -0,129 -

256 256 1 .il21tfllll t  -0.177 0,963 -0,105 -0,14753),0"81 0,58

1024 1024 1 uepxagxln 0,0363 0,914 0,424 -0.074.3 - --

1024 1024 1 KIItUIUii -0.118 0,902 -0,195 -0,13610.0617 042

128 16 0.12 epxnult 0,55 0,881 0,472 -0,0955 - -

128 16 0,1 epXHulNl 0,W309 0.640 0,235 -- 0,1 ' - -

128 16 0.125 IIxI)anHn -0,304 0.637 0,111 -0.1,50 -

128 16 0.12 uHZH*H -0017 0.642 -0,.)13 -0,12..," -

128 1.6 0.12 I'Hn)ias -0.036 0.685 -0,10' -0,133!s - -

128 16 0,125 HZIIMI -0,098 0,854 -0,246 -0.143(1 W.75 0,31
512 64 0,1£ sepxsvm, 0.038 0,767 0.,528 -0,101i( -

512 64 0,12 epxzgni 1  0,001 0.560 0,2711 -0,. 108t --

512 64 0,125 Il*HjlK -031)4 0,542 (.,132 -- 0.1155 -

512 64 0,12 I1NCHR -0.016 0,535 -0,011 -0.1230 -

512 64 0,12 )litcRnII -0.0 0,611 -0,140 -0,131 -

512 64 0,125 ,irniH)inn 1  -0,(79 0,81. -0.300 -0.1382 o,0377 0,25

2048 25 0, 12.! epxam 1i 0,028 0.562 0.611 -(, 105 - -

2048 256 0.12. UepxuN 0.004 0.394 0,255 -0,1130 - -

2048 2% 0,125 ,"H3HAn -0.05 0.379) 0,11. -0.11H2 -

2048 256 0,1 i3HimI -0.014 0,377 -- 0,0 -0.122 --

2048 258 0,12 I3HM33NX -0,029 0 .5M0 -0,235 -0,12;5- -

2048 256 0,125 tiHg316, -0051 0.68M -0.35% -0'1325 10,2401 0.16
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s192 1042 0.12, " eptepxmll 0.015 0.21 0.514 -0.1165 -

s192 1024 0.12.5 - 0 o,27 0,230 -0,1A) - -

8192 1024 0.1 1H If I R -0.001 0.260 0.085 -0.1218 -

g192 1024 0,12 I uI.iiN -0,012 0.273 -0.110 -0124)

8192 1021 0.12 MIMSuni, -- 0,031 0.5,2) -0.3(x0 -0.12750.0110 0,072

1P24 16 0.015 "epxHlH, 0.008 0.1 0,610 -0,1232 -

1024 16 0.0 I:HMEIH.rj -0.015 0.1 -0,243 -0.12620.0030 0.020

4096 64 0,015 mepxHNR, 0003 0.090 0.434 -0,1243 -

4096 64 0.015 t1 )HRRN -0,015 0,246 -0.235 - 0,12780, 15 0,022

16384 26 0.01 [Depl'431, 0.002 0,1 0,506 -0.1254 -

163&4 256 0,01 UUNIfe -0014 0:17 (o295 -0.127..02 ,i

Key: (1). Surface. (2). upper. (3). lower.

Ii

~.. ~
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Table 3. 15o/o symmetrical hiihuaovsliy profile(,,= ", i; 0 =,1 )

c .Reop(,1IHt~epA- I/ IV'___ ________

II *~S I 6 7 I10
'2,S; (il B I)IH1  0,'?1i4 0,!99 0,07 , --(5,lhI - ---

I l2yuI ol .. l)I -- o, 111(8 O, ).i ( 01070 -I 321 t 1533 U.98
I II) ' 1 021 l h o| , 1)l 1,(0)6 0, 1 ii , -0, 6 1o92 - -

Ili 1021 I1 ( iiiilll -0,4iil 1,9976 0,070.5 -0,322. 1i0,153I1 0,9b
10 8Mt',)I(l 0,192 l.0031 t1.O 962 0 11 --

:2 Ili ?itti -0,409 9), 9891 0,00i8 -0,3330111 ,132 0,96
8 6.1 8 ilil 0,170 1.0055 0,1032 -I 187 -

8 8 i64 8 lmli -(,135 0.9802 41,0728 -0,307 -
8 1 IIi III H -0,064 0.9782 0,0789 -0-i0, 2M'2 1
8 it t i a -l,024 0,9663 0,1120 -0,2577 -

8 64 8 ,tCpxliilll ,04 0.9793 0,0941) -0.23130 - I
lite lx1H 0,037 0.9854 0,1011 --0,208 -8

h j ;-I 8K iKII -0,400 0,9930) 0.(638 -. 3)2010,14831 0.9.1
32 26 8 ksepxllH, 0,148 1,0174 0,1381 -0,181 -

32 2.6 lDClXIilll i, 0.034 1),9764 0,1221 -l,2121 - I
32 256 ' 8 elixX IuH 0,002 0,9653 0,1050 -0,2358 -

32 256 8 H11iKIllH -0.024 - - - 0,2594 - -
32 256 1 HAHMn -0,062 - - -0,2832 - -
32 26 IIHAcIINi -0,124 0,9652 0.0628 -0,3068 - -

32 256 8 .Hwnsmn -0,379 0,9831 0,0618 -0,331610,1435 0,92
128 1024 8 BepxH119, 0,127 1,0294 0,2031 -0,1994 - -
128 1024 8 liepxnan, 0,062 0,9804 0.0931 -0,2074 - -

128 1021 N epflui, 0,028 0,9514 0,1670 -0,2205 - -
128 1024 8 epxHsn, 0,004 0.9304 0,1410 -0,236 - -

128 1024 8 1IHiKCHH -0.041 0.9273 0.0869 -0.2748 - -
128 1024 8 ( 1CIAHNR -0.125 0,9433 0.0519 -0,3077 - -

128 1024 8 1.nlKclhr -0,350 1,0200 0,0468 -0,3316 0.1322 0,8-4
16 16 1 luepXHll 0,121 1.0116 0,2241 -0.2403 - -
16 16 I litttCaluu -0,336 0,9628 0,0415 0,:-665 0,1262 0,8(0
64 64 I epxijal 0,100 1,0133 0,2881 -- 0,2472 - -
64 64 1 .&milIIIa -0,113 1,8940 0,0448 -0.3,122 - -

64 64 I ,i,ialll*H - 0,0)0 0.8712 0,0731 - 0,3231 - -

64 64 I (,iDIHW4RH -0.028 0,8694 0,1147 -0,3043 - -

64 64 1 JlIMil -0,0. 0,8638 0,1675 -0,2853 - -

64 (14 1 Inepxuun 0,018 0,8990 0,2148 -0,26510,1134 0.72
64 6.4 1 1 msiinai, -0,286 0,9578 0.0135 -0,36061 -

2,%i 256 1 epxHAA, 0,068 [,0121 0,4088 -0,2622 -
256 256 1 pxRnlu 0,012 0,8138 0,2746 -0,2775 - --

256 256 1 1iH)KlHAl -0,008 0,7827 0,1843 -0,2925 - -

256 .1 iHK*Hn -0,028 0.7864 0,1092 -0,3078 - -

256 2,56 IH)K[HH -0,084 0.8281 0,0149 -0,3353 - -

256 256 1 IIIKHHN -0,125 0.8660 0.0142 -0,3444 - -
256 256 1 IIH*2iHaH -0,247 1.9%55M --0,0313 -0.3537 0,0915 0,59

1024 1 1024 1 epxxRnu, 0,043 0).758 0.5817 --0.2782 - -

1024 1024 I I llflu -0,155 0,8 780 - 0,1212 -0.3440 0,0658 0,42
128 16 1,125 uepxtimL 0,0.t2 0, 8255 1. 0,55( -0,3126 - -128 16 0, !12s 1 KIsINHl -- 0,(167 1.7..... 0,0;364 --1,598 - -

128 16 0.12,5 jIH(HH - 0,0)40 0,658(i 0,0228 - .3,( - -

128 16 , 125 iuln1*'llH -0,022 0,R(148 0.1031 - 0.3106 - -

128 i16 (1,125 .. ill, l 0 -,006 0, h 15 0,2144 - 0,333 - -

128 16 0,125 Bepxiin -1),006 I r,i62 0,3437 -),.3220 - -

128 16 0,125 iXHi01wni, -0,145 0,)-632 0,1358 t1,3 1 ,0,0.562 0,36
512 64 0,125 pxillll, (1,026 11, 692 0,71017 -o, 3216 - --

512 64 0.125 mioingii -0,(914 0,5021 0,3024 -0,3303 - -

512 4 0,125 .inaHI -0.015 ,i 1-0,4678 0,1.513 -(1,3383 - -

512 (4 0,12.' Illiinh --(0.127 () 5197 0,0390 -0,3411 -

512 64 0,12., HIHN -0,042 15564"i 0,07h2 -0(1.:35(1 - -

512 4 (,125 HnHN -((62 11.64.5 - 0,1363 -),376 - -
512 t1 ,125/iHAgHN 1 .-).112 12,113 ,1,-t,,2045 -o),3605(i,11381 0,25
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20-18 256 0 2 e~.u , 10 240j-0,7513 -0.3293 - -

2).18 256 6 .l,2 pxui0, 0,122. 0,3MTK0(4,553 -0.3324 -
2018 2 12., 'lu,:nI -OX)8 0,2858 0,2442 -0.3373 -

20-18 2 '- iI 12; um- -0,022 0,548 (),(X)(4) -0,3432 - -

2048 25 ::: 12 - 0, 032 0,1 ,37 -0.,191 -0,3471 -
2048 256 0,125 0.in -4r, 0, 1956 -(),1923 -0,.3,50 -

2049 256 12. un, -0O,072 0.1,375 -0,2912 -0,3529[0,02,361 .15
8192 1024 0 ,125 0,1ep01n, O,410,I 0,1918 0,7521 -0,3382 - -

8192 10211 I 11,2- -0.0)--, 0,1918 0,4371 -0,3405 -
x192 102t ,125. *,a. nin -0.012 0.1787 0, 1520 -0,3441 --
8192 104 ,1.125 11H4(..) -0,021' 0,2767 0,0(669 -0,3458 -
M192 1021 [) 12-- '.n1n' -0,031 0.2867 -0,2011 -0,3474 --
8102 1021 0,12--, -s~~, -0.041 01,4186 -0(.2832 - 0, W00, 0098 0,06
1024 16 o .1) 5Cepxman, 0,01 0,1147 0.6545 -0,3495 - -
1024 it; 0), ()1.-ep um -0,03, 0,3 06-0,2808 -0.3.544 0,0049 0,031
4096 64 (01, ().pxsu, 0.1)1.3 0,1047 0,6945 -0,34951 - -
4046 64 0,1 -h ~IH(SR 0,021: 0,2146-0,2157 -0,353010P003-5 0,022

S16384 256 0,015 H)KHAN, 0,02 0,27461-0,2256 -0,353M0,0031- 0,020
5 ()0 epxura ( ,0 ) 0.1597 0,849 -0,35041 -

Key: (1). Surface. (2). upper. (3). lower.
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Table 4. 150/o bent ZhuxGvsAi y icotiLe (, 0. l; a 0°)

; Re~l_ Hosep x .-

: , -- , locib "o 1,F0

1 2 3 4 1 i 7 9 10 l

. 236 64 'epxmlsi 0,317 1,(K)3 0.007 0,09:35 - -
4 256 64 iiH Kulsi, -0,216 (,998 -0,002 -0,056h 0,1 A, I,m0

16 1024 64 )nepxmoi, 0.310) 1,008 0,013 0,015 - -

16 1024 64 nHa us, -0.213 0,99 -0 (06 - 0,5U65 FA I .5 0,99
2 16 8 uepxisoi 0,305 1,009 0.022 0,085' - -
2 16 H HHANsI -0,215 0.994 -0,001 - (,0610. 1405 0,97
S 64 8 BepxHHaa, 0,294 1.012 0.031 0,081 -- -

8 64 epxHIH, 0,096 0, 992 0,022 0,0536 -

S 64 8 HH)iKII1 0,038 0,998 0,020 0,0253-
8 64 8 iNuRnR 0.02 0,985 0.011 - 0.038 -

s 6.1 8 H It*It -0,Q33 0,984 0,003 -0,0318 -

? 6.1 8 HH)KIdIA -0,212 0,999 -0,008 -0.0610 0.1428 0,95
32 256 8 epxHaH, 0.275 1,022 0,05) 0.0775 - -
32 256 aepxsca, 0.092 0.989 0,042 0.0503 - -
32 256 aepxHHlH1 0.034 0,976 0,030 0,0225 - -

32 256 8 epxiawim 0.001 0,972 0,017 -0.0045 -

32 256 HHiiac)ia -0,033 0,973 0,002 -0.0325
32 256 t IIaIINH, -0.199 0.990 -0,016 -0,0800 0,1375 0.92

128 1024 8 sepxiaIi 0,243 1,033 0,090 0,0660 - -

128 1024 BepxmijII 0,077 0,976 0,075 0,0420 - -

128 1024 8 BepxHHR, 0,030 0.954 0,054 0,0160 - -
128 1024 8 *epxanm. 0,000 0,943 0,024 0,0085
128 1024 8 rIHfIHoI -0.032 0.946 -0,006 -,. WI - -

128 1024 HAC fia -0,183 0.984 -0,036 -0.0585 0,1245 0,83
16 16 1 Bepxai. 0,211 1,028 0,128 0,0377 - -

1 16 i nunifsa -0,180 0,978 -0,042 -0,0770 0,1147 0,76
64 64 1 epxwIfa 0,192 1.038 .0,168 +0,0312 - -
64 64 1 mepxainj, 0,061 0,936 0,131 0,0100
64 64 1 epxmau 0,022 0,. 898 0,095 -0,0110 -

64 64 1 H NRHA -0003 0.884 0.048 -0.0315 - -
( 64 HH*nRua -0.031 0,891, -0,007. -0,0525 - -
64 64, H(lI.aH -0.157 0,971 -0.074 -0,0731 0,1043 0,70

256 256 1 aepxnI1  0,158 I,0W8. 0 238 0,0180 - -
256 256 Bepxouai 0,050 0.893 0,188 0,0010 -
25i 256 1 epxusa, 0,018 0,839 0,127 -0,0165 -

256 256 I.I wKj> * --0,004 0,820 0.054 -0,0340 -

256 25i .HHKIIR -0,028 0.838 -0.017 -0,05101 --

256 256 1 nM H RA -0,120 0,940 -0,129 -0,06801 0.0b60 0,57
1024 1024 1 sepxisis 0,109 .000 0,357 0,W) - -

1021 1024 1 HICH~aMa - 0,085 0,883 -0.220 -0,0620 0,0620 0.41
128 16 0,125 sepxII, 0,092 0.958 0,405 --.0,028 - -

12$ 16 0,12' aLpx.4 t  0,032 0,727 0,288 -0,0382 -
121 16 0,125 epxrf.* 0.012 0,638 0.1,9 -0.0480 -
128 16 0,125 .am . . -0,004 0,649 0,060 -0,0575 -
1281 16 0,12 1 H. HH#F1n -0,09 0,644 -0,046 --0. 0670
121 16 0,12 IhiRnma, -0,068 0(,838 -0.264 -0,0772 0,0492 0,33
512 64 0,125 nepxmiji 0,072 0,911 0,487 -0,0347 -
512 - 64 0.12 Bepxn.m, 0,1)25 0,634 0,350 -0,0425
512 64 0,125 epxHa. 1  0,010 (1.535 0,208 0,150 -

512 64 0,125 |iH*ItflH - 0,005 0.485 0,031 -0.0582 -

512 64 0,1 IIHsWIIH -0,018 0,514 -0,124 -0,0,6 - -

512 F4 0.125 mH(,,ns, -0,053 0,751 -0,319 -0,0725 0,037- 0,25
204P; 25'; 0,12.. sepxima,1  0.06 (),686 0,576 -0,04l11
2048 256 0.12. nepxiwi, 0,015 0,448 0.3") -(, ) 050
2048 256 0,125 HHWHINflI 0,005 ),381 0,192 - 0,0548 -

2048 256 0,125 epx.ii 0,O0 , ,368 0,0-48 -0.0594
2048 256 0,125 inim -0,013 0,407 -0.I1( -0,0W38 -

204? 256 0,12 HNI.IRI -0038 0.604 -0,384 -0,06851 (,0215 0.163



DOC = 79116103 PAGE %7

8192 1021 sI2 epxlisI, ),25 0.471 0.650 -0.04R - -

8192 1021 0.12t epxli o, 11.007 0.258 0.308 -0.0569
8192 I1f)I 0.125 illowlist" -0.001 0,178 0,082 -O.05W -O
8192 1W21 ) 12. 1H"*1R"R --01(ms 0.184 -0,079 -0,0610
8192 102 t o,12 ii Ha nHn -0,012 0.211 - 0 163 - 0,06301
8192 1021 0,125 "WH, -i,025 0.464 -0.428 -0,06.5 00102 0,07S1021 16 ,015 .ae~xIIAH o 0022 0.346 0,.561 -0,0 W

1024 16 0,015 HHwi'il1  -0,018 0,317 -0.368 -0.0700 0,009 0.06
40'6 64 0.015 Bel)XHHN, 0,015 0.285 0,527 -o,060 t  - -

4696 64 0.015 HH.).NAia -- 0,012 .14f -0.253 -0,0675 0,0025 0,17'
1634 2 0.015 BePXI aR 0.0 0 113 0,391 -0,06551 -

16384 256 S ua .00 . -0,1)8 -0.0670 00 0,01

Key: (l).Surface. (2). upper. (3). lower.
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-1' Table 5. 15o/o profile/aito~i~ MAC.A 652-015.

e_ I ,Oe pI- _ _ _ - ' s _ _ -_ E -..2-+ ' Reo p - lt oc rl'  0+ E , 154. R.0l5 I I), AY, E
1 2 3~ 4) 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 2.56 61 Miepxnl.n 0.28 1 0023 00814 0,1281 - -
1 256 64 i1 IN0 -0,523 ).9973 0.0704 -0.2817 0,153M 0,98

16 1024 64 BCpxHRfln 0,267 1,0073 0,0864 -0.128 - -

16 102,4 64 )1Hn gRA1 t -0,514 0,9973 0,0704 -0,241H1 0,.1520 0.97
2 16 8 ep'X. 0.259 1.004Y 0,094.5 -, .,>95 - -
2 16 8 epx IIn.l, 0,031 .9881 0.0875 -0,1646 -

2 16 8 Hn),MItiR -0.02,2 o.9847 0.0825 -0,2(126 - -

2 16 8 I IHK HNI -0.074 .,.9867 0.0793 -022.16 --

2 16 8 HH ,IIA -0,1 I ) ,9857 0,0753 -0,2467 - -

2 Y; 8 I1HAKct --0.256 0.9847 0.0742 -0,26M7 - -
. 2 I; 8 HIKwuxAI -0.514 0.9"27 0.0711 -0,21)9 0.1 l 4 0.96

A 61 8 BepxHgHt 0,240 1,0107 0,1065 -0.1424 - -
8 61 8 epxHfla1  0.016 0.984? 0,0935 -0,1719 - -
8 61 8 II1*HH - 0.050 0,9757 0.0.24 0, 2163 - -
8 il $ HKHa -0.125 0.9807 0,074. -0.24)9 - --
6 6t 8 HIt"Afxf -0.236 0,9797 0.0712 -1.26.)55 - -

8 61 8 H)KHfRRt -0.512 0,0907 0.0641 -0,2 ,99 0,1475 0.95
32 2.56 8 oepxts, 0,20)9 1.0187 0.1326 -0.14. 3 - -
32 256 8 epxIMR1  0.023 0,9761 0.1155 -(0,1702 - -
32 256 8 ,mnn - 0,052 0,9617 0.0874 - 0.219 - -
32 256 8 --0.131 0.9647 0,0743 0,2437
32 256di 8 F(u lan -0.249 0 9717 0,0632 -0,2685 -5

32 25G 8 IliKHNR1  -0,506 1.0057 0.0531 -0.2894 0,1401 0,89
12s 1021 8 nepxxoRt 0,150 1.0207 0.18053 -0.1603 - -
129 1021 8 .Cpxuf 1  0,008 0,9517 5.1375 -0.1826 - -
12K 1024 8 tx".ri -4-0.068 0.9421 0,0953 -0.2282 -
12s 1024 8 -0.145 0 9407 0,06,12 - 0,2505 -

12S 1)21 8 .iri'iciisi -0(.267 0,9557 0.046(2 -0,2726 -
121, 1021 8 .. wil 9511 -- (.485 0,9837 0,0382 -0,2878 0.1275 0,82

16 16 1 FepxI1ia, 0.128 1 .0015 0.2008 -0,1951 - -
1 16i 1 afiffl -0,181 0.9771 0 0383 -0.3202 0.1251 .80

e6 6 1 ,epxfR 11 ) 0 092 0.9)56 0.2517 -0,203 - --

6.1 6 1 epxI..9 0 (12 0.9155 0.2055 -0.2136 - -
61 f6I I ,Kfec'usi -0.018 1.87 5 0.1092 - 0.253 V -

6 1 6 1 I f IIR 0 -0,127 8975 0,060 - 0.2797 - -

*1/



DOC 79116108 PA~t

i4I 6'4 1I-I0,247 0 9r.W0,t-),,7 (i,. o4J
)4 61 1 12)KI~. l J.K , --0,417 (),4'56( 0,0(171 1- U.lI31 o, 10444 0. !9256 2'6- I epxIfl, 00 17 0 '9110 (),J4I0 -0,21-3 -2 .j(i JINWiIIciI. -(), 0 7 0, 82Ai 0,1 .61 -0,2 I _--

2 , 01) S080 0,1102 2 54: -4 256 2-56 I H -. I09 . Ii 0 110 0,2717 --

5(i 56 VIA It $I 14 VA 44 2 -- ,,22d1 2' 0 11 H.UI I lH4 -0,35,, 0 004' - 0,04 43 0 . 3$ 29 J 0,j. 0.40
1024 10241 fiepXIoIIl, 0,02t 0,H577) o6111- -0,2'!7
1024 1024 1 ,epxu wj, 0.010 0 7726 1,393.- -0,-23 -
1024 1024 I 1 1WIM 0 ,015 0,6715 0.1972 - 01.2 2 -

1024 1024 1 1,4IHH -0,060 0,6295 0,03(0 -03W i92 ,-
1024 1424 1 INxACIIH 0.104 0,7875 --0,0251 --0,2782
1024 1024 1 H I (HHA4 -%). 166 0,7495 -0,0692 -- Y2'531024 02 1 Kw.um, 0,245 0,9175J -0,0942 -1),2,83 0,0616 4),4(?

128 U; 0.12' epxtoas, 0,()21 0,726 0,49544 -0,2633
128 (6 01 HHA(IIjim -0.0412 0.6436 0,2336 --O27. -
128 16 0, 12 .uthimi -0,042 0,.6395 0,1003 -0,2945-
128 (6 V.25 u t u -0,080 0,7194 -0,0500 -0(.3(028 -
128 lb6 0125 HNXCIIqfR -0,1( 0,7634 -0,0860 - 0,30W59 -

f 128 16 (.12f).-WHRI t -0,185 0,8804 -0,1302 - 0,3091 11,0458 0,24
512 64 o 01 ePXfIi. 0.018 0,7536 0,5779 -0.2676
512 64 0.IT Bepx"Sti, 0,0(05 0.6496 0,4378 -0.2719 -512 (4 0.12, HAiRi -0,020 0.4935 0,1605 -,2857 - --.512 4015 )niia --0,034 0,5504 0,0403 -0(.926 - -
512 64 0,125 HH)cIRH -0,079 0,6954 -0,0989 -L:015-
512 64 0.125 inxtis, -0,145 0.8284 -0,.154l --0,M035 01,0359 0,222048 2 O56 0.125 ,epmgIl 0,014 0.6606 0,6718 - 0,2737 - -

2048 256 0,125 Bepxiisia 0.007 0.5986 0,5869 -0.2748 -
2048 -56 0 -125 - 0,000 0.5216 0,410 -- 0,2781 -
'-048 2,6 0,125 ")KI.Ii -0,012 0,4085 0.224, -4),2861 -.
2048 256 0,12 SU 0,022 005 M .060 - 0,29o
2048 256 0. 0,I04 1 054S5 -0,067 .- 0,2965 --2048 256 0.125 Hwuasi" -0.100 0,7584 -0,17(68 -0,2989 0,0255 (.17
8192 1024 0,125 epxwn, 0,010 0.5976 0,787 -0,279h - -
8192 1024 0,125 epxHnH, 0,005 - - -0,2801 "
8192 1024 0,125 *IpiR( -0,004 - - -0,2850 - -8192 1024 0 12. iti -0,010 0,3035 0,245,4 -0,2886 --
8192 1024 0,125 HriA.9 0 -0,022 0.2124 0,0033 -0,2932 - -
8192 1024 0.125 HECiII -0,030 0,3423 -0,0868 -0,2945 - -8192 1024 0,125 iKliii - -0,033 0.3983 -0,1068 -0,2958 -

8192 1024 0 125 i imiu -0,065 0,6765 -0,1867 -0,2971 0,0173 41,11
1024 16 0,015 Iepxmi, 0,008 0,4372- 0,8239 -0,2933 -
1024 16 0,015 ii m nstii, -0,040 0,4891 -(),1997 -0,3037 0,0104 (,07
4096 64 0,015 BepxHtIo, 0,008 0,5712 0,8627 -0,2947 - -
4096 64 0.015 maix", -0.024 0,2221 -0.1126 -- 0,30261 0,0079 0,5>)16384 256 o00 C5epXHIM 0,008 05730 0,9007 -0.2952 - -

16384 256 o,015 1n0iisI, -0,019 0(01W9 -0.052 -0,;0281 0,00761 o,048

Key: (1 Surface. (2). upper. (3). lower.
upe.(>.lwr
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